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Foreword
“These are the golden years for commercial
aviation. We are going to eliminate most of the
safety problems and get huge technology
benefits.” The speaker is from one of the USA’s leading
R&D organisations. Is he just an irritating ‘gung-ho’ guy?
Not really, because he was saying those things more than
20 years ago. His predictions have been borne out for the
developed world. ATM infrastructure now uses much
better sensors, such as monopulse secondary surveillance
radar. There have been dramatic improvements in
computer/equipment processing power and speed. The
displays and interfaces available to controllers make
earlier technology appear very primitive.
However some system developments were not widely
anticipated. European ATM strategic research in the
1980s, such as Garteur and PHARE, often did not even
mention the role of satellite navigation, now a core
component of SESAR and NextGen. There were
consequent effects: for example augmented GPS could
deliver CAT1 landing guidance, thereby making MLS’s
world-market chances much more difficult.
Many of the efforts to improve aviation safety were
driven by the knowledge that progress, measured in terms
of hull losses per million departures, had tapered off. The
oft-repeated observation was: “If accident rates are not
reduced within about the next 20 years, a fatal air carrier
accident will occur about once a week somewhere in the
world.” The focus on safety has had considerable success
– there were eight fatal commercial jet accidents in 2009,
none of which were collisions. The considerable challenge
to aviation professionals is not only how to build on what
has already been achieved but also to build towards the
next-generation ATM system.
This year’s most obvious aviation problem was the
Eyjafjallajökull volcanic eruption in Iceland, which has
already generated new research and policy work. But do
not forget 2009’s wonderful escape in the Hudson River.

Birdstrikes are a worldwide problem, with many such
accidents, several with fatalities, and near tragedies.
One of the major conceptual changes in the past 20
years has been the move to a System Safety approach.
This recognises that pursuing safety through a focus on
regulatory compliance is not enough. The system safety
philosophy has several strands. It includes the need for
airlines, airports and ATM bodies to have operating
systems in place to identify and mitigate hazards and
risks. A central component is the promotion of safety
culture throughout an organisation in which workers –
from ab initio training to seasoned professional status –
strive to improve safety.
Precision-based navigation is one of the key building
blocks of the new paradigm ATM systems. PBN is an
extremely important step to resolving the complications
arising from a variety of area navigation requirements at
the ICAO and regional level. With transitional PBN-based
steps, it would not be necessary for the entire ATM
infrastructure to be in place before changing to a timebased arrival system.
‘Airspace’ has increasingly become an important topic
in its own right. There must be safe and efficient use of
this limited resource, while minimising environmental
effects. It is essential to deal effectively with the needs of
the different users, for example through Flexible Use of
Airspace and Functional Airspace Blocks. How can
European states progress to efficient route networks with
optimised flow management? What can ATM providers do
to increase the frequency of direct and more fuel-efficient
routeings?
Dr Peter Brooker
Aviation consultant
Peter Brooker’s article on safety information gaps in the
Single European Sky begins on page 20 of this issue.
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Strike IT
UNlucky

Recent management efforts have dramatically increased communication and awareness
of wildlife hazards at US Navy installations
Matthew W. Klope, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, USA
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The United States Department of the Navy BASH (birdaircraft strike hazard) programme encompasses both the
Navy and the Marine Corps. Established in 1980, the
Navy’s BASH programme had humble beginnings through the
Navy’s Natural Resources Management Programme. Recently the
BASH programme has been reassigned to the Chief of Naval
Installations Command’s Aviation Operations Department,
where it now resides as an official ‘programme of record’ with
associated programme funding and management oversight.
This new management effort has dramatically increased the
communications and awareness aspects of the programme from
the headquarters level to the individual installation. By
coordinating from the top and providing specific guidance to the
individual installations, the Navy’s BASH programme is being
managed more efficiently. This includes all aspects of the
programme including managing airport vegetation, controlling
problem wildlife, reporting strike events to the Navy Safety
Center’s wildlife strike database, and the submission of remains
to the Smithsonian Institution for positive identification of
wildlife species involved in strike events.
In an effort to improve this enhancement effort, the Chief of
Naval Installations Command published the Navy’s first BASH
programme manual in June 2010. This manual covers all aspects
of the Navy’s BASH programme so that all installations will be
on the same playing field. In other words all installations will be
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Many species of wildlife are attracted to mowing operations due to exposed insects and rodents. Pilots should be made aware of mowing operations and the possibility of increased wildlife

managing their BASH programmes the same way, so when a
pilot or an aircrew travels from installation to installation the
BASH programme information they receive from the tower is
similar. This is also important for all the individuals associated
with flying, including the maintenance crews, aviation safety
personnel, air traffic control personnel, tower personnel and
even the natural resources personnel. Within the Navy the
above-mentioned personnel often transfer between Navy and
Marine Corps facilities around the world, and having a
consistent set of programme protocols is absolutely necessary.
Even with all the programme organisation and guidance
provided from the headquarters level, the most important aspect
of the Navy’s BASH programme is the communication of any
wildlife issues directly to the pilot. In this case, communication
can lead to avoidance of a possible catastrophic wildlife strike
event. How does this information get to the pilot? It starts with
everyone on the airfield from the individual driving the runway
sweeper truck to the person changing the burned-out approach
lightbulbs. It is everyone’s responsibility to report all wildlife
activity to the tower. Not just that there is wildlife present, but
specifics including species, numbers, behaviour and exact
location. The Airfield Vehicle Operators Indoctrination Course
provides this training throughout the Navy to everyone who is
going to be driving on the airfield. During this course the reason
for reporting wildlife to the tower is covered, as is the fact that
reporting is greatly encouraged.
The other important aspect of communication is between the
pilots themselves. When a pilot observes wildlife on the airfield
that he or she feels presents a safety problem, that information
should immediately be relayed to air traffic control and other

 AIR TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 2011.

pilots within the aerodrome. The goal here is that if hazardous
wildlife is observed and called out, then possibly other pilots
can observe the wildlife and avoid it altogether. Furthermore, as
hazardous wildlife is observed and advisories issued, any wildlife
harassment or control efforts are immediately set in motion. This
would be similar to the existing Foreign Object Debris (FOD)
programme, where any debris reported or found on the runway
surface is immediately reported and removed, pilots advised and
the material collected and analysed as to its source so it does not
appear again.

Identifying the problem
The single most important piece of the installation BASH
programme is the collection of wildlife strike remains and their
positive identification, because an installation cannot effectively
manage problem wildlife on an airfield unless the actual
problem wildlife is identified. This comes down to money and
manpower. Where do you get the largest return on your dollars
and manpower effort? There will always be wildlife on every
airfield, and many species cannot be controlled, harassed or
eliminated. So the best solution is to go after the wildlife actually
causing the problems, the ones actually involved in wildlife
strike events. It is now Department of the Navy policy not only
that all wildlife strike events be reported to the Navy Safety
Center, but that all collectable remains, even the blood smears,
be collected and forwarded to the Smithsonian Institution’s
Feather Identification Laboratory in Washington, DC. Here, all
Department of the Navy wildlife strike remains are identified
using whole feather comparison, feather microstructure analysis
and DNA sequencing. By knowing what species are actually
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An avian radar image documenting a massive flock of birds over NAS Whidbey Island, Washington, USA. These birds were visually identified
by on-site field biologists as approximately 1,500 black-bellied plovers at 1,000 feet above ground level. A departing aircraft (in blue) flew
under the flock of birds; a strike event did not occur

causing the strike events, installations can modify airfield
habitats to make them unattractive to the problem species,
modify flight training if possible, increase or modify harassment
or control efforts, and provide situational awareness for flight
planning and control tower personnel.

BASH in action
Communication and the avoidance of potential wildlife strike
events is a team effort involving many departments and
personnel within the installation. What follows is a typical Naval
installation BASH programme and the team players’
responsibilities as they apply to communication and avoidance
procedures.
Airfield management
Modify existing airfield habitats to make them less attractive to
known problem wildlife. Coordinate all airfield new
construction, maintenance and demolition to ensure that these
projects do not create a wildlife hazard. An example of new
construction would be the proposed storm water retention pond
for a new hangar facility. Ensure that all contractors participate
in the Airfield Vehicle Operators Indoctrination course so they
know that it not only acceptable but encouraged to report
hazardous wildlife to tower personnel.
The single most important aspect of airfield habitat
management is the management of the vegetation, particularly
the grasslands that make up the bulk of the airport’s habitats.
The Navy’s newly published BASH programme manual makes it
very clear that grasslands within the airport are to be managed at
a height to discourage the greatest risk species from utilising the
airport environment. If an airport manages its grasslands at an

arbitrary height without understanding the problem of avian
species and the grass heights they prefer, it could actually be
attracting the species of birds that are causing the greatest
problems.
Natural resources management
Ensure that any agricultural outleases are managed in a way to
reduce the BASH risk. Enhance habitats away from the airport
operating area in an effort to relocate problem species. Make
sure that any proposed wildlife enhancement programmes do
not increase the risk of future wildlife strike events. Manage an
installation hunting programme to enhance the BASH
programme. Ensure that any important avian migration
information is provided to squadrons for flight planning
purposes, particularly for low-level routes.
Air operations department
Contract with wildlife control biologists for wildlife control
activities if no in-house assets are available. Coordinate with
state and federal wildlife agencies for appropriate wildlife
depredation and salvage permits. Wildlife control activities may
include harassment, trapping and relocation, and lethal removal.
It is very important to vary these activities and use them in
combination to keep them effective in harassing wildlife away
from the airfield.
Air traffic control tower
Ensure that all reported wildlife hazards received from airfield
personnel are relayed to the aircraft operating within the
aerodrome. Set airfield/wildlife hazard conditions for known
wildlife events – such as a morning flight of crows – on the
automatic terminal information service (ATIS) tapes. For realtime wildlife advisories use direct communication with the pilots.
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Propane canons are a useful tool is harassing wildlife but they must be used in combination with other strategies to maintain their effectiveness

Public Works department
Identify problem areas off-installation that are documented bird
attractants, such as landfills, wetlands, communication towers,
wildlife refuges and certain agricultural practices; ensure that
this information is provided to squadrons for flight planning.
Ensure that all construction and maintenance projects outside
the airport operating area do not attract birds near the airfield.

Use of radar
Advances in the use of radar technology for monitoring avian
activity have been researched by the Department of the Navy. A
two-year study entitled The Integration and Validation of Avian
Radar (IVAR) Technology has been completed and is in final
review by the Department of Defense, Environmental Security
Technology Certification Programme. Once the study is finalised
and the findings are published, the Department of the Navy will
research the development of a concept of operations to incorporate
this science into the airfield operating procedures. This type of
technology is proving valuable in providing real-time warning
and avoidance information to pilots and tower personnel.
On 15 January 2008 a flock of approximately 1,500 blackbellied plovers (Pluvialis squatarola) was documented by the
IVAR research project at Naval Air Station, Whidbey Island,
Washington, USA. The avian radar image (previous page) shows
the flock of plovers as a large red mass with multiple track
headings at the approach end of Runway 07 heading east down
the active runway. This flock was visually documented by two
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avian radar biologists. The same phenomenon was documented
several times during the day using the radar along the coastline
of the Naval air station. This image along with an advisory, was
sent to the two air wing safety officers and the Naval air station
safety officer. The air wing safety officers issued an advisory for
all pilots to be briefed on the situation during flight planning.
The Naval air station safety officer issued an all-hands bulletin
for all personnel on the airfield to keep a watchful eye for these
flocks and report any activity to the control tower personnel.
This advisory was in effect for the next 48 hours consistent with
the current weather pattern at the time.
In an effort to encourage communication and awareness of the
BASH programme throughout the Department of the Navy, a
BASH programme training module has been developed through
the Civil Engineering Corps Officers School at Port Hueneme,
California. This module covers all aspects of the BASH
programme with an overall emphasis on communication and
awareness.
In summary, the Department of the Navy has developed a
BASH programme based on communication between all the
players and providing as much information to the pilots for
flight planning and real-time advisories as possible. The key is,
an installation cannot manage a BASH programme and provide
credible real-time information if the installation does not know
exactly which wildlife species are causing the problems, and if
this information is not getting to the right people (the pilots) in
real time. v
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Does safety
measure up?

The use of a thoughtfully developed safety culture measurement tool within an ANSP raises
safety awareness within the organisation and motivates employees to engage with and
discuss safety culture and safety risk issues
Kathryn Mearns, University of Aberdeen, Scotland; Barry Kirwan, Eurocontrol Experimental Centre, France
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Air traffic management (ATM) has an excellent safety
record. The UK CAA reports in its 2009 statistics that
the worldwide rate of fatal accidents for public transport
operations is 0.2 per million flying hours, making flying the
safest way to travel. Until recently the industry had been coping
with increasing volumes of traffic, although the current
economic crisis has led to a downturn in traffic. Nonetheless the
economic environment can change again rapidly and ATM needs
to be positioned to respond swiftly and safely to any emerging
changes. What fundamental factors will keep the industry safe?
In an era of constant change, one of the biggest challenges
that the European ATM industry currently faces is identifying
and classifying the crucial ingredients of effective safety
management and the measures the industry should adopt to
maintain its exceptional safety performance. Although the
industry has made considerable inroads in developing and
implementing safety management systems (SMSs), there is
another aspect to managing safety successfully, namely employee
awareness, understanding and motivation and similarly ‘soft’
phenomena such as their attitudes, perceptions, values and
beliefs, which are reflected in organisational behaviour. These
factors are commonly referred to as reflecting the ‘organisational
culture’. However, in the wake of a number of high-profile
disasters in the late 1980s such as Chernobyl, Piper Alpha,
Clapham Junction and The Herald of Free Enterprise, major
inquiries implicated the influential role of ‘safety culture’, and
since then academics and practitioners have been striving to
identify what constitutes safety culture, how do you measure it
and how does it affect safety performance?
We now have almost 30 years of accumulated data. Recent
meta-analyses, which pull together as many studies as possible
and test out relationships using complex statistical modelling,
have indicated that safety culture (and the associated concept of
safety climate) predicts safety performance in a number of
industries, including nuclear, chemical, off-shore and rail. Safety
culture and safety climate essentially represent the attitudes of
personnel about the company’s approach to safety, their
perceptions about the magnitude of the risks that they face and
their beliefs in the necessity, practicality and effectiveness of
measures to control risks. Needless to say, when you have a
complex concept a number of definitions abound, and this lack
of consensus about what safety culture actually is makes it
difficult to measure and therefore difficult to manage. There
have been studies indicating that the safety culture concept
could work when applied to the ATM industry, which has led to
a Eurocontrol project called Understanding Safety Culture,
which attempts to develop and test an approach for measuring
and providing guidance for developing safety culture in
European ATM.

Development of the Safety Culture Measurement Tool
(SCMT)
Development of the SCMT has been ongoing since 2005. One of
the main challenges of this project is to design an instrument
that can be applied across ANSPs throughout the whole of
Europe. Many different countries and therefore different national
cultures are represented. ANSPs are configured in different ways;
some are publicly owned and some are public-private
partnerships. Regulatory regimes also vary between countries,
and all these external variables affect the safety culture of the
organisation. Nonetheless, there appear to be core dimensions
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Figure 1: Safety culture model

reflected in the attitudes, perceptions and beliefs of personnel
working in all ANSPs. These include perceptions about
management commitment to safety, colleague commitment and
involvement in safety, and attitudes to reporting incidents.
Eurocontrol has developed two frameworks or models to
capture these ideas (Figure 1 and 2).
The current version of the SCMT consists of two phases:
questionnaire and workshops. In the first phase, a questionnaire
is distributed to all members of the organisation and the items
completed on a five-point Likert scale. The second phase
consists of workshops conducted with the organisation, where
the workforce receive feedback from their responses to the
questionnaire items and are encouraged to discuss and develop
solutions for improving safety culture. The next section
describes the development process for the questionnaire and
provides an overview of the process used at the workshops.

Questionnaire development and implementation
The items used in the SCMT questionnaire were originally
derived from a theoretical framework based on a literature
review that identified the factors believed by researchers to
constitute safety culture. The review of the safety culture
literature from 2001-2005 indicated a number of consistent
themes. These were how safety is prioritised in the organisation,
i.e. management/controller commitment, resources for safety,
responsibility for safety; how people are involved in safety, i.e.
involving air traffic controllers, management involvement and
teamwork for safety; and how the organisation identifies and
disseminates lessons learned about safety, i.e. reporting
incidents, communicating problems, learning from incidents,
blame and error tolerance, communication about system or
procedure changes, trust within an organisation, real working
practices and regulator effectiveness. Since our ideas about safety
culture are theoretically grounded, the underlying constructs (or
themes) being measured by the questionnaire should be valid;
however this assumption continues to be tested using statistical
modelling, i.e. do the interpretations and understanding of the
questionnaire items by ANSP personnel corroborate our
theoretical understanding of the concept of safety culture? In the
initial phase of questionnaire development we interviewed a
cross-section of staff from one European ANSP. The interview
process led to the development of 19 elements structured
around five themes as outlined in Table 1.
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We involved domain experts, e.g. air traffic controllers, safety
managers, engineering/technical, throughout the entire
development process. Apart from providing interviews from
which we extracted key statements that reflected the themes
outlined above, ANSP personnel checked the wording and
understanding of statements in our draft questionnaire and have
continued to give feedback over the past five years. We are now
reaching a stage where we are achieving some integrity with our
measurement instrument, i.e. the questionnaire measures safety
culture elements in a consistent and legitimate way.
Our questionnaire is now divided into several sections:
Section 1 requests demographic information such as location
and job function; Section 2 is a general section, which all ANSP
personnel can complete, i.e. HR and administrative staff as well
as operational and technical staff; Section 3 contains items we
believe are most pertinent to operational staff; Section 4 contains
items that are relevant to technical staff; Section 5 is specifically
designed to address management issues; the final section
provides respondents with the opportunity to highlight
statements they do not understand, make suggestions about
what issues are not covered by the questionnaire and provide
any other comments or suggestions about safety in their
organisation. We always guarantee the confidentiality of the data
provided by respondents and we report results on a group basis
and never identify individuals. Although the questionnaire was
initially only available in English, we now make provision to
have it translated into any European language as required.

Workshops
Safety culture is a complex construct consisting of many
different elements and layers. Identifying items that measure the
different dimensions of safety culture is one aspect of the overall
objective of safety culture measurement. The Safety Culture
Measurement Toolkit (SCMT) uses a mixed-methods approach,
and follow-up workshops are an integral part of our
understanding of how ANSP personnel interpret and relate to
the items covered by the questionnaires. This qualitative aspect
is equally important because it enables us to gain insights into
safety culture in practice, i.e. how organisational members enact
the culture in their day-to-day activities and processes. Much of
the information is anecdotal, and it is important to evaluate
perspectives from different groups of people so that we are not
just reflecting the views of one or two outspoken individuals.

Figure 2: Proposed safety culture elements
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The workshops are conducted with groups of four to six air
traffic controllers, technical staff, support staff and management.
Members of the management team always attend their own
separate workshop since their presence can inhibit other
members of staff from speaking up at the sessions. The
workshops begin with the facilitator outlining the concept of
safety culture and the objectives of the workshop. The results of
the questionnaire survey are presented to the participants on an
item-by-item basis, starting with the most positive items first
and ending with an overview of those items that are responded
to more negatively.
Discussion is then encouraged to identify the reasons why
certain items have been interpreted negatively, and also to
identify potential solutions to any underlying problems or
issues. Note-takers gather information from the participants as
the discussion unfolds, and these notes are then interpreted by
domain experts and integrated into a full report alongside the
findings of the questionnaire survey, which is then distributed to
management. Management are then required to come up with
proposals about how they are going to address the major safety
culture issues in their organisation; they are given the
opportunity to be involved in a follow-up survey at least two
years after the implementation of an improvement programme
to determine whether progress has been made. Two ANSPs have
availed themselves of this opportunity and have demonstrated
substantial improvements.
The workshops are received very favourably, with participants
engaging in the process both in terms of identifying reasons for
negative responses and coming up with solutions to address
problems. We have developed a consistent approach to running
the workshops, which is clearly documented and therefore
could easily be implemented by other facilitators; however, it is
recommended that the workshops should always be run by a
knowledgeable team from outside the ANSP organisation under
scrutiny, to avoid biases and specific agendas undermining the
open and honest appraisal of the organisation’s safety culture.
The workshops themselves are not particularly resource
intensive, although they do require delegates to be removed

Table 1: Themes and elements
Management
commitment

Priority of safety
Responsibility for safety
Resources for safety
Planning for safety

Trust in organisational
safety competence

Trust in safety process
Regulatory effectiveness

Involvement in safety

Communication about changes
Communicating problems (speaking up)
Staff involvement in safety
Management involvement in safety
Working with contractors

Safety competence

Team effectiveness
Training for safety in ATC
Procedures and working practices

A just and learning
culture

Blame and error tolerance
Discipline and punishment (rewards and
incentives)
Reporting incidents
Learning from incidents

Figure 3: Status of the European safety culture programme

from their day-to-day duties in order to participate; it is
important to have a good cross-section of personnel represented.
It is worth considering the relative costs and benefits of this
process. Although it may be considered costly to remove staff
from online duties for a day and to bring in an outside team to
facilitate the workshop, the insights achieved from the process
could outweigh the costs if those insights provide an
opportunity to improve the performance of the ANSP. From all
the perspectives outlined above it is believed that the workshops
are extremely useful in achieving their objectives.

Conclusion
The Eurocontrol SCMT has been five years in the making. We
have applied scientific principles to its development and
validation, and we have now tested the tool in a wide range of
European ANSPs. A map showing which countries have been
involved to date is outlined in Figure 3 and many others are
now putting themselves forward to go through the process.
There is little doubt that engaging in the SCMT process raises
safety awareness within the organisation and motivates
employees to engage with and discuss safety culture and safety
risk issues. It is a labour-intensive and time-consuming activity,
but if management is truly committed to safety then this should
be considered a worthwhile investment. The insights gained
from the process allow genuine improvements to be made that
affect the working lives of people in the organisation.
Throughout the entire process we have been struck by the
level of professionalism and commitment to safety demonstrated
by the ANSPs we have surveyed, and this is reflected in the high
levels of safety performance achieved. There are pockets of
excellence in safety initiatives throughout Europe, and one of
the objectives is to capture this best practice and share
experiences across ANSPs.
ATM is a high-reliability industry but has to manage high-risk
operations, where the consequences of these risks being realised
can be catastrophic. There is no room for complacency, and a
constant focus on safety is required if the industry is to face the
challenges ahead of it and emerge strong and resilient in the
future. v
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Transforming global
airspace operations
With the increasing adoption of air traffic flow management, the global aviation community
is beginning to realise efficiency and environmental benefits
Dave Basil, Arie Herweijer and Dave Rome, Metron Aviation, USA

Air traffic flow management (ATFM) is building
momentum among the world’s leading air navigation
service providers (ANSP), airports, aircraft operators
and aviation stakeholders, with continued innovation for early
adopters and increased deployment around the globe. While
ATFM is proven to enhance safety and provide measurable
efficiency gains, it is also being viewed as a transformational
technology that introduces new levels of collaborative decisionmaking (CDM) and offers potential for harmonising seamless
airspace operations.
ATFM provides a wide range of benefits to all aviation
stakeholders. It improves predictability from gate to gate,
ensuring fair and equitable use of all airspace and enabling
optimisation of kerb-to-kerb operations. ATFM reduces
aviation’s carbon footprint by supporting environmental
sustainability goals. ATFM decreases fuel burn, lowers airline
costs and reduces delays for passengers.
Yet there is a lack of industry consensus on the requirements
for ATFM. Who can benefit from deploying ATFM solutions?
How can ATFM help to harmonise global air traffic operations?
In what ways can CDM transform the way air traffic is managed
in national and regional airspace?

Undeniable benefits
ATFM systems increase capacity, reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, lower operational costs, decrease ATC and pilot
workloads, and enhance safety. Some industry observers confuse
the safety-critical delay programmes initiated by traffic
management units with the immense efficiency benefits of ATFM
systems. In fact ATFM system benefits provide a remarkable
return on investment when compared with their deployment
costs. ATFM solutions dramatically reduce delays that otherwise
would mount and ripple throughout the system if not for the
capacity optimisation features of these systems.
The efficiency and optimisation benefits of ATFM are
measurable, verifiable and undeniable. For more than 10 years
the FAA command centre has relied on Metron Aviation to
support its core systems and deliver numerous innovations
including the industry’s first real-time advanced ATFM platform,
CDM-based slot substitution and airspace flow programmes.
The FAA’s ATFM system has saved more than 68 million minutes
of delays, 186 million litres of fuel, 573,000 tonnes of CO2
emissions and US$6.3 billion in operating costs since systemwide deployment in 1999.
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Operational philosophy
CDM in the USA originated from a two-day meeting of the FAA,
airline industry leaders and ATC system suppliers, who gathered
to brainstorm concepts for reducing delays in US airspace. The
FAA, working with Metron Aviation, began the first prototypes
with the real-time FAA Airline Data Exchange in 1994. The
success of these early systems led the FAA and major US airlines
to pioneer the use of sophisticated decision support tools that
incorporated real-time, all-source operational data.
The results quickly confirmed the promise of collaboration.
Today these groundbreaking CDM efforts, as well as those
implemented over the past decade, are regarded as making a
considerable contribution to the modern era of ATFM. CDM has
become the operational philosophy and the associated
technologies that enable the FAA and aviation industry to
respond collaboratively to real-time operational constraints in
the US National Airspace System (NAS).
In recognition of the growing importance of ATFM to the global
industry, ICAO is developing an ATFM reference manual, in the
hope of harmonising the definition of ATFM and its numerous
benefits and capabilities. It is scheduled to be published in 2011.
Existing ICAO references to ATFM are:
ATM (Doc 4444) Chapter 1: Definitions
ATFM: A service established with the objective of contributing
to a safe, orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic by ensuring
that ATC capacity is used to the maximum extent possible, and
that the traffic volume is compatible with the capacities declared
by the appropriate Air Traffic Service (ATS) authority.
International standards and recommended practices
• Annex 11, 3.7.5.1 & PANS-ATM Doc 4444, 3.2.1.1: ATFM
shall be implemented for airspace where air traffic demand at
times exceeds, or is expected to exceed, the declared capacity of
the air traffic control services concerned.
• Annex 11, 3.7.5.2 & PANS-ATM Doc 4444, 3.2.1.2: ATFM
should be implemented on the basis of regional air navigation
agreements or, if appropriate, through multilateral agreements.
Such agreements should make provision for common
procedures and common methods of capacity determination.

Global integration
The next generation of ATFM is forward-thinking and enables
the harmonisation of a global system of systems. Integrated
ATFM (I-ATFM) is the vision for future ATFM, enabling seamless
airspace and harmonised operations of gate-to-gate, global ATFM:

Management and strategy

Gate-to-gate ATFM with all stakeholders involved

• Across operational domains – surface, departure, en route and
on arrival;
• Across planning timeframes – scheduling, strategic planning,
pre-tactical, tactical and post-operations;
• Between service provider and aircraft operator – coordinating
efforts and aligning objectives for mutual benefit;
• Across international boundaries – data exchange and strategic
control.
I-ATFM is a system-wide, full-spectrum approach to
addressing the complex operational issues facing air
transportation service providers and users. The I-ATFM system
encompasses the organisations, individuals, processes, data and
tools associated with the safe and efficient flow of air traffic from
gate to gate. This includes ANSPs with regional, multinational,
national, en route, terminal/approach and/or ATC tower
responsibilities, as well as aircraft operators, including
commercial, military and general aviation and airport operators.
I-ATFM covers all planning, operations and post-operations
phases of air transportation and air traffic management.

Right information, right time
The most important aspect of Metron Aviation’s I-AFTM system,
Metron Harmony, is the realisation of gate-to-gate I-ATFM,
including CDM functionalities, through the active engagement
of system stakeholders across the aviation community. Specific
displays, system interfaces and business rules encourage

information sharing between active participants, including ATC
facilities, aircraft operators, airport operators, the flying public
and other airspace users. Put simply, Metron Harmony optimises
decision making by providing the right information to the right
people at the right time.
The power of Metron Harmony comes from merging more
than just data; it also combines actual real-time information
across multiple domains. For example a traffic flow manager can
view actual surface congestion and predicted departure delays
while determining the best capacity and slot allocations at an
airport. Additionally tactical departure and arrival coordinators
can see pre-tactical slot allocations and prioritise delayed
aircraft. The combination of this information enables advanced
decision support without the negative effects of stove-piped
systems and silos of information.
Metron Harmony provides strategic, pre-tactical and tactical
efficiency, post-operations metrics and performance analysis of
air traffic operations for ANSPs, aircraft operators and airport
authorities.
With a focus on improving overall system efficiency and
predictability, as well as enhancing safety, Metron Harmony
delivers the necessary information to stakeholders for the benefit
of the entire air traffic system.
Metron Harmony supports the following operational domains
associated with gate-to-gate operations, which can be deployed
together or independently:
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I-ATFM supports all phases of operational planning

• Strategic, pre-tactical and tactical traffic flow management
through slot allocations and calculated take-off times;
• Pre-tactical and tactical departure management for merging
into an en-route stream or to a common departure fix;
• Pre-tactical and tactical aircraft sequencing, scheduling and
runway allocations to meet airport arrival operating constraints;
• Pre-tactical and tactical airport surface management for
optimising operations;
• Fuel, emissions and noise-impact modelling, monitoring and
reporting.

Gate-to-gate I-ATFM functionalities

Traffic flow management
When an imbalance exists between air traffic demand and
capacity, users are able to model and implement ATFM
initiatives to resolve the issue most effectively. Metron Harmony
fully supports CDM goals and processes. While air traffic
managers have the ability to model different scenarios to identify
which alternatives yield optimal solutions for capacity/demand
imbalances, aircraft operators can exchange slots between their
flights in real time or make other flight adjustments based on the
initiative, thereby optimising their use of the overall capacity
created through air traffic management.
Departure flow management
Metron Harmony increases departure flow efficiency by
streamlining the coordination of departures from runways to
congested airspace resources (for example, fixes, flight
information region boundaries, destination airports, airways)
through automation, decision support and communication
capabilities between the air traffic control towers, terminal ANSP
elements and area control centres. Metron Harmony assists in
the release of aircraft departures from an airport by providing
calculated take-off times, sequencing of departures, balancing
departure fix loads, merging departures into the overhead enroute stream and coordinating arrival and departure operations.
Arrival flow management
Metron Harmony provides time-based sequencing and
scheduling advisories for arrival traffic consistent with airport,
terminal and en-route constraints. When more than one runway
is available for arrivals, Metron Harmony provides runway
allocations consistent with the efficient use of all available
resources and defined constraints. When delays are necessary to
satisfy the schedule, Metron Harmony allocates delay to specific
controller positions to account for overall system efficiency,
controller workload, integration with performance-based
navigation routes and the uncertainty associated with predictive
scheduling. Metron Harmony constantly adapts to a changing
operational situation, such as controller actions, revised
operational capacity, reprioritisation and weather effects.
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Surface operations management
Metron Harmony provides surface operations management that
maximises surface use and enhances safety as well as
successfully minimising aircraft delays and fuel burn. The
predictive modelling capability uses current and forecast airport
surface demand to estimate congestion at resources such as
runways, taxiways, ramp areas and parking gates. Metron
Harmony provides a system-wide view of the surface, departure,
en-route and arrival demand on resources, thereby optimising
total gate-to-gate performance.
With its advanced predictive engine, Metron Harmony
calculates forecast operations on a per flight basis, including offblock and in-block times, runway times, spot times and taxi
times. Advanced features support not only tactical control of
surface operations, but also strategic surface planning with
longer time horizons and aggregate forecasts.
Environmental management
Metron Harmony also provides modelling, monitoring,
assessment and planning to help understand the environmental
impact of all aircraft in the airport, terminal and en-route
domains. Metron Harmony uses surveillance information,
historical data and future scenario models to estimate fuel usage,
CO2 production, emissions and noise contours.
With Metron Aviation’s extensive heritage of ATFM innovation
with the FAA and NASA, it has taken that knowledge and
transformed it into a global solution. South Africa’s Air Traffic
and Navigation Services acquired Metron Aviation’s ATFM
system to address the rapid growth in tourism, to manage
constraints caused by severe weather conditions and to
accommodate the influx of global visitors for the 2010 FIFA
World Cup.
Additionally Metron Harmony is being deployed by
Airservices Australia to support its long-term CDM goals.
Airservices Australia will initially deploy Metron Aviation’s ATFM
system to provide the foundation for ATFM and regional
coordination to enhance the capacity, efficiency and safety of
Australian airspace. The solution will be used to manage traffic
flow and capacity for all controlled airspace including flights
originating outside of Australia’s jurisdiction and entering
Australian airspace. Metron Aviation’s ATFM solution will be
deployed at the National Operations Centre in Canberra, control
towers, area control centres and airline operations centres, as
well as being used by Australian military units.
I-ATFM is leading the way for a harmonised global airspace.
With acceptance, understanding and deployment, we will see a
worldwide reduction in emissions, fuel burn and delays, along
with an increase in capacity and safety. The benefits that have
been realised by early adopters are proven, measurable,
verifiable and undeniable. v
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safety information gaps
Ten years on from the initiation of the Single European Sky, experience and research show
that although there have been useful improvements, good practices in monitoring safety
incidents are still very patchy across Europe
Dr Peter Brooker, aviation consultant, UK
About a decade ago the European Commission (EC)
initiated the Single European Sky (SES) package, with a
challenging implementation target of 2004. A key
ingredient was a commitment to reinforce air traffic
management (ATM) safety. The core message was that the SES
would be a vehicle to ensure a consistently high level of safety
across Europe. Box 1 (overleaf) is an extract from an EC
brochure outlining the commitments. But, after 10 years, what
is the situation?
Is high-quality safety incident reporting vital to improved
European ATM safety? Yes, the key point is that the
commitment is to deliver consistently high-quality safety
performance across a variety of geographically spread
institutions and regulators. There are well-established
benchmark performance principles for those kinds of safety
critical comparisons – genuinely matters of life and death. An
example is surgical performance in dealing with congenital
heart conditions in babies. The data has to be objective, not
relying on surgeons’ personal reports. Is there any potential
under-reporting in each hospital’s data? Can the degree of
difficulty in each operation be assessed in order to ensure likefor-like statistical comparisons between hospitals? Are there
large variations in the available resources – equipment and
staffing – to support the surgeons in their tasks, which may
reflect cost pressures or unpredicted demands?
Progressively more and more effective safety defences have
produced high levels of aviation safety. Every safety incident – a
‘near thing’ – offers the potential for lessons that will prevent an
accident, i.e. ways of improving the defences. From the safetycritical benchmark the incident rates in different countries can
provide evidence about relative safety levels, but only if there is
no marked underreporting in some countries and if the incident
comparisons are truly like for like. If the underlying relative
safety levels are comparable, then this would demonstrate
achievement of the SES safety goal of ensuring a consistently
high level of safety across Europe. But marked incompleteness,
and/or unreliability in safety data, and/or lack of comparability
necessarily bring into question the value of such statistical
analyses.
ATM uses a variety of incident reports, which fall into three
main categories. Figure 1 is an illustration; Brooker (2007)
discusses their use in some detail. These three groups are: •
Individual reports: traditional reporting, in which an
operational person detects something that is unsatisfactory in
safety terms and reports this to a central monitoring body. •
Event-related reports: system warnings or alerts can

automatically trigger them. The main examples are STCA and
ACAS. • Post-processed reports: analysts examine radar and
related data, some time after actual operations, to determine if,
for example, separation minima were significantly breached.
Again, this is potentially an automatic process.
The problem with European ATM incident reporting is that
it has not generally met the safety-crucial benchmark. When
the SES initiative started there was known to be massive underreporting by some of the states that rely mainly on individual
reporting. The well-known reasons for this ineffective safety
reporting are cultural, legal and regulatory provisions. Cultural
issues include a reluctance to report occurrences, deeming them
personal and degrading failures, the possibility of individuals
being blamed or punished by their managers, and fear of the
judgemental attitudes of colleagues. Legal and regulatory issues
arise because of widespread concerns about inappropriate
judicial intervention – and possible ensuing criminal
proceedings – in safety investigations that do not in fact involve
unlawful actions, misbehaviour, violations or gross negligence.
Two excellent pieces of work addressed these issues. A
Eurocontrol Performance Review Commission report (PRC,
2006) documented the results of a survey of Eurocontrol states
in relation to these problems, showing inter alia how
widespread they were. The Eurocontrol Safety Data Reporting
and Data Flow Task Force (SAFREP, 2005) examined the
impediments to a best-practice ATM incident reporting culture,
which would surmount the cultural, legal and regulatory
barriers. One of the main recommendations of this report
(which for some reason is a ‘Restricted’ document) was the idea
of a ‘just culture’ approach (Figure 2).

Current state of play
What is the status of European ATM incident reporting today?
The answer is that European organisations and states have
made useful progress, but that there are severe current
deficiencies. This is not a personal value judgement, but simply
a reflection of what a succession of Eurocontrol Organisation
experts have concluded.
The PRC’s latest report (PRC, 2010) notes: “A Just Culture
environment exists in a minority of Eurocontrol Member States.
This does not facilitate the deployment of a robust safety
occurrence reporting system and represents a major obstacle to
Eurocontrol-wide safety performance monitoring. To improve
the consistency of safety data there is an urgent need to deploy
automatic safety data acquisition tools across European ATM.”
The PRC has been vigorous throughout its existence about
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Actions, omissions and decisions expected from
someone with your level of training and experience

Gross negligence, wilful violations
and destructive acts

Figure 1: ATM incident reporting categories; STCA – Short Term Conflict Alert; ACAS –
Airborne Collision Avoidance System; SM – Separation Monitoring

Figure 3: Just culture

the need to improve safety data, for example with conclusions
such as “Safety information is wholly inadequate for the
purposes of safety management and performance review across
Europe.” But Eurocontrol has not consistently given its full
endorsement to PRC recommendations – see Box 2 for an
example of diluted recommendations.
PRC (2010) notes the strong conclusions from the February
2010 EC Declaration of Madrid: “Participants to the Conference
acknowledge the necessity to … build the performance scheme
on a genuine safety culture, integrating effective incident
reporting and ‘just culture’ as the basis for safety performance.…
There is an urgent need to clarify the institutional, legal and
organisational aspects related to such an endeavour with close
cooperation between ICAO, the EU, Eurocontrol and States.”
The extent of under-reporting is well illustrated by the RA
(Resolution Advisory) analyses in EVAIR (Eurocontrol Voluntary
ATM Incident Reporting) bulletins. For example (Eurocontrol,
2010): “For summer periods 2006-2009, EVAIR collected,
through manual reporting, about 350 TCAS RA reports for the
whole ECAC airspace; however, through the automatic data
collection from only one Mode-S radar station for the same
period we received 2,637 Valid RA Messages. This comparison is

one of the best indicators of what is actually happening and
underlines the importance of automatic reporting. It also sheds
light on the current level of manual ATM incident reporting and
where we should focus to have more data.”
Thus, even if only a quarter of automatic RAs are operationally
useful (a cautious figure from earlier work), there is a very large
degree of under-reporting.
From the most recent Safety Regulation Commission report
(SRC, 2010): “Slow progress in the promotion and establishment
of a ‘Just Culture’ environment with regard to reporting of
occurrences in a number of ECAC States. Although this
important area is being dealt with at all relevant levels, including
judicial and media, the progress noted has been minimal.
“Under-Reporting: Since the 2008 report, there appears to be
little progress on this issue. The best-reporting States are now at
a reporting level nearly four times the ECAC average – an
increase in itself over previous figures… it can be deduced that
the number of incidents we receive in ASTs each year is in the
region of 25-30 percent of the possible number of incidents, had
all the States reported at the level of the ‘best’ reporters.”
The SRC also carries out work into the underlying
quantitative differences between states’ safety cultures. SRC
(2010) includes a survey (since 2002) of European states’ ATM
providers and safety regulators, using self-assessment
questionnaires and telephone interviews The SRC assesses each
state respondent in order to provide a ‘maturity score’ from
0‑100 percent. (NB: Eurocontrol (2009), ‘ESP Plus’ sets out
further development of these maturity indicators, including
additional validation activities.) These scores are put into three
classes: for present purposes these are Classes 1, 2 and 3, with
Class 1 being the highest maturity category, i.e. essentially ‘best
practice’. (NB: The SRC uses category names and a prose
description, e.g. Class 3 is ‘States in this category typically suffer
from a lack of resources and leadership for the implementation
of safety management frameworks’.) Figures 3 and 4 show how
the proportions in the three maturity categories have changed in
recent years (note that the countries are not identified). There

Box 1: Key Single European Sky commitment
Reinforced safety
The patchwork of different procedures which hampers EU-wide cooperation
is made worse by the current lack of common standards for the
organisations that provide air navigation services. One of the Single Sky’s
key priorities is to establish minimum conditions which providers will have
to meet, if they are to continue operating.
Standardised European reporting of incidents will be a central feature of
these conditions. At present, the way data is collected varies widely across
Europe, making it impossible to identify where flaws or deterioration are
affecting safety. Worse still, air navigation service providers do not collect or
share information, so that valuable and potentially lifesaving lessons about
risk situations and their solutions are lost.
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Figure 3: Proportions in the SRC maturity categories – providers

Figure 4: Proportions in the SRC maturity categories – regulators

are marked improvements for the providers over the period, but
much less so for the regulators: five percent of states are still in
the lowest category and 55 percent are below Class 1.
The seriousness of the patchy European ATM incident
reporting is apparent for the objectives of the European SES, but
the longer-term issues are even more serious. This is because of
the radical changes envisaged for European ATM – the SESAR
(SES ATM Research System) programme. Trajectory-based
operations, i.e. potentially managed across several states, will
form the basis of the concept, with a space + time-based rather
than the existing (largely) space-based philosophy for
separation. A key conceptual change in SESAR is to automate
separation assurance systems. Some existing responsibilities
transfer from the controller – either to the pilot or to computer
systems – and this is a progressively phased approach.
A major problem for SESAR (Brooker, 2010) is that mixed
equipage/operations within a common airspace will potentially
generate new and different safety issues, ones for which the
precision of estimates using safety modelling could not readily
be validated. Safety solutions could include accompanying these
gradual changes with extra layers of safety protection until the
new system has proved that it does indeed deliver an acceptably
safe operation. But trajectory-based ATM systems can only be as
safe as their weakest link (what would be the implications of a
state with a ‘third-class’ level of safety maturity?). Up-to-date
and comprehensive information from incident reporting will be
vital in identifying where design aspects and operational
procedures need to be improved. There must be no safetycritical information gaps.
The general conclusions from this brief analysis are little
different from those of a long series of expert studies. Although

there have been numerous useful improvements, good practices
in monitoring safety incidents are still very patchy across
Europe. The various ICAO, Eurocontrol and European
regulations on incident reporting are generally adequate – the
major problems are primarily with the implementation of bestpractice reporting at a national level. The promotion of
European best practices provides few safety benefits if national
cultures and regulations do not change sufficiently. The situation
is in some ways analogous to the problems in the Eurozone,
where subsidiarity considerations and under/mis-reporting
allowed false pictures to be painted of the financial health of the
common currency area.
Marked under-reporting of incidents is worrying in itself,
given the SES objectives, but it could also derail the progressive
introduction of more integrated ATM systems using mixed
equipage/operations. Practical measures to improve incident
reporting at the national level require the development of a
proper safety culture and the vigorous promotion of best
practices. At a European level it is vital that the guiding principle
is for institutions and governing bodies to give their full support
to evidence-based safety recommendations. v

Box 2: Extract from PRC (2010)
The Provisional Council (PC 31, May 2009) took the following decisions on
PRC recommendations arising out of PRR 2008. Deletions made by PC 31
are shown in strikethrough; additions are shown in bold.
(a) requested States to provide greater further improve the transparency
of ANS safety data, and particularly the public availability of States’ ESIMS
and USOAP audit reports concerning ANS safety, including Corrective Action
Plans;
(b) requested the Director General to present a plan to ensure the continuity
of safety oversight, taking due account of any future EASA responsibilities;
(c) is invited to require encouraged the use by States/ANSPs to use of
automated detection and reporting tools to complement manual reporting of
incidents as deemed appropriate.
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Moving NextGen forwardS
Operational capabilities set the stage for the mid-term system
Dr Michael Romanowski, NextGen Integration and Implementation Office, Federal Aviation Administration, USA

The Federal Aviation Administration continues to make
Initial deployment
great strides, in collaboration with domestic and
Deployment of ADS-B ground stations is well under way on the
international aviation community partners,
East Coast of the USA and parts of the West Coast, and in the
implementing Next Generation Air Transportation System
southwestern and southern parts of the country. The remaining
capabilities and providing benefits for airspace users and the
West Coast and upper Midwest locations will come online later
travelling public
in 2010 and 2011. Nationwide ADS-B coverage will be in place
In an article in Air Traffic Technology International Showcase
in 2013.
2010, Victoria Cox, the FAA’s senior vice president for NextGen
Air traffic controllers serving four locations – Louisville,
and Operations Planning, laid out the mid-term target for
Kentucky; Philadelphia, Philadelphia; Juneau, Alaska; and the
NextGen. She illustrated the incremental improvements that will
Gulf of Mexico, from Houston, Texas – are separating ADS-B
be made to core air traffic control and management capabilities
equipped aircraft. Each of these locations uses a different air
in the National Airspace System (NAS), including
traffic control automation system among the four that we now
communications, navigation, surveillance and information
operate in the NAS. Having attained integration with those
management. The capabilities we are implementing now provide
automation systems, ADS-B was declared in-service in
the foundation for the mid-term system, and represent the first
September 2010 to separate air traffic at all air traffic control
stages of our step-by-step approach to managing NextGen
facilities across the country. Their use of global positioning
implementation and integration.
satellite capabilities to derive and report their position will supplant
An important driver of NextGen is aviation’s link to the US
our reliance on ground-based radar, a dated technology that will
national economy. More than five percent of the US gross
remain in place as a backup. ADS-B is more accurate than radar
domestic product is tied directly to aviation. That translates to
and not limited by terrain, and its data is updated more often.
US$1.3 trillion of economic activity and more than 12 million
Separation services in the Gulf of Mexico are new – radar
jobs.
coverage has never been available there. Prior to ADS-B, the
Both the President and the US Congress consider NextGen a
helicopters that operate in low-altitude airspace serving oil and
national priority, which is reflected in a nearly seven-fold
natural gas platforms in the Gulf had to be separated into 20 x
increase in our NextGen budget between fiscal years 2007 and
20-mile squares on a virtual grid. Now controllers can use the
2010.
five-mile separation radar airspace clearance to allow ADS-BTogether with air navigation service providers throughout the
equipped helicopters to fly directly to their destinations.
world, the FAA emphasises international harmonisation of
ADS-B in the Gulf will increase capacity in high-altitude
technology, equipment and procedures in modernising air traffic
airspace, where equipped aircraft can again be separated safely
management to accommodate growing demand for continuously
by the standard five miles rather than the 120-mile separation in
improved safety, security, efficiency and environmental
place now. It will also enable the development of more efficient
performance.
‘ADS-B routes’ for equipped aircraft.
Ms. Cox’s article made clear that
NextGen is a complex system of
systems that requires intricate
planning and many interdependent
steps on our way to the 2018 target.
But NextGen also has many
intermediate steps and, in important
ways, NextGen capabilities are already
emerging. The FAA has already
implemented initial NextGen
capabilities that are providing benefits
to operators today. Among these
capabilities are airfield and surface
improvements, including surface data
sharing; performance-based
Aviation makes a vital contribution to the US economy. NextGen will provide an operational environment that can
navigation; and the initial operating
continue to accommodate the demand for aviation while enabling sustainable growth
capability of automatic dependent
surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B).
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By the end of 2010 ADS-B surveillance coverage will be available to equipped aircraft for two-thirds of the USA. By 2013 complete coverage will be available, along with traffic and weather
information, for increased pilot situational awareness

Another benefit of ADS-B is increased situational awareness.
Pilots of aircraft equipped with ADS-B In receive ADS-B
broadcast services: weather and traffic information on a display
directly in the cockpit.
In May 2010 we finalised and published the first federal rule
written specifically for a NextGen transformational programme.
It requires that aircraft operating in controlled airspace
throughout the United States be equipped with ADS-B Out by
2020. ADS-B Out avionics transmit the aircraft’s location to
other aircraft flying in the area equipped to receive that
information (ADS-B In), and to a network of ground stations.
The ground stations transmit the information to air traffic
controllers, providing the exact, real-time location of equipped
aircraft. Controllers and the flight crews of all equipped aircraft
see the same information on their displays.

Safety first
The FAA is conducting demonstrations of additional ADS-B
applications, such as surface indications and alerts, which can
leverage increased situational awareness to enhance safety and
further reduce runway incursions. We are also working on

oceanic in-trail procedures, which use ADS-B and an aircraft-toaircraft reduction in separation to improve the efficiency of
oceanic operations.
ADS-B will be instrumental in our work to safely reduce
separation standards for closely spaced parallel runway
operations (CSPO), which will restore airport capacity lost
during instrument meteorological conditions. The combination
of ADS-B with enhanced automation and precision navigation
will enable effective operations by giving pilots guidance cues
when operating on converging or parallel tracks. In addition,
our work on CSPO offers the potential to enable construction of
new runways inside existing airport boundaries to increase
capacity without further encroaching on the surrounding
environment.
Leveraging airport surface movement data and enabling new
surface traffic management tools will be powerful assets as we
increase both safety and efficiency.
Over the past few years a number of surface projects have had
a positive effect on operations. Airport Surface Detection
Equipment-Model X (ASDE-X) systems enable air traffic
controllers to detect potential runway conflicts by providing
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detailed coverage of movement on runways and taxiways.
ASDE-X systems are installed at 27 of the 35 busiest US airports,
with installation expected at the remaining eight airports by the
end of 2011. Those systems contributed to a 50 percent
reduction in the rate of runway incursions in fiscal year 2009
compared with the previous year.
The enhanced situational awareness afforded by these systems
also has benefits for improved management of surface
operations. Demonstrations of surface movement informationsharing using ASDE-X data at John F. Kennedy International
Airport in New York and Memphis International Airport in
Tennessee are yielding taxi-out time savings of 1.5 minutes to
4.3 minutes per flight. When we also enable operators to
manage their own takeoff slot allocations, we reduce taxi-out
times by an additional two minutes.
We have installed data distribution units (DDUs) at many
locations to leverage the surface movement information
provided by the ASDE-X installations. Those ASDE-X sites with
DDUs are now connected by a nationwide network that will
allow operators to connect to access the surface movement
information from a single interface. FAA is working with airline
operations and planning personnel in support of collaborative
and strategic traffic management planning throughout the system.

Saving time and money
A joint effort that reduced congestion and delays resulting from
a runway closed for reconstruction this spring at John F.
Kennedy International Airport is an excellent example of
applying collaborative NextGen surface movement concepts.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (which operates
the airport), airlines and the FAA put in place a collaborative
departure queue management system during the closure. When
demand for departure slots exceeded supply, managers allocated
slots for each airline through a reservation system based on each
airline’s percentage share of scheduled departures. By allocating
departures in 15-minute intervals instead of every hour,
managers kept aircraft at the gate until closer to their takeoffs,
reducing the time they spent idling on the taxiways as well as
fuel use and greenhouse-gas emissions. The initial results were
extremely positive. The effort was in large part responsible for
minimising the number of delays during the runway closure.
The runway is back in service, but collaboration was so
successful that it has been extended until the end of the year.
Initial estimates by the Port Authority indicate that operators
will save five million gallons of fuel per year with these new
management practices.
Improvements in the surrounding airspace will enable us to
get even greater advantages from runway and airport surface
improvements. Satellite-enabled performance-based navigation
(PBN) procedures are providing more direct time- and fuel-

saving arrival and departure routes, as well as more efficient use
of available airspace.
Area navigation, or RNAV, provides satellite-based navigation
that can free a flight from the restrictions of ground-based
navigation aids. This paves the way for shorter, more efficient
flight paths.
Required navigation performance, or RNP, which effectively is
RNAV with onboard performance monitoring, enables aircraft to
fly even more precise routes. Using this capability, we can
‘deconflict’ approach and/or departure routes at airports that are
very close to each other in busy metropolitan areas, such as New
York. By tailoring such routes so that they do not interfere with
each other, we increase airport throughput, reduce holding and
delays, and deliver environmental benefits.
More than 100 high-altitude RNAV routes are operational in
the NAS. Operators can also take advantage of more than 300
RNAV arrival and departure procedures and more than 200 RNP
procedures. More are published every year.
At Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, PBN procedures
are reducing departure delays by 45 percent. PBN procedures at
Atlanta’s Hartsfield Jackson International Airport have saved
700,000 gallons of fuel and reduced carbon emissions by 6,700
tonnes per year.
Performance-based optimised profile descents (OPDs) provide
additional benefits. They enable an aircraft to fly a continuous
descending path at low engine power settings, rather than
levelling off in steps at higher power, down to the runway. Five
airports have OPD procedures and we are developing several
more. The 300-400 OPDs flown at Los Angeles International
Airport every day are saving an average 25 gallons of fuel per
flight and are reducing average level-flight time during
approaches by 26 percent.
We also attain low engine power settings during approaches
through tailored arrivals (TAs), in which controllers using data
communications send descent trajectories to cockpit crews still
in the cruise phase of transoceanic flights. The trajectories are
loaded into the aircraft’s flight management system. TAs are in
trials and development at San Francisco, Los Angeles and Miami
and will go fully operational in 2011.
Wide area augmentation system (WAAS) localiser
performance with vertical guidance (LPV) is another form of
PBN that is improving operations, particularly for general
aviation operators who often fly into small and medium-size
airports where no ground-based instrument landing systems
exist. WAAS LPVs provide satellite-based instrument-like
capabilities and three-dimensional guidance, getting aircraft
down as low as 200 feet above the surface, which is especially
beneficial during poor visibility conditions. More than 2,200
LPV approaches are available at more than 1,100 airports, and
we plan to publish 500 more each year going forward.

Based on the FAA’s projections, we
estimate that by 2018 NextGen will cut
flight delays by more than 20 percent
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Performance Based Navigation (PBN) capabilities, optimised profile descents (OPD) and tailored arrivals (TA) enable aircraft to fly continuous descending paths from the top of the descent down
to the runway, rather than levelling off in steps, which is the common procedure. Considerable savings in fuel consumption and reduced emissions are expected during approaches

Harnessing the full power of performance-based navigation is
a primary objective as we transition to a metroplex strategy to
compound the benefits of individual PBN routes by tackling
entire areas or regions in an integrated manner. This approach
will unlock new efficiencies in areas where several busy airports
operate in proximity, often with smaller general aviation airports
in the vicinity. Working with operators and airport authorities,
we are redesigning airspace and developing performance-based
procedures in an integrated way, designed to improve operational
efficiency within metroplexes and between metroplex pairs.
Support for NextGen extends to state and local governments.
To improve access to small airports surrounded by mountainous
terrain, the state of Colorado invested in wide area
multilateration (WAM) infrastructure, which the FAA now uses
to provide radar-like separation services to four airports where
radar coverage is not possible. Before WAM, controllers had to
apply the far more restrictive separation rules that apply to areas
they cannot independently monitor. In instrument flight rule
conditions, acceptance rates at these airports were reduced to a
total of four per hour, compared with 12-17 per hour with

visual flight rules. WAM enables controllers at Denver Center to
provide normal services.
These initial operations using NextGen technologies are
improving the efficiency of our airspace and airfields and are
leveraging aircraft capabilities. As we develop our capabilities
further as part of our mid-term deployment, benefits will
continue to add up.
Based on the FAA’s projections, we estimate that by 2018
NextGen will reduce flight delays by more than 20 percent,
saving 1.4 billion gallons of fuel and cutting carbon emissions
by 14 million tonnes cumulatively. The estimate of cumulative
benefits to the travelling public, aircraft operators and the FAA is
US$22 billion.
The capabilities we have already implemented in the NAS are
clear evidence that the NextGen era is well under way. We are
moving closer to our NextGen goals of a safer, more efficient and
more environmentally friendly airspace system. As we continue
to collaborate across the aviation community and around the
globe, NextGen is making this one of the most exciting times in
aviation history. v
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Paper-free
zone
Electronic flight strips in tower and centre
flight data management
Markus Klopf and Günter Graf,
Frequentis, Austria
Air navigation service providers (ANSPs) across the
world face a number of challenges, including varying
traffic volumes, strong daily fluctuations in capacity
demands and tightening financial capabilities. Airline operators
and other stakeholders require increased collaboration from
ANSPs. The impact of severe weather needs to be addressed, and
safety, security and environmental performance must be
improved.
Tower flight data management (TFDM) is evolving into the
core element behind the decision chain in the tower/terminal
environment. Open data models, together with free information
flow based on standardised protocols, will accelerate decisionmaking processes. smartStrips is the Frequentis TFDM solution
and will give controllers the tools and information they need to
work towards economic (for example, cost reduction) and
ecological (such as avoiding unnecessary emissions) objectives.
The flexible change of departure sequences, or optimised
taxiing procedures will avoid holding times before departure or
congestion in the en-route airspace.
The air traffic controller can take these objectives into account
because of the increased quantity and quality of information
available in the electronic user interface of his TFDM system.
Frequentis smartStrips is the leading solution for solving these
challenges.

Transitioning to an electronic flight strip system
Electronic flight strips (EFS) will improve controller
performance and cognitive processing by reducing workload:
EFS automatically updates and maintains much of the flight
progress information. The Frequentis implementation –
smartStrips – provides a wide variety of automated features.
These greatly increase operational efficiency, reduce costs and
increase safety. smartStrips address the key factors necessary for
successfully introducing EFS into ATC:
• Economic and ecological factors;
• Human factors;
• Technical factors.

Economic and ecological factors
Environmental sustainability through, for example, reduction of
emissions is a core target in both NextGen and SESAR.
Electronic flight strip management, in conjunction with arrival
and departure management tools, supports fuel-efficient
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procedures such as continuous descent approach (CDA). In
order to fully benefit from electronic strips the application of
business process improvement methods when introducing
TFDM, as done in other production or service industries, will be
advantageous. An example is Six Sigma, with its zero-error
approach and metrics covering all core and supporting

Management and
Management
strategy

processes. A defined tower workflow and a detailed task analysis
would be features common to all these methods.
While the workflows in all towers are certainly well defined
and documented, there are legitimate doubts about their
efficiency: all current workflows can only take existing
automation tools into consideration. A business process analysis

conducted at an international midsize terminal with 200,000
annual movements revealed the potential for considerable
savings in operational expenses, while maintaining or even
increasing safety levels. EFS-supported automatic movements
between positions, silent coordination and improved interaction
could save up to 1.5 man years annually. Reduced printer costs
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and maintenance amount to additional savings of US$60,000
per year and 3.5 hours per week.
Business benefits include:
• Reduction in controller workload and an increase in
productivity;
• Reduction in material and maintenance costs;
• Automated and error-free archiving of all information;
• Automatic collection of performance metrics;
• Automated billing for ANSPs collecting service fees.
Frequentis smartStrips have proved their solid business case
in several installations. In the next few years Frequentis will
collaborate with several ANSPs to implement electronic flight
strips based on the smartStrips product.

Human factors
Efficient TFDM concepts rely on an optimal symbiosis between
humans and computers. Controllers constantly interact with
TFDM applications and need to be able to implement their
decisions in a quick and efficient way. ATC system productivity
is thus defined as the total productivity of the human and
machine interaction. The control centre ATC terminal can be
seen as a ‘production facility’ that uses the following production
factors:
• Human resources;
• Interaction modules;
• New and existing software;
• Algorithms and business rules;
• Processors.
The output of the ATC production facility is the number of
aircraft that can be handled without impeding safety, as defined
by the combination of user and system. The introduction of
flight strips for TFDM leads to increases in the human and
system performances that determine total performance and total
safety levels. smartStrips optimises the connection between the
human factors in TFDM and all the systems that drive the ATC
process. smartStrips is designed according to these principles.
The Frequentis Human Factors department has a special focus
on automation-related topics, and is also the leading contributor
to the SESAR Human Factors threads.

Technical factors

Controller information model
Air traffic controllers base their work on a vast quantity of
information. They create a mental picture of the traffic situation
using information on:
• Past, present and future movements on the ground and in the
air: flight data, surveillance information, clearances, etc.
• The present and future environment: weather information,
runway status, gate capacity, etc.
• The procedural context: procedures, charts, safety rules, etc.
The controller has to interact with the other actors in this
ecosystem. He needs to share and exchange information with
colleagues, pilots, airport ground management, ATC centres, etc.
Current terminal infrastructure means the controller is
surrounded by a set of dedicated and independent appliances,
each designed to fulfil a single task, and with no common
information management.
This vertical approach is a source of discomfort and stress for
the controller, who is obliged to build an integrated image of the
situation that is not reflected in the displayed physical image. A
terminal system must thus be seen as an integration project.
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Architectural requirements
The pursuit of a monolithic all-in-one application that integrates
everything is not a realistic approach, as a solution must adapt
to present and future needs. The following questions need to be
addressed:
• Can the solution operate national centres and smaller, regional
ones?
• Can the solution support legacy and future interfaces, without
comprising system architecture?
• Can the solution support data acquisition from any kind of
sensor, depending on site needs?
• Can the solution collaborate with other legacy or future ATM
systems (surveillance, RDPS)?
• Can the solution present different kinds of information to
controllers in an efficient and context-specific way?
In order to enable system-wide sharing of information, the
existing silo approach to applications has to be changed.
Creating interfaces between each application does not provide a
sustainable solution, since each application has its own master
data, role management, configuration/management, and user
interface. A solution architecture for next-generation TFDM
solutions needs to offer:
• The scalability to address small and large implementations;
• The flexibility to integrate multiple data sources using a variety
of old and new technologies;
• The performance and responsiveness needed to interact within
an acceptable response time;
• The client resilience required to continue operation (at least
locally) at all times and then to resynchronise after normal
operation is resumed;
• Seamless data sharing across clients and system domains so
that no specific protocols are required to synchronise
information;
• Commonality among all operator positions to allow free
seating.
Frequentis has reached that level of TFDM with the recent
release of smartStrips. Within the next year Frequentis will put
several towers with more than 30 controller working positions
into operation. Including ACC and APP applications, there will
be more than 200 positions operational within the next two
years. v
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Probability theory
A probabilistic look at airspace capacity for air traffic flow management
Senay Solak, Isenberg School of Management, University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA; John-Paul B.
Clarke, Liling Ren, Adan E. Vela, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA
The Air Transport Association estimates that the total
direct cost of air traffic delays in the USA in 2009 was
US$10 billion. Of this amount, 30 percent was due to
capacity reductions in en-route airspace, while the remainder
was primarily due to disruptions in ground operations. Delays
and increased operating costs are expected to be exacerbated by
the projected two-fold increase in air traffic over the next 20
years. Noting this problem, European and US air transportation
authorities are already engaged in efforts to find ways to increase
air traffic system capacity and utilisation.
En-route convective weather is an uncertain phenomenon
which, when severe, prevents aircraft from operating in the
affected airspace. As a result, airborne aircraft must either be
held in the air in holding patterns or re-routed around adverse
weather. Similarly, aircraft waiting to depart must either be held
on the ground or re-routed once they are in the air. In Figure 1,
we present a simple example to demonstrate the effect of
weather on airspace capacity and consequently on air traffic
flows. Because weather conditions evolve over time, re-routing
and holding decisions are based on predictions of the location,
timing and severity of adverse weather events.
The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently
introduced the Airspace Flow Programme to control the arrival
rate of aircraft into a flow constrained area (FCA), i.e. a segment
of the National Airspace System (NAS) with reduced capacity.
The capacity of an FCA is typically determined by a traffic flow
management (TFM) specialist in an air traffic control system
command centre (ARTCC). Capacity is given as a single
deterministic value that does not explicitly take into account the
uncertainty inherent in weather predictions. Such a
deterministic and typically conservative approach often results
in lower use of airspace capacity.
Clearly, airspace capacity is wasted when aircraft are re-routed
to longer paths, while shorter paths through or near the weather
system that materialise after the re-routing decisions are made go
unused. Similarly, airspace capacity is wasted when aircraft are
held on the ground for longer than actually necessary. This is
true when aircraft could have travelled through the airspace
previously predicted to be affected by adverse weather on paths
that did become available. In truth, some of this wasted capacity

Figure 1: Aircraft are rerouted due to capacity decrease in a volume of airspace
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will be recovered as the accuracy of weather predictions
improves. However it is not likely, given the nature of weather
prediction, that weather prediction uncertainty will never be
eliminated or reduced to the point where deterministic TFM will
result in full use of available capacity. Hence probabilistic TFM
algorithms that use accurate probabilistic airspace capacity
information are necessary for effective TFM.
There have been some efforts to model the relationship
between weather and airspace capacity. However one
shortcoming of the existing weather-capacity models is that they
either simplify the complexities that need to be considered or
focus on specific ATC sectors. However weather patterns vary
greatly throughout the NAS; thus, models relating weather and
capacity must be able to capture these differences if the model is
to be broadly applicable. Furthermore none of the proposed
approaches makes direct use of the probabilistic convective
weather forecasts that are issued by the National Weather Service
(NWS) based on advanced meteorological models. To remedy
these shortcomings we propose a generic model that can be
configured to reflect any of the observed relationships between
convective weather and capacity for a given airspace. Hence, our
methodology fills a considerable gap in air traffic flow
management by producing probabilistic en-route airspace
capacity information for TFM algorithms.

Model inputs
There are two key inputs required for our weather-capacity
model, namely a probabilistic weather forecast and a traffic flow
pattern for the considered airspace. In addition, an initial
weather state is assumed to be defined and available. Although
the latter is a simple input used for initialisation, the two key
inputs require a more detailed analysis and discussion as follows
Probabilistic weather forecasts
The proposed methodology makes use of available probabilistic
weather forecasts, such as the one- to six-hour National
Convective Weather Forecast (NCWF-6), as seen in Figure 2
(Pinto, 2006).
Probabilistic forecasts of convection are currently based on
blending radar-based extrapolation forecasts and rapid update
cycle (RUC)-based convective probability forecasts (RCPF) of
convection (Weygandt and Benjamin, 2004). The RCPF is a
derived product that uses the output (e.g. forecast rainfall rates)
from the latest operational version of the RUC model, while
radar-based probabilities are produced using a combination of
extrapolation and trending, and include growth and dissipation
of convection. The forecast probabilities indicate the likelihood
that aviation-disrupting convection weather cells (e.g. radar
echo exceeding 35dBZ) will be present at a given location at the
given forecast time. The radar echo tops are assumed to be high
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Figure 2: Sample probabilistic weather forecast map

enough such that the flight level in question will be affected. We
assume that the presence of aviation-disrupting convection
weather cells in a region implies that the corresponding airspace
is ‘blocked’ and not available to air traffic. The forecast
probabilities are provided in time intervals (e.g. 15 or 30
minutes) six hours into the future, and are updated every 15
minutes. The nominal spatial resolution is the same as the latest
RUC, i.e. 13km.
Traffic flow patterns
In addition to weather forecast data, a traffic flow pattern is
defined for the airspace as input to the model. Such a pattern
may be based on the existing aircraft routes through the airspace,
or can be defined in a generic way. The studies we present below
are based on existing traffic patterns in ATC sectors.
We assume that the arrivals on each path of the considered
traffic pattern follow a Poisson distribution, with some known
average arrival rate. Using this arrival distribution in concert
with the given traffic pattern, a simulation model of traffic flow
in the airspace can be built by combining the weather scenarios
with randomly generated flight arrivals to the sector.

Methodology
The probabilistic capacity calculation procedure involves
simulations of air traffic within a sector over the range of
possible scenarios for a given time interval. In this simulation
framework we define a scenario as a unique combination of an
instantiation of the weather pattern (a single sequence of
weather timeframes), an instantiation of the traffic pattern (a
single distribution of aircraft to the different flows) and a specific
traffic volume (a fixed arrival rate). For any given scenario,
management of traffic flow through the airspace can be
simulated using a set of procedures defined by a tactical control
and conflict resolution algorithm. Each simulation run either
yields a conflict-free flow within the airspace over the predefined
time interval or results in an unfeasible case, when conflict-free
trajectories cannot be defined for that scenario. Based on this
observation, Monte Carlo simulations are able to derive an
empirical probability distribution of capacity for the airspace
over the time interval, by performing multiple runs at increasing
levels of traffic volume and analysing the ratio of the cases with
feasible versus unfeasible flow.

We summarise the overall methodology in Figure 3, where the
inputs, processing modules and the outputs of the algorithm are
shown in detail with the corresponding interrelations. The
procedure contains two main algorithmic modules: the weather
scenario generation algorithm and the air traffic control
algorithm. Given that a large number of scenario replications is
needed as part of the simulation procedure, these two
components must be fast, efficient and accurate algorithms so
that a valid probabilistic capacity value can be calculated within
a reasonable timeframe.
The weather scenario generation algorithm has to perform a
mapping from weather forecast information to possible weather
realisations in a manner amenable to the overall simulation
procedure. One method to achieve this can be through advanced
weather simulation models that require large amounts of data
describing the existing conditions at a given location. In such
simulation models the data is processed and probabilistic
movement patterns are developed according to the values of
certain parameters, such as temperature, pressure, wind speed
and direction. A more efficient method to generate weather
scenarios is to use the probabilistic weather forecast information
described above, as these forecasts are products of advanced and
complex weather models and are easier to integrate in an
airspace capacity calculation tool. Thus as part of our
methodology we propose and use a new weather scenario
generation algorithm that models the spatial and temporal
evolution of convective weather based on probabilistic weather
forecasts. This algorithm is described in detail in Ren et al
(2007). While this algorithm is an efficient and effective
procedure to study the uncertainty of weather in the context of
air traffic, other similar procedures can also be considered for
integration into the simulation model.
As the other major component of the developed procedure,
the tactical air traffic control algorithm is used to simulate the
detection and resolution of conflicts by manoeuvring the aircraft
and ensuring safe and efficient traffic flow in the airspace. As
part of this process a set of conflict resolution procedures needs
to be defined. Depending on air traffic control requirements,
several rule-based or optimisation-based algorithms can be used
for this purpose. For example, if the assumed control
mechanism involves a human controller, as is the case in the
current TFM structure, the algorithm may involve
approximations of the decisions of a human controller. However
algorithmic approximation of such controller actions is very
difficult, and no validated models exist in the literature. On the
other hand, in case of full automation the conflict resolution
procedures are likely to be based on the output of an

Figure 3: Overview of the methodology
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Figure 5: An increased number of replications results in convergence of simulation
results to form an empirical capacity curve

Figure 4: Randomly generated flights in Cleveland Center based on distributions
calculated from historical data for simulation purposes

optimisation-based algorithm, which can be more readily
integrated into a capacity calculation procedure. Moreover,
capacity values calculated using an automated optimal conflict
resolution algorithm would serve as upper bounds on the
capacity of human-controlled airspace.
As more automation is introduced in ATC, the limiting role
that human workload plays in airspace capacity is likely to
attenuate. Given this fact, along with the observation that
approximating human controller actions is very difficult, we
include in our proposed methodology a fuel-optimal automated
conflict resolution algorithm, as described in detail in Vela et al
(2010). Although any other conflict resolution algorithm can be
used for capacity calculation purposes, our proposed approach
involves several advancements and advantages. These include
the consideration of fuel optimality in the resolution manoeuvres,
along with the modelling of simultaneous heading and speed
change decisions as a mixed integer linear program. Moreover,
unlike several nonlinear methods, the algorithm runs very fast
and is suitable for use in fast-time simulation environments.

Calculation of probabilistic capacity
The overall simulation procedure for a given airspace is
performed as follows. To model the traffic, the boundary of the
airspace is broken into segments, which are numerically
identified; a statistical distribution of entry-exit pairs is
generated using historical data of aircraft flying through the
airspace. An example of the sampled traffic pattern through
Cleveland (ZOB) Air Route Traffic Control Center is displayed in
Figure 4. In order to account for different fuel burn rates, aircraft
models, e.g. regional, narrow body, wide body, and businessclass jets, are also assigned based on historical data.
For a given mean arrival rate, the entry and exit points of
aircraft transiting the volume of airspace are determined using
the entry-exit distribution, while the convective weather is
determined by sampling from the scenarios that are consistent
with the probabilistic weather forecast. The traffic flow is then
simulated over a fixed time period. Throughout each simulation
run, the conflict resolution algorithm is used to dynamically
route aircraft around convective weather in a fuel-optimal and
conflict-free manner. However based on the random evolution
of traffic and weather, some instances are likely to lead to
congestion, for which conflict-free trajectories are not possible
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without diverting one or more aircraft to a different volume of
airspace or an airport. These instances are identified as unfeasible
by the conflict resolution algorithm. That is, for a given weather
instance and traffic volume the conflict resolution algorithm is
unable to identify conflict-free trajectories for all aircraft.
We perform multiple replications of the simulation at each of
a sequence of mean arrival rate values, and record the ratio of
feasible solutions provided by the algorithm over the total
number of replications for each arrival rate value. As the arrival
rate is increased, this ratio gradually approaches zero, resulting
in an empirical curve describing the probability that different
arrival rates can be accommodated for the given weather forecast
and traffic pattern. The convergence of the simulation results to
a smooth empirical curve is demonstrated in Figure 5.
This curve can then be converted into a probability density or
mass function of airspace capacity for a given time interval,
which can directly be used in a TFM algorithm. In most cases a
discrete distribution may be preferred for better practical
interpretation of the probabilistic information. As an example we
can calculate the following probabilities of capacity according to
the derived capacity curve in Figure 5.

Validation
For validation purposes we selected a one-hour period for ZOB,
and considered traffic volumes during this period at different
flight levels with and without convective weather. We then
analysed the days that had no convective weather and
determined the maximum observed traffic volume at any flight
level to serve as an indication of the capacity of the airspace
under perfect weather. In the next step, an appropriate day with
observed convective weather was identified for the airspace

Figure 6: Convective weather in Cleveland Center at 1200Z on 5 August 2005.
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Figure 7a: Capacity distribution for the perfect weather case 			

Figure 7b: Capacity distribution for the bad weather case

(1200-1300Z was selected as the time period). The bad weather
day was identified as 5 August 2005. In Figure 6 we show the
effect of the convective weather on traffic flow in ZOB at 1200Z
on 5 August 2005. The dark regions represent the areas that are
unavailable for air traffic at flight level FL340.
Given these observations, we then analysed the reduction in
observed traffic levels on the bad weather day, and whether this
reduction with respect to the observed maximum traffic volume
could also be observed in the calculated capacity distributions
for the day using the proposed methodology. Clearly a valid
model would be consistent with the historical data in
representing the effect of convective weather in an airspace.
However exact levels of calculated traffic may not match the
observed levels due to the assumptions of the air traffic control
algorithm. For example, the observed traffic levels can be
defined by workload limitations, while the algorithm may not
explicitly model this. Hence, for validation purposes we
compared the percent reductions in traffic on the bad weather
day with respect to the perfect weather case, separately for the
historical observations and for the simulation results.
We applied our algorithm to derive capacity curves for 12001300Z on the two days, one with perfect weather and the other
with bad weather conditions, and obtained the curves shown in
Figures 7a and 7b.
As illustrated, for the bad weather case the curve is shifted to
the left, indicating a smaller number of feasible simulation runs
for the same arrival rate. We then compared several capacity
percentile values for the two cases using interpolations on the
calculated probabilities and analysed the reduction in capacity at
each percentile level. The results are shown in Figure 8. The
simulations suggest an average percent reduction of 59.5 percent
in the number of aircraft that could be routed safely within the
airspace due to convective weather. The percent reduction was
then compared with the observed reduction in historical traffic
on the bad weather day with respect to the baseline day without

any convective weather. In this case, as shown in Figure 8, the
reduction in air traffic on the bad weather day was 58.6 percent
relative to the arrival rate of 174 aircraft/hr on the good weather
day, which closely matches the value calculated by our algorithm.
This validation effort demonstrates that our stochastic airspace
capacity calculation algorithm can accurately model the effect of
weather on air traffic. The fact that our results are similar to the
observed capacity reductions at all percentile levels of the
generated distributions is a strong indication of the validity of
our algorithm.

Figure 8: Comparison of calculated and observed percent reductions in air traffic for
good and bad weather days

Conclusions
We devised a methodology to calculate probabilistic predictions
of capacity in en-route air traffic sectors. The methodology uses
probabilistic weather forecasts and traffic patterns as inputs, and
returns probability distributions over time for the number of
aircraft that can safely transit a given airspace in the presence of
convective weather. The procedure involves simulations that use
two algorithmic modules: a weather scenario generation
algorithm and an air traffic control algorithm.
The overall study demonstrates the value of the availability of
probabilistic weather forecasts, as well as the value that can
potentially be generated for probabilistic decision-making tools
in air traffic flow management. While the presented components
of the proposed methodology are based on an automated control
mechanism, the results from such an implementation provide
useful information about the current human controller-based
system as well. For example, the potential increase in airspace
capacity as more automation is introduced into the operations
can be estimated. On the other hand, through parametric
models and calibration approaches it may be possible to develop
an approximate representation of human controller actions in an
algorithmic setting. v
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Free route airspace
On 7 May 2010 the Free Route Airspace Project in the Lisbon Flight Information Region
celebrated the first anniversary of its successful implementation. How has it fared?
Mário Neto, Rogério Ferreira and Jesús Conde, NAV Portugal

The aviation industry is highly sensitive to multiple and
unpredictable factors such as sudden increases in fuel
prices, viral outbreaks, international financial crisis,
terrorist attacks and even natural phenomena such as volcanic
eruptions. According to data provided by IATA, in 2008 under
rising fuel prices, airlines suffered losses in excess of US$16
billion. In 2009 the H1N1 influenza outbreak led to a decline in
the aviation industry in the order of 12 percent and for 2010,
even before the ash clouds from the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in
Iceland, predicted losses were higher than US$11 billion.
Various actions are being taken to compensate for these
setbacks, such as the Flight Efficiency Plan (FEP), an initiative
that began in the summer of 2008 by Eurocontrol, CANSO and
IATA to improve the design of ATS route structures and
operational efficiency of airspace structures in Europe.
It was in this hostile and pessimistic environment that, under
the FEP initiative, NAV Portugal decided to implement on 7 May
2009 the ‘free route concept’ in the Lisbon FIR (FRAL). This
initiative received praise from the entire international aviation
community, contributing to NAV Portugal’s status as a reference
provider of air navigation services.
The launch of this pioneering project was greeted with some
scepticism and the aviation community followed its 12 months
of operations with great interest. However its implementation
was executed with no disruption to operations whatsoever.
Furthermore, from an economic perspective, even though there
was a decrease in the number of movements in the Lisbon FIR,
the FRAL project enabled a reduction of 1.3 million nautical
miles, representing fuel savings of more than 8,783 tonnes and
an operational benefit to companies of more than 12 million. In
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terms of environmental benefits, this saving of nautical miles/
fuel represents a decrease in CO2 emissions of more than 27,000
tonnes.

Satisfied customers
On the project’s first anniversary, customers in the Lisbon FIR
and their associations were asked for a user’s perspective of the
FRAL project and to provide any suggestions or comments.
From their answers it is apparent that the project’s first year was
a success both for NAV Portugal as an air navigation service
provider and for its customers, the airlines.
This was reflected in a letter from IACA Flight Operations,
addressed to NAV: “IACA would like to congratulate NAV
Portugal on the first anniversary of the implementation of free
route airspace. As our member airlines are very heavy users of
Portuguese airspace – both for flights to and from Portugal and
for overflights – we recognise that considerable savings have
been made over the past 12 months in respect of fuel burn and
carbon emissions.
“NAV Portugal must be very pleased and proud that with free
route airspace now a reality – having taken many years to
become mature and requiring a new generation in the NAV
Portugal airspace area to follow its vision – this ambition has
been realised and led by Portugal.
“Congratulations from the IACA team, its member airlines and
associate members and we truly hope to continue to deliver our
support to NAV Portugal in order to build an efficient European
Sky for all partners involved.”
Likewise Iberworld Airlines comments, “With great
satisfaction, the accomplishment of the free route project has
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enabled us to achieve a dream desired by all airlines and without
the need for further investment in new technology for aircraft.
The free route has enabled time and fuel savings vital to the
preservation of the environment and the survival of airlines.
Hopefully after Portugal others will follow the same path.”
The FRAL project has also been congratulated by Iberia’s
department of operations: “At a pre-tactical level, the free route
concept allows optimal flexibility for the planning of all our
operations in the Lisbon FIR with a total disregard of military
areas managed tactically throughout the same day of operation.”
In the same vein TAP Portugal, the main operator within the
Lisbon FIR, states, “Thanks to the flexibility that free route
allows in the choice of trajectories, almost all of TAP routes can
be optimised, obtaining a reduction in fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions. Flight plans have become closer to operational
reality.”
Vueling Airlines gives the following testimonial: “With the
intent to optimise our flight plans after several contacts between
our flight despatch office and NAV Portugal’s airspace
department, we can conclude that the implementation of free
route project for Vueling was easy, quick and successful, creating
shorter routes and most importantly, a reduction in fuel
consumption and other costs.”

Collaborative approach
Such comments highlight one of the major advantages arising
from the FRAL project. Airline operators and NAV Portugal’s
airspace department were able to establish a productive dialogue
that facilitated the project’s transformation into operational
reality. Companies such as TAP Portugal, Iberworld, Iberia,
Vueling, Air Europa, American Airlines, Aer Lingus and many
others contributed actively to ensure successful implementation
of the concept, especially in the optimisation of flight planning.
This continued dialogue developed into a valuable
relationship between NAV Portugal and the airlines, allowing it
to meet their operational needs and where appropriate, pass on
suggestions and operational alternatives.
Another advantage that arises from FRAL concerns the
knowledge and solution seeking that took place during the preimplementation phase. This period of careful planning ensured
the successful launch of the project.
For example, despite consultation with Eurocontrol Central
Flow Management Unit (CFMU), concerns remained over how
the CFMU system would respond to the new concept.
Eurocontrol and NAV Portugal worked closely together to
overcome the system limitations. In cases where it was not
possible to avoid the automatic rejection of some flight plans,
manual adjustments were made to adapt to the circumstances.
At the beginning of the FRAL project, collaboration and

monitoring of flight plans in the Lisbon control room proved
critical to identify and solve problems. It was this task of preimplementation and ongoing collaboration with the CFMU that
led to the recent launch of new versions of the CFMU, which
address many of the situations identified by NAV Portugal.
The success of this project can also be measured by the
absence of complaints from the airspace users. Iberia says, “The
beginning of operations in a free route environment did not
cause any inconvenience in any areas of the company and,
contrary to what was first feared, the published information was
clear and the implementation did not cause any kinds of
problems.”
However despite the efforts made in coordination, information
and simplification of procedures, errors were identified in the
preparation of flight plans, some of which affected the airlines’
operational efficiency. Consequently, NAV Portugal’s airspace
department is monitoring all flight plans in detail and examining
all cases of behaviour least expected in a flight. The aircraft
operators involved have been advised to correct the inefficiencies
of their flight planning within the Lisbon FIR through a direct
dialogue with those responsible.

Reference model
Furthermore, the free route projects and similar initiatives of
other ANSPs have adopted the methodology and operational
procedures defined by NAV as a starting point and reference.
NAV Portugal has shared its experience with Sweden’s LFV and
the Irish Aviation Authority, as well as with France’s DSNA and
Norway’s Avinor, which have visited NAV Portugal. Meetings are
scheduled to take place with DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung and
the Czech Republic’s ANS CZ in the coming months.
Further evidence of the international success of the FRAL
project is the many invitations received and accepted for its
presentation at international meetings, as shown in the
statement received from Iberia: “This project has been a
reference to motivate and encourage these initiatives to improve
efficiency of operations in other airspaces. Specifically in Spain,
we have taken the model of Portugal to various committees in
order to boost its implementation with the aim of increasing
operational efficiency for the benefit of all.”
This recognition is echoed in IACA’s letter: “We now see
developments in increased airspace flexibility, night direct
airways and the introduction of free route airspace elsewhere in
Europe, which can in part be attributable to the success of the
Portuguese project.”
It is hoped that others will be able to harness NAV Portugal’s
experience to implement similar solutions in their airspaces,
leading to improvements in operational efficiency and thereby
ensuring the future success of airline operators and ANSPs. v

The free route has enabled time and fuel
savings vital to the preservation of the
environment and the survival of airlines
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Time-based arrival
management
New controller support tools are necessary to ensure the best-possible use of available airspace
Hartmut Helmke, AT-One Institute of Flight Guidance (DLR), Germany
Despite the current worldwide economic
situation, civil aviation traffic is still expected to
grow annually at rates between three and five
percent. In this scenario air traffic controllers have to
meet several challenges: on one hand they have to
ensure the best possible use of the available air space
while avoiding air and ground queues. On the other
hand airlines require fuel-efficient approach and
departure procedures, airports and residents expect
reduced noise disturbance, and environmental impact
cannot be neglected either.
To fulfil these requirements, user-preferred trajectories
with low thrust settings can be used – to save fuel, for
example. Modern aircraft are able to follow these
trajectories within deviations of only a few metres and
Table 1. Simulation parameter space. Green shaded rows use dual-threshold operation
can keep precisely to time constraints.
To benefit from these technological improvements new
onboard and ground procedures are necessary. Both the
AMAN development has a long tradition in DLR’s Institute of
European SESAR initiative (Single European Sky ATM Research)
Flight Guidance, from COMPAS in the late 1980s through the
and the American counterpart NextGen rely on 4D trajectories
4D-Planer to our latest development, 4D-CARMA (Four
(so-called business trajectories), i.e. time-based arrival
Dimensional Cooperative ARrival MAnager). Controllers
management. In order to cope with the new demands, the
managing inbound traffic are building arrival sequences,
crucial question is how the human operators can best be
separating aircraft, predicting trajectories to implement the
supported in performing their tasks under these conditions.
assigned separation, transforming the trajectories into
New automation in terms of advanced arrival managers (AMAN)
appropriate guidance instructions that are transmitted to the
is necessary to help controllers with appropriate time-based
pilot, and monitoring the aircraft.
planning functions for all aircraft.
DLR’s 4D-CARMA arrival manager supports the innovative

Figure 1: An aircraft that flies behind another one of any weight class can be sure to avoid wake vortex hazards when it flies at least 260ft higher than the preceding aircraft. Therefore reduced
radar separation (2.5NM) instead of wake vortex separation can be applied on the last 10NM of the final approach. The first aircraft intercepts the ILS glide path at 4,000ft altitude, whereas the
following one intercepts the ILS at 5,000ft
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Figure 3: The advisory stack contains an advisory 30 seconds before it should be
started by the pilot. The first column contains a counter counting down to zero. Columns
3 and 4 contain the advisory and its end value respectively. The controller decides when
to issue a command to the pilot. Speed and altitude commands are not so time critical,
whereas turn commands are

Figure 2: The brown labels show arrivals and the blue ones departures. The central pink
boxes are reserved time slots for outbounds (arrival free intervals, created by ADCO). On
the right side we see the traffic scheduled for the right runway (25R). The inbounds with
dotted labels on the left side (e.g. CSA4E) are planned for the displaced threshold (26L).
Different colours in the inbound labels (white, yellow, black and red) are used for the
four different initial approach fixes

concept of time-based arrival management. The article presents
the results and the lessons learned from two validation trials
with 4D-CARMA.

Dual-threshold operation in OPTIMAL
OPTIMAL (Optimised Procedures and Techniques for
Improvement of Approach and Landing) is an air-ground
cooperative project funded by the European Commission within
FP6 (contract number AIP3-CT-2004-502880). It began in 2004
and ended in 2008.
The project team comprised representatives from the major
European manufacturers of aircraft, rotorcraft and airborne and
ground systems, major European research institutes such as ATOne (the strategic alliance of DLR and NLR), various ATS
providers and key experts in procedures, specification and
validation exercises. One aim of the project was to investigate
the effect of dual-threshold operation on runway throughput,
which enables the reduction of separation minimums (Figure 1).
Frankfurt Airport is equipped with three runways, each with a
length of 4,000m (13,100ft). One runway is used only for
departures (runway 18), whereas runways 25L/07R and
25R/07L can be used for arrivals and departures.
Parallel to the OPTIMAL project DFS and Frankfurt Airport
(FRAPORT) conducted dual-threshold experiments in their
human-in-the-loop simulation environment. They determined
an increase of three to five inbounds per hour depending on the
heavy-medium mix. However they also observed an increase in
the controller workload and a great decrease in the outbound
capacity. Therefore we are concentrating on avoiding the

Figure 4: RNAV routes
to the late merging
point

decrease in outbound capacity and reducing controller workload
by making use of time-based arrival management.
COMPAS, 4D-Planner and other AMANs currently in
operation do not consider an appropriate advisory generation
based on predicted trajectories. Within the OPTIMAL project
the advisory generation feature of 4D-CARMA was validated by
three different European controller teams during December
2007 and January 2008. Each week-long campaign consisted of
11 to 12 runs (Table 1).
Within the simulation runs we varied five parameters: 1. The
AMAN support level – no support, only timeline (Figure 2) or
sequence and advisory support (Figure 3); 2. The number of
thresholds (without or with dual threshold); 3. The arrivaldeparture coordination (master/slave with arrival priority, via
voice, with arrival-departure coordination tool ADCO); 4. The
number of departures; 5. The heavy/medium inbound traffic mix.
DLR’s CADEO departure manager was used for planning an
optimised outbound sequence and target times for suitable
clearances (e.g. start-up, push-back, taxi). Normally, AMAN and
DMAN use master-slave coordination, i.e. outbounds have to
use suitable gaps in the arrival sequence, resulting in a
considerable decrease in outbound capacity. An outbound needs
a gap of 6 to 8NM between two arrivals if dual-threshold
operation is applied. Therefore the immediate successor of an
outbound should not use the displaced threshold, a requirement
to our arrival-departure coordinator (ADCO). ADCO is a fuzzy
rule-based system, which considers elements such as CFMU
slots and actual arrival and departure demand, and determines
suitable gaps for departures, so-called AFIs (arrival free intervals).
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causes problems in situations where he has to get back in
control of the traffic (e.g. emergency or system failure). In such
situations it will be harder for him to take over control in an
efficient and safe manner.

CDA in FAGI project

Figure 5: Advisories integrated in radar screen. DLH177 should start its turn to base in
18 seconds

Using the third threshold, arrival throughput was increased by
3.4 arrivals per hour; 5.2 if we use a higher percentage of heavy
inbounds. The arrival flow does not really depend on the
decision support level (no AMAN, only timeline, advisories); the
departure flow, however, does. Using automatic arrivaldeparture coordination, all departures could leave the airport in
time with only a small decrease in arrival flow. The decrease in
departure flow of the DFS/FRAPORT results is avoided and we
can also reduce controller workload. The number of voice
instructions per hour is increased if dual-threshold operation is
in use (increase of 11.6 percent for pickup and four percent for
feeder). If the controller is supported by sequence and runway
information during dual-threshold operation, the number of
instructions can be reduced by 9.5 percent (pickup) and 0.8
percent (feeder). Frequency utilisation is reduced by 18.4
percent for the pickup; increased by 0.3 percent for the feeder. If
advisories are offered, the frequency utilisation is reduced even
more (21.1 percent pickup, 18.1 percent feeder) compared with
the usage of dual-threshold operation with no AMAN support.
The application of advisories reduces controller workload and
increases airport predictability, but has a negative effect on
situation awareness. If all instructions (speed, level and turns)
are given to the controller by the system, the controller partly
loses the mental model of the traffic situation. In this case, his
role changes from controlling the traffic to monitoring it, which

Figure 6: Is there a sufficient gap between position 3 and 5 for aircraft 4?
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Dual-threshold operation is not a use case strictly requiring
time-based arrival management. We only used time-based
separation. Within DLR’s FAGI project (Future Air Ground
Integration), however, we integrated unequipped aircraft into a
stream of fully equipped 4D aircraft following a user-preferred
trajectory (normally a continuous descent approach – CDA).
This application strictly requires time-based arrival management,
because 4D-equipped aircraft are guided by a time constraint
near the runway threshold.
A central FAGI element is a modified airspace and route
structure, featuring late merging of arrival routes. Late merging
of arrival routes does not require a homogenous speed profile or
speed constraints at top of descent (TOD) because following
aircraft use different lateral routes to a so-called late merging
point (LMP) (Figure 4).
The lateral separation between the routes enables each aircraft
to choose an individual approach profile, which is transferred
into a time-based separation shortly before reaching the LMP, i.e.
the aircraft normally have to maintain a time constraint only at
the LMP. But not all aircraft are able to perform a precise 4D
approach. Therefore the controller needs additional support to
fit unequipped aircraft exactly into a stream of 4D-equipped
aircraft, i.e. advisories for time-based arrival management.
First simulations with a controller team have shown that it is
impossible to safely integrate unequipped aircraft into a stream
of 4D-capable aircraft via vectoring without tool support. To
overcome this problem we relied on the advisory concept of the
OPTIMAL project
In high traffic situations, however, it was difficult for the
controller to track both the radar screen and the advisory stack.
Therefore the counter for the time-critical turn advisory was
integrated into the radar screen (Figure 5).
Monitoring of equipped aircraft and the safe coordination of
unequipped and equipped was a big problem for the controllers.
Situations such as that in Figure 6 are typical. Does the
equipped aircraft (square) at position 4 fit into the gap between
the unequipped (circles) aircraft 3 and 5? Is there enough
separation between aircraft 5 and 6 or was the turn advisory for
aircraft 6 given too early? As the controller is always responsible
and differences may occur between AMAN advisories and those
the controller implements, we introduce the ghost and target
concept to enhance the controller’s situation awareness.
Ghosts are a projection of an equipped approaching aircraft
onto the (virtual extended) final; they are not real aircraft. The
task of the controller is to avoid meeting these ghost aircraft
(placeholders) with real ones. Targets, however, should be met,
i.e. the controller’s task is to match an unequipped aircraft with
its target (Figure 7). Targets and ghosts help enhance the
controller’s situation awareness, which was a result from our
validation trials with different European controller teams in
November 2009 in the ATMOS simulator in Braunschweig.
If the controller deviates from the suggestions of the tool, the
tool should adapt to the new situation as soon as possible,
which normally results in a sequence change. A minor deviation
intended by the controller, however, should result in a stable
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detect a controller deviation from the planned sequence (a
precondition for intent recognition). We need a more direct
feedback loop where the controller may change the sequence via
move commands, i.e. changing the sequence position of two
aircraft. A freeze command is implemented for the opposite case,
i.e. the controller has implemented a suitable sequence and
wants no further changes of the sequence. Move and freeze
commands result in more reliable ghosts, targets and advisories.

Summary

Figure 7: Enhancing situation awareness with targets and ghosts. The green aircraft at
position 4 is equipped with a 4D-FMS. Its ghost is the white ghost also with number 4.
The position of the ghost is calculated from the left distance of the real aircraft 4 and
from the trajectory model of the unequipped aircraft 3 and 5. The controller tries to
separate aircraft 3 and 5 on the final from the ghost. On the other hand we see the
white targets numbers 5 and 6. The controller tries to match the real aircraft (yellow
radar blips number 5 and number 6) with its targets when the corresponding real
aircraft has finished its turn to final

behaviour of the tool. Controllers expect a stable tool but they
also want a very adaptive behaviour. This seems impossible as
long as the only feedback loop from the controller to the HMI is
via radar data, because it may take a long time for the AMAN to

We have presented two applications of time-based arrival
management: the coordination of inbounds and outbounds with
respect to dual-threshold operation, and the integration of
unequipped aircraft into a stream of equipped aircraft via a latemerging concept. Both applications benefit from an advisory
stack reducing controller workload. Situation awareness and
safety, however, are even more improved by redundant support
sources, i.e. advisories as well as ghost and target aircraft
normally contain the same information for starting a turn.
The approach controller is not the only person benefiting
from an AMAN. The whole airport takes advantage, because
operations are smoother and more predictable if the knowledge
of an AMAN concerning expected arrival times is shared by all
airport stakeholders. Although arrival managers already have a
long tradition, both applications clearly demonstrate that AMAN
development has only just started. Without adequate ground
support tools we will not be able to implement the ambitious
concepts addressed in SESAR and NextGen. v
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Can safety be trained?
The priority given by air traffic controllers and air traffic service personnel to safety is
powered by two factors: personal experience and beliefs and influence from within the peer
group. The best time to start imposing safety is during initial training
Anne Kathrine Jensen and Peter Kantner, Entry Point North, Sweden
Training air traffic controllers (ATCOs) and air traffic
service (ATS) personnel represents the cornerstone in
building future airspace management and safety
systems. It begins with recruiting the right talented ab initio
students and continues through to training experienced ATCOs
to be on-the-job training instructors, assessors or examiners.
Supporting air navigation service providers’ (ANSPs) training
requirements has far-reaching implications and equates to much
more in reality. Training is in fact supporting their safety culture
and organisational ethos. It implies assisting essential
operational personnel in achieving the high competence level
required to carry out their individual tasks safely. Shared
responsibility between ANSPs and training academies is the key
to creating a failure-proof environment.
Now more than ever, attention is turned towards ensuring
exceptional safety standards. During the past 10 years the
aviation industry has faced many diverse risks, in ways that were
once inconceivable. Public awareness of aviation safety is mostly
confined to the experience they receive with regard to airport
security, but we in the business know there is much more
behind the scenes. Europe is currently feeling the pressure of the
recent economic crisis, while continuing its plans to cope with
increased levels of traffic, implementing the ongoing Single
European Sky initiative, as well as cost reduction strategies. All
involve fundamental changes to the ATM system.
While working on the array of different initiatives ANSPs must
ensure safety remains uncompromised at all times. One of the ways
they are achieving this is by creating a safety culture for ATCOs.
In the aviation industry, safety has always been the ultimate
goal behind all activities. For every piece of the puzzle, processes
are created, personnel are trained, resources are allocated and
safety measures are met. Safety itself is the prized outcome of
each of these stages, but the aviation industry has to focus on
what precedes it, in order to achieve it and continuously
improve while also successfully meeting growth demands. Here
is where safety culture is critical.

What is safety culture?
The organisational awareness for addressing and understanding
safety culture began after the Chernobyl disaster in 1986. It is
commonly expressed in terms of attitude and behaviour. When
defining safety culture some researchers’ premise is to focus on
attitudes, whereas others emphasise that safety culture is
expressed through behaviour and work activities. In other words
the safety culture of an organisation acts as a guide to how
employees will conduct their working practice routines.
Eurocontrol defines safety culture as the priority given to
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safety at all levels in the organisation: “Safety culture is not
something you ‘get’ or buy, it is something an organisation has.
Safety culture can therefore be positive, negative or neutral. Its
essence is in what people believe concerning the importance of
safety, including what they think their peers, superiors and
leaders really believe about safety’s priority. If someone believes
that safety is not really important, or can be sacrificed
temporarily, then workarounds, cutting corners, or making
unsafe decisions or judgements will be the result. Or, in a
shorter version: the way things are done, in terms of attitudes,
accepted norms and behaviours.” 1
As an international ATS academy, Entry Point North is raising
the question: Can safety be trained? If ‘yes’, when is the
appropriate time to start? And how can the required behaviours
be transferred?

Where theory meets practice
In this era of development and innovation, one of the biggest
challenges ANSPs face is to identify the imperative ingredients of
effective training and to take the steps necessary to maintain the
high performance standards. As a training academy for ATCOs
and ATS personnel, Entry Point North shares the same safety
philosophy. It is our raison d’être to identify and create premium
training for all aspiring and current ANSP employees who pass
through our doors.
We believe the commitment to safety must start within the
first days of training. The students’ enthusiasm and predictable
desire to get things done mean that without conscious awareness
on their part the erosion of safety begins at the same time as they
start practical training.
The first two important aspects of training are to deliver
theoretical knowledge and build the skills necessary to be able
to conduct simulation exercises.
Another dimension of training however lies between theory
and practice. This is to coach the students in understanding and
assimilating the ‘soft’ issues surrounding safety. For example:
• Maintaining a state of continuous awareness. Students must
first receive clarifications, logical explanations and examples as
to what continuous awareness means and implies. They are
required to continuously put it into practice during simulation
exercises and follow up its effects.
• Controlling aircraft in a ‘fail-safe’ manner. If at any stage
during the implementation of plans something goes wrong,
safety is ensured. Students must be taught how to implement a
‘buffer’ against potential danger.
• Priority of safety. Irrespective of newly evolving technologies
within ATM systems (for example, electronic flight progress
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Above and below: Students are closely supervised by experienced ATCOs
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Awareness and confidence is built during individual exercises

strips, electronic conflict detection systems intended for use by
controllers, and 4D approaches for aircraft), or of developing
legislation, commercial challenges and economic crisis and
management changes, safety must remain the top priority.
• Exercising caution when controlling. Air traffic controllers are
widely regarded as being more cautious than the average worker.
Controllers consider it vitally important to have an inherent
sixth sense; it comes with the nature of the job to be continually
aware of potential threats, vulnerabilities and common errors.
• The importance of human factors and the ‘reason’ model; the
skill of avoiding cumulative small errors that can collectively
lead to historical catastrophes.
• The importance of strategies and priorities. Implementing a
series of manoeuvres or stratagems for obtaining a specific goal
or result. Prioritising the sequence of events so that the strategy
is conducted in a fail-safe manner – one of the main factors in
error prevention.
• Learning about the ‘grey areas’ in air traffic management,
where there are no definite rules.
• Safety mindfulness or how safety can remain in the forefront of
people’s minds, whether they are controllers during their daily
shift, engineers working in the systems department or
management level analysing financial results.
• Learning about the difference between what people believe
about safety (personal opinion), what they say (policies,
procedures, systems), what they actually do (rules and
regulations) and the final outcome.
• Personal and cultural introspection; the driving force behind
safety culture from one generation to the next.
• Just culture. Essential safety-related information must be
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provided, and acted upon, regardless of the circumstances:
accidents, incidents or near misses.
• Trust. Human error happens, which subsequently leads to
occurrence reporting, and then into the overall learning process
from the incident. It is fundamentally important to learn about
and support the importance of a blame-free just culture within
aviation.
Training air traffic controllers has two main objectives:
competences and commitment. If competences represent the
outcome of theory lessons and of practical simulator exercises,
commitment is subjective to beliefs, attitudes and values. The
competences will slowly grow to be integrated into the work
within a safety management system (SMS). The personal
commitment needs to be translated, during the time dedicated
to training, into safety commitment. The association between
SMS and safety commitment is essential, because the attention
given to both needs to be simultaneous and equal for safety to
be maintained and improved.
The theory that students learn during classroom lessons gains
more relevance and can be efficiently put into practice once the
safety issue is clearly introduced. This is the ultimate purpose
and the driver behind the entire industry.
To ensure a comprehensive delivery of the insights
surrounding safety, experienced instructors and operational
controllers are dedicated to accompanying the students in their
exploratory process. Real-life situations are discussed, priorities
are established, consequences are analysed, responsibilities are
shared and solutions are identified. As well as creating the right
mindset to understand the importance of safety, these are
important steps in preparing the students for the simulator
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exercises. All steps require time. Time, knowledge,
understanding and safe application go hand in hand.
Discussing the work implications of safety culture and being
assisted by controllers with operational experience adds a reallife dimension to the simulator exercises. The students are no
longer only simulating and running exercises on a generic
airspace, but are afforded the same considerations given to real
ATCOs controlling live traffic. Increasing responsibility is placed
on their shoulders from an early stage, as their performance and
skills are developed.
Where theory meets practice, safety culture plays the role of a
commitment catalyser, enhancing competences and shaping the
right beliefs and attitudes.

Rethinking training
Training itself must continuously evolve. Air traffic management
is not stationary in time, so training methods, technologies used,
and operational practices employed will always require
adjustment. Regulations and processes will change as well as
training management. The endeavour to link safety culture to
training from the very first days inside Entry Point North
academy is done to enforce a positive safety attitude.
During unit training, the students will assimilate the ANSP’s
safety culture, which is “an emergent property of the
organisation, generated by its unique history and individual
members”.2 The academy prepares the students to be aware of
the effect the organisational safety culture has on their
operational performance. Usually it is hard to predict how the
individual behaviour and peers’ behaviour directly influences
the safety culture, but it is easier to observe how the ANSP’s

safety culture changes the employees’ beliefs, attitudes and
actions. Nevertheless, the safety culture is a cumulative
reflection of everything that happens in the ANSP and of the
employees’ perceptions and opinions.
Entry Point North believes in the constant improvement of
human performance. New technologies open up new avenues
for personal and professional development. This drives us to
continuously improve training techniques with innovative
solutions. By including safety culture early when training ab
initio students, instructors can follow up the students’ perception
associated with the real working environment and duties.
Naturally, the students’ performance comes as the result of
dedication and hard work, but it is also the result of the transfer
of experience that takes place.
Safety can be trained in terms of attitudes and behaviours.
Beliefs are personal, but during training we can do our utmost to
promote the attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, behaviours and values
that the aviation industry considers to be fundamental to safety.
One of the challenges brought by the development of airspace
management is the integration and interaction of different
cultures. Every ANSP that Entry Point North has collaborated
with over time, regardless of the service required – recruitment,
training, consultancy – has been sensitive to the local culture
and requirements. Using this as a model and proof, training is
conducted in respect to individual needs and common
performance levels established for all students. v
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AIM high
The fundamental practices of aeronautical information services are fast evolving into
aeronautical information management. For the entire world of AIS, this requires a change in
focus from product delivery to ‘enabled’ data delivery
Andrew Barrett, Managed-AIS, UK

Various programmes are under way to update old
practices and bring forth the new data-centric
aeronautical information age. Changes are happening at
the international, regional and state level to ensure the readiness
of all parties for the future air navigation system requirements.
Some of these include:
• ICAO – AIM roadmap guidance material;
• ECAC/Eurocontrol – SESAR, AIM, SWIM and IM;
• FAA – NextGen.
The drive to AIM will eventually lead to real-time information
delivery to clients; the system of delivery will be granular and
timely, as opposed to structured and timetabled. Systems are on
the drawing board around the world to take advantage of this
information revolution. However in order for it to work
everyone must plan to take the first steps together. Data users
will require tools to ‘ask’ for the data/information that they need,
and will have the expectation that the data will be available in a
timely manner and be of the right quality.

Change management
Any and all fundamental changes in working practices require a
carefully considered strategy to manage the change; AIS to AIM
is no exception. The main considerations are related to systems,
manpower, resources and training.
Each country must ask itself if it has all the necessary
resources to keep the current services running while putting in
place the new systems and working practices. Given current
(and likely ongoing) financial constraints, it is difficult to
envisage a situation where AIS resources can be doubled
overnight to ease the burden. Therefore a clear path to AIM
needs to be found for all stakeholders.
In Europe the answer has been to implement a central system
of data and document management. This system is the European
AIS Database (EAD) system and deals with the production and
delivery of traditional AIS products centred around a core AIS
database in which each country is responsible for its own
portion of data.
Although this system has been extremely successful, it needs
to change radically for AIM implementation and, even then, will
only form part of the entire system-wide information
management (SWIM) provision that will be required once the
SESAR is fully realised.

Legislative pressure for change
The aeronautical data quality (ADQ) requirements for data
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quality in Europe mean that there is now a law in each EC
country that requires state AIS/AIM departments to provide
proven levels of data quality compliance. This directly enforces
the pre-existing ICAO requirements for data quality in Annex
15, Chapter 3.
Meeting these legal requirements with traditional AIS practices
is impossible; even with currently available systems such as the
EAD, the outcome is heavily dependent on implementing
extremely tight procedures and a strong commitment to
understand the scale of the problem on the part of the AIS/AIM
team.
An understanding of the aeronautical data lifecycle is crucial
to meeting the legal requirements of the ADQ. In all cases,
specialist system help will be necessary to transition from
traditional unsafe AIS practices to safe quality managed AIM
practices.
Guidance on meeting the ADQ requirements is available from
the EC, Eurocontrol and ICAO: the AIS Data Process (ADP);
Static Data Procedures (SDP); Implementing rules of ADQ;
CHAIN Guidance Material; Annex 15; WGS-84 Manual from
ICAO. All these documents contain standards and
recommended practices that can be used by a state to formulate
internal procedures for achieving a system of safe working
practices.

System support for AIM
A particular problem with the required changes for AIM is
simply the increased pace of change in data standards and the
sheer difference in the tasks to be performed by AIS staff. For
some countries the answer in the last 10 years has been to step
out of the change process altogether. The rapid change of the
exchange standards has meant that in many cases by the time a
standard is implemented at state level, it may already be obsolete
and superseded by the next iteration of the standard. This would
not be so problematic if the data standards were backwards
compatible. However, as with the shift from AIXM 4.5 to AIXM
5.0/5.1, this is not wholly the case.
Obviously it is undesirable for some countries to embrace the
change to AIM while others do not. This can lead to further
fragmentation of the AIS/AIM service and wildly varying levels
of service between, sometimes neighbouring, states.
Managed AIS is an aeronautical software and services
company based in Scotland in the UK. Due to our large
customer base and good market position, we are at the forefront
of AIM technology and provide various off-the-shelf and
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bespoke software solutions to
help our clients meet the
growing demands of clients
working in the AIM field.
The types of products and
services we offer include:
• eAIP (over 80 licences in
35+ states using the software
for AIP and eAIP production
including the EAD);
• AIXM-based static data
management (10+ states
worldwide);
• WGS-84 specialist survey
data handing for the UK
(NATS, UK);
• Bespoke reports/custom
developments (recent IAIP to
AIXM 5.1 mapping study for
Eurocontrol);
• Training in AIM, AIXM
SDM and eAIP topics (more
than 200 AIS personnel
trained);
• Services (AIP to eAIP
conversions, more than 20
states worldwide supported
or fully converted).
All in all, Managed AIS
currently offers solutions for
15 steps out of 21 in all key
phases of the ICAO AIM
roadmap.

Full interoperability
This article outlines a current
Large-scale BABEL usage model
development in our AIM
offering that will allow users
to move into the final phases of AIM/SWIM and IM and embrace
new working practices, work easily with internal data from all
stakeholders and fully participate in using the data from
programmes such as SESAR and NextGen without fear of being
left behind.
The system in final development is codenamed BABEL and
works on an entirely different premise to other traditional AIM
solutions while offering 100 percent interoperability and full
ADQ compliance for data and information handling.
The key component to successful implementation of AIM,
SWIM and IM is to have all users interacting on a level playing
field. The way of achieving a meaningful exchange of
information is to ensure that all players put forward their
information so that others can read and understand it. An
important method of achieving this is by implementing standard
models for data exchange: if all data is available in easily
recognisable formats, all players can use the available
information to meet their own operational requirements.
The data to be modelled is not restricted to simply static or
dynamic AIXM messages. Data models are being designed and
implemented to support all operations and encourage the
interoperable exchange of that data. Current models envisaged
by ICAO include:

• AIS/AIM – AI model (AIXM);
• MET – Met model (WXXM);
• ATM models – environment model; flight model; surveillance.

AIXM 5.1 changes the rules
In traditional systems for static data management, a relational
database is used to ‘shred’ the available data and make it
available for use in various production platforms for applications
such as data analysis, AIP, charting, procedures design and
NOTAM production. When the data models such as AIXM 3.1
and 4.5 were created they were designed to reside in a relational
database and so lend themselves well to the structures and query
languages of an SQL-based system. Indeed for an AIXM 4.5
system a relational database such as ORACLE is the preferred
solution.
AIXM 5 and AIXM 5.1 are very different from the data models
that came before. They are still XML models but instead of just
concentrating on the contents of the attribute fields for AIP and
chart production, they have several ‘active’ components that
allow a data originator to express more fully the geographical
and temporal aspects of a data element.
AIXM 5.1 is an application of the geographic mark-up
language (GML), which allows for expressions of temporal and
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spatial applicability far in excess of those offered in previous
models, and is fully capable of being presented as an
encapsulated graphical database of geographic features if viewed
through a GML-capable viewer.
Additional changes include a wider remit for handling
dynamic data in the AIXM 5.1 model, and the extension of the
model to include the aerodrome mapping database (AMDB)
feature list.
An AIXM 5.1 data system is then capable of meeting several
AIM migration steps at once, and in a way that was not possible
in AIXM 4.5. It also opens the door to other possible storage and
serving solutions that will be necessary to meet SWIM and ADQ
criteria.

Fast indexing of accessible files or remote data
Managed AIS has harnessed the power of the GML file format to
engineer a solution that at once meets the needs for static data
management while allowing the powerful features of the GML
format to be used to the maximum. Instead of shredding the
data into separate attribute-level columns defined in tables and
accessed via views in a relational database, the BABEL system
allows the user varying degrees of storage resolution from
individual features to entire documents. The key enabling
technologies are XQuery, Xforms and a fast indexing service.
The fast indexing is used to store key information about any
document that has been indexed by the system; one of the
smartest features of this is that the system can index both local
and remote xml files. This means that local storage and parsing
of huge data files is no longer necessary in order to use or reuse
data from multiple sources.
In terms of proving ADQ compliance when using aeronautical
data, not directly importing or shredding received information is
the best possible outcome. Essentially it means that it can be
easily proved that your data handling has not changed the
source information, since it is stored entirely as it was received.
The ADQ requirements can be met and made even easier to
follow if the data is coming from another available source that
has been indexed to allow a user to find its information, but is
being accessed remotely.

Basic storage and indexing system components
A place to store any cached documents that have been indexed
can take one of the following forms:
• Simple file system storage;
• Component content management system;
• Relational database;
• XML repository.
Fast Index is a relational database that stores key information
on documents and data sources of interest. The documents to be
indexed can be of any kind but for most, reuse XML documents
would be preferred. The type of information that is stored is:
• Document header/metadata information;
• Document or data source location;
• Schema declarations;
• Element/feature types;
• UIDs and UUIDs;
• Temporal information;
• Natural key information.
Query Engine is an application interface to allow external
applications to formulate questions and queries to all available
documents and sources that are indexed.
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Application Services is an interoperable layer to allow the
query engine to be used by standard web services applications.
Typical applications would be:
• Data-entry tools;
• Data-visualisation tools;
• Web feature service;
• Create customised datasets for external processing;
• Digital NOTAM creation;
• ARO briefing;
• View information as an eAIP;
• Create composite documents (route manuals, etc);
• Flight plan preparation/posting;
• Data analysis;
• Airspace design;
• Procedures design;
• Legacy system data creation (proprietary, AIXM 4.5,
ARINC 424).

Indexed system versus relational database
The system design for the BABEL project is not an unproven
concept; it is a technology that has been used to great effect in
other industries that face a similar problem of finding the
appropriate information from a store of diverse documents. The
advantages of the system include:
• Fully Scalable. The solution can be used as a core system at
the heart of a regional system such as the EAD, or it could be
used by an individual data user to provide a state-level AIM
system or even by an airline looking to capitalise on the new
availability of data from NextGen or SESAR.
• Reduced reliance on data models. All information can be
accepted and indexed, from digital NOTAM, eAIP documents,
AIXM 4.5 files and AIXM 5.1 files.
• Data model updates to the core exchange formats do not
invalidate the system or associated applications.
• AIXM 5.1 data with extensions can be indexed without prior
knowledge of the extension schema changes.
• The ability to index remote sources of information reduces the
necessity for local storage of other stakeholders’ information and
also reduces the risk of any noncompliance with ADQ
requirements.
• Flexible local document storage is configurable according to
the user’s system speed requirements.
• Identical core architectures for public and privately served
information.
• Application layer is adaptable for interaction with legacy and
future user and production systems, including graphical data
management and dynamic data management.

Conclusion
In conclusion, M-AIS can see from using this breakthrough
system design that we and our clients will benefit from the
flexible but powerful features of the system. Users will no longer
be tied down to arduous data import tasks for data that they
may or may not need to use from external sources, but will
benefit instead from being able to correctly locate all the
available data.
The system enables the full range of data user and data
provider applications to be served the correct data from the
correct source without compromising data quality or integrity,
and the system will finally unleash the power of AIXM 5.1 and
SWIM for all aeronautical information users. v
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Fuel saver
The FAA is developing a tool to accurately calculate fuel flow in the terminal area, enabling
informed ATM decisions to be made regarding operational procedures that can minimise
fuel consumption, emissions and noise levels
David A. Senzig, US Department of Transportation, Volpe Center

The environmental effects of aviation – primarily noise,
fossil fuel consumption and emissions – are slowing the
potential growth of the aviation industry. Airport
expansions are limited by runway construction delays primarily
due to opposition from the surrounding communities regarding
noise. Legal challenges to airspace changes – often based on
noise complaints from residents long distances from airports –
hinder efficiency improvements. Fuel currently constitutes
airlines’ largest proportion of operating costs; the Air Transport
Association recently reported that fuel costs account for 25
percent of their direct operating costs.
Airlines, regulatory organisations and aircraft manufacturers
are therefore seeking ways to reduce noise and fuel
consumption. The potential to reduce fuel consumption will
also lead to an overall reduction in associated greenhouse gas
emissions and a reduction in those engine exhaust pollutants
that can cause illness and premature mortality.
One way to minimise fuel consumption is through operational
procedures such as optimised descent profiles and tailored
arrivals. Determining the extent of the environmental and
economic benefits of these operational procedures and others
like them often relies on computer-based modelling. This article
discusses the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT)
model, which the FAA uses to determine the environmental
effects of aviation and also provides examples of how AEDT can
be used to assess the fuel consumption implications of ATM
design decisions.
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Figure 1: AEDT system schematic

The AEDT model
Until the release of AEDT, analysts must use a combination of
models to determine the environmental effects of aviation. In the
USA, the Integrated Noise Model (INM) is used for noise
analyses close to the airport, the Noise Integrated Routeing
System (NIRS) for regional noise analyses, and the Model for
Assessing Global Exposure to the Noise of Transport Aircraft
(MAGENTA) tool for global noise inventories. Local air quality
studies are conducted with the Emission and Dispersion
Modeling System (EDMS) and global studies with the System for
assessing Aviation’s Global Emissions (SAGE).
These five models will be replaced with the AEDT model,
shown schematically in Figure 1. AEDT is currently undergoing
beta-testing by the FAA, the development team and a design
review group comprising staff from aircraft manufacturers,
airports and consultants.
AEDT uses a dynamic aircraft performance model to generate
a four-dimensional depiction of each aircraft operation. These
operations are scalable from single operations in the terminal
area up to the global level; development versions of the AEDT
have been used for global aviation emission inventories as part
of ICAO analyses. For each of these operations, AEDT generates
a 4D track based on the particular flight information available.
This information can be historical radar data, simulation data,
common traffic routes or the great circle route between the
origin and destination airports, if no other information is
available.
Aircraft performance during the terminal area departure and
arrival is based on the Society of Automotive Engineers’
Procedure for the Calculation of Airplane Noise in the Vicinity of
Airports (SAE-AIR-1845, released in 1986), which has been
further refined by the European Civil Aviation Conference in its
Report on Standard Method of Computing Noise Contours around
Civil Airports, Volumes 1 and 2 (2005) and the ICAO Committee
on Aviation Environmental Protection in its Document 9911

(2008). Each of these documents uses data supplied by the
aircraft manufacturer to produce a physics-based aircraft
trajectory. As part of the calculation of the aircraft position, the
thrust associated with the aircraft state is also determined. These
thrust data provide the basis from which the noise and fuel
consumption results are calculated.
The three documents listed above do not include an explicit
method for the calculation of fuel consumption. For this, the
method of Eurocontrol’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) is used.
BADA uses the thrust of the aircraft and a factor unique to each
aircraft/engine combination called the thrust specific fuel
consumption to calculate the fuel flow for the aircraft. The
BADA method of calculating fuel flow has been verified to work
well in cruise conditions, but has been shown to have
inaccuracies in the terminal area. For some aircraft in the
terminal area, these inaccuracies – when compared with flight
data recorder system information – can be in the order of 20-40
percent. These terminal area inaccuracies could lead to incorrect
decision-making based on the environmental benefits of
particular procedures. To eliminate this potential problem, the
FAA began to search for a method to improve the terminal area
fuel consumption model.

Manufacturers’ models
The solution to the problem of inadequate performance data in
the terminal area was to begin working with manufacturers to
use their own data to improve the system. In particular, The
Boeing Company provides software tools to its airline customers
so that they can determine the performance of their Boeing
aircraft under various conditions. Through an agreement
between the FAA and Boeing, the FAA released part of its noise
prediction software to Boeing and Boeing provided its aircraft
performance software to the FAA. This enabled Boeing to
integrate the FAA’s noise prediction software into its tools and
hence can supply it to its customers; in return the FAA gains

The AEDT model has been used for a
number of studies involving ATM and
operational consideration
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access to a high-fidelity aircraft performance model that contains
fuel consumption data.
The improved AEDT terminal area fuel consumption model
does not incorporate the Boeing performance tools directly, but
rather empirically models those tools. Researchers at MIT, in
support of an analysis of the implementation of reduced vertical
separation minimum, developed a simplified method for
modelling the fuel consumption of jet turbine engines. The
method used in that work was further modified for use in the
terminal area. This new terminal area fuel consumption method
relies on coefficients unique to each aircraft. The generation of
these coefficients was based on a statistical fit of data generated
with the Boeing tool through the new fuel consumption method.
We note here that the rate of an aircraft’s fuel consumption is
used to determine the generation of those pollutants that are not
a simple factor of the fuel consumed. Examples of pollutants
that are non-linear with fuel flow are NOx, CO and particulate
matter. Examples of pollutants that are simple factors of fuel
consumed are CO2 and SOx. Calculation of the non-linear
pollutants requires an accurate fuel flow model, which the new
method provides.
The new fuel consumption model was validated against flight
data recorder information from a number of airlines with Boeing
aircraft in their fleets. In general, the average error (the
difference between the fuel consumption predicted by the model
and the fuel consumption reported by the flight data recorder
system) was about 5 percent up to 10,000ft above field elevation
(AFE). Figure 2 shows how the flight data recorder system and
the AEDT tool compare for a number of 757-200 departures. In
this figure, the horizontal axis represents the flight data recorder
fuel consumption measurements and the vertical axis represents
the modelled fuel consumption from AEDT. The dashed
diagonal line represents where a datapoint would fall if AEDT
predicted the fuel consumption perfectly – the modelled value
would equal the measurement. Each point represents one
departure for this aircraft type. The aircraft are modelled with
the take-off weights reported by the flight data recorder system,
as well as the elevation of the airport and the temperature at the
time of departure. Note that one point lies far to the right and
below the perfect fit line. Examination of this point showed this
aircraft received an ATC hold-down below 3,000ft AFE, a
relatively uncommon occurrence at a major airport. This flight
was poorly modelled because the model assumes a normal
departure – that is, a departure with no climb restrictions.

Use of the model
The AEDT model has been used for a number of studies
involving ATM and operational consideration. Brief overviews of
some of these studies are presented below.
Tailored arrivals at Miami Tailored arrivals were demonstrated at
Miami as part of the Atlantic Interoperability initiative to Reduce
Emissions programme. The Miami tailored arrivals operations
have shown considerable fuel savings compared with normal
arrivals into the airport. For 747-400 aircraft arriving from
Europe, the fuel savings are in the order of 700-800 lb per flight.
The tailored arrivals at Miami use no significant track shortening
compared with normal arrivals, so tailored arrivals operations at
airports where the distance flown can be decreased could show
additional savings. Due to the success of the tailored arrivals
programme at Miami and other airports, such as San Francisco,
the FAA has moved tailored arrivals operations from a
demonstration phase to an implementation phase.
Traffic Management Advisor at Newark Traffic Management
Advisor (TMA) is a system that implements potential delays
further from the airport than standard traffic management
normally would. This means that delayed aircraft accept those
delays at higher altitudes and speeds than normal, where aircraft
tend to operate more efficiently. An analysis of the narrow-body
aircraft fleet operating into Newark shows an average of a six
percent fuel saving for the arrival portion of the flight (within
250 nautical miles of the airport) when TMA is in use. Note that
TMA will only be in use during periods of potential delays, so
the six percent fuel saving is based on comparison with a period
of similar operations (and their associated delays) without TMA.
Noise and emissions at Orange County While not part of a formal
study, flights departing from the John Wayne Airport in Orange
County, California have been analysed to determine the trade-offs
between noise, fuel consumption and emissions. John Wayne
Airport is of interest because it has a stringent noise abatement
programme, which includes a thrust cutback to minimum climb
power shortly after departure. The results of the study have shown
that these noise abatement procedures reduce the community
exposure to noise as intended, but at the cost of increased fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions. However the noise abatement
procedure can potentially reduce the amount of NOx emissions in
the region of the thrust cutback (including a potential reduction
within the atmospheric mixing layer), but at the expense of the
total NOx emissions for the flight increasing as a result of the
greater total time and thrust needed to reach cruise altitude.

Next steps
The FAA’s AEDT and its fuel consumption module are currently
in a development stage, with a release to the public scheduled
for 2013. Currently only Boeing aircraft are modelled in the
terminal area with methods based on the manufacturer’s aircraft
performance data. The FAA is working to expand the aircraft
database to include other manufacturers and aircraft types.
The BADA fuel consumption methods for turboprop aircraft
are different from those for jet aircraft, but a preliminary
examination has shown similar issues with inaccuracies outside
the intended range of use. The FAA and Volpe have begun a
study looking at improved methods of modelling turboprop fuel
consumption at low speeds and altitudes. For helicopters, the
model currently has no fuel consumption method. Discussions
with helicopter manufacturers on best methods have begun. ❖
Figure 2: Aircraft fuel consumption to 3,000ft AFE. Each data point is one flight
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The fifth pillar
Involvement of the human factor, including a strong focus on mobility, the delivery of
enhanced training and social dialogue within a framework of a ‘just culture’, is an essential
ingredient in making the Single European Sky a reality
Daniel Calleja, DG MOVE, European Commission

Aviation has always been an
important file at EU level. The
Single European Sky is of
strategic importance. Safer flights,
shorter routes, reduced emissions per
flight, lower costs for the airspace users
are the ambitious objectives adopted in
2009 by the European Parliament and
the Council.
The first set of regulations adopted in
2004 laid down community
competences to build the Single
European Sky in a way that mirrors the
internal market. The objectives were to
restructure European airspace as a
function of air traffic flow disconnected
from national borders, to create
additional capacity and to increase the
overall efficiency of the air traffic
management system. In other words,
Traffic variation in European airspace between 2002 and 2003
the first package focused on the capacity
of the European ATM system to reduce
fragmentation, and aimed at improving
safety and establishing conditions to
enable a true technological jump
Second SES package: a new beginning
(SESAR).
Although the first Single European Sky package was an initial
This first step was followed in 2009 by a second package of
necessary step, it was clearly not enough to confront today’s new
legislation that completed the architecture of the Single
challenges. This is why the second SES package was developed,
European Sky.
and has been adopted by the EU institutions in record time.
Since 2004 the following major achievements of the Single
The new legislation, which came into force in November
European Sky have been put in place:
2009, introduces some important features. These include:
• The separation of supervisory authorities from air navigation
• A robust performance scheme, enabling ANSPs to deliver
service providers seems self-evident today, but was almost
performance within a European framework;
unheard of in 2004. It has guaranteed a level of independent
• The creation of a network management function for certain
supervision resulting in higher safety levels.
tasks that are best guaranteed by an impartial European body;
• The implementation of flexible use of airspace has led to the
• A firm deadline for the implementation of functional airspace
military and civilian parties’ cooperating to plan their use of our
blocks by 2012, to bring new life to the first initiative and
common airspace.
ultimately deliver the Single European Sky;
• A common charging scheme has provided airspace users with
• Reinforcing the safety dimension by extending the
transparency and protection from abuse.
responsibilities of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
• A common European air traffic controller licence ensures a
into the field of ATM and aerodromes, thus ensuring that ATM
standard level of competence and facilitates mobility.
safety is not developed in isolation, but as part of an overall
• Common requirements for certification of air navigation
system approach covering all fields of aviation.
service providers (ANSPs) ensure minimum levels of safety,
The first SES package focused very specifically on capacity, as
contingency and service quality, thus also allowing cross-border
this was the most burning issue at the time it was launched and
service provision.
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adopted. However, experience has
shown that capacity cannot be
developed without also improving
technology. In this context the
technological approach needs to
integrate all other relevant aspects,
namely safety, the environment and
airport capacity. Nevertheless without a
strengthened fifth pillar of the SES in
the shape of an improved human factor
– the people behind the system – all
these aspects are just empty shells.
Indeed, the amended version1 of the
framework regulation2 has inserted a
whole set of new considerations
regarding the fifth pillar, including
involvement of the stakeholders via the
addition of Article 10 – Consultation of
Stakeholders. Now, with a strong legal
basis, the European Commission will
set up a proper consultation
mechanism.
Routes are an average of 50km longer than they should be
Information about the topics of the
comitology process should be communicated
Cooperation with social partners
by the European Commission to social partners, who should be
Valuable work has been done since SES II with the social
made aware at the earliest opportunity of a proposal for
partners as well.
legislation in order to assess the need to be consulted on the
The European civil aviation experts group in the field of the
draft and on the most appropriate consultation mechanism.
Single European Sky will be set up in September 2010.
Moreover, the European Commission recognises the resource
Employers from CANSO and the European Transport Workers’
implications of this consultation programme for the social
Federation (ETF) will be consulted on the Commission’s
partners.
proposals, and it is expected that this new expert group will give
This last element is completely new and is one of the big
more emphasis to the human factor.
changes created by SES II. SES II and its fifth pillar have pushed
In addition to the dialogue itself, we have a key role in
us forward to set up real actions.
bringing the training and staff competency requirements under
We have to make progress in each of the pillars, since they are
more scrutiny. In the first SES package the Commission to some
all interrelated. However, the human performance aspect was
extent addressed the training of air traffic controllers. However,
not completely absent from the first SES package. Even by that
if we compare the situation of various ATM professional groups
stage it had already been realised that the various stakeholder
– in particular the technical support personnel – with that of the
groups needed to be brought around the same table to ensure
various groups in aircraft operations and maintenance, it is clear
full buy-in to the future changes. Improving performance and
that further work is needed. Consequently, improving training
safety are challenging tasks, which require us all to put a lot
and ongoing competency schemes will need to be a major focus
more effort into our daily working lives than has ever been the
in our future work.
case before. Only if people are fully involved in the decision
making, feel that their concerns are properly addressed
in the legislation and understand the reasons behind
those changes, will they be willing to work much more
effectively towards a common goal.
We have already attempted to address this issue with
the inclusion of a social dialogue in the first SES package
and the extensive consultation arrangements during the
development of new legislation, which were
incorporated in the Eurocontrol mandates and the
Industry Consultation Body (ICB). This approach will be
taken even further in the second package, with the EASA
rule-making process also bringing in a much more
transparent rule-drafting procedure. This will ensure
that the stakeholders are not only heard during the
drafting process but also actually participate in it.
Ensuring effective interaction between EASA and
Eurocontrol in encouraging first results of Eurocontrol’s
The five pillars of SES II
reform is a key priority.
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Implementing a ‘just culture’
It will be necessary to properly assess the
situation first, and then take measured action that
ensures safety without endangering
proportionality and flexibility. In addition to
involving all the actors and focusing on training
and competency schemes, a third key area is
reporting, and more broadly speaking the concept
of a ‘just culture’.
The most important way to gain valuable
information is through an open reporting culture.
People could be motivated to voluntarily report
any incidents or possible safety concerns, without
fear of being made to suffer for this openness
either through judicial measures or by their
employers. Staff must be closely involved in every
step we take. Their competencies should be
guaranteed in order to continue to work at the
highest professional standards, and thus on the
basis of sound and reliable reporting systems.
This is the concept of a ‘just culture’, which has
long been discussed.
FAB initiatives as of 1 February 2010
During the implementation of the first SES
package it has been clear that governance is the
key to success, and I have full confidence in the
harmonisation of the competencies. EASA has been offered a key
professionalism of the SES ‘performers’. However, we have had
role in this, as the agency has to incorporate SES experience into
to enhance their cooperation and partnership in order for the
the ‘total system’ approach, including competence requirements,
actors not to forget that they are the ones who can make Loyola
and develop it even further.
de Palacio’s dream to achieve a true SES, expressed in 2000, a
Another measure being worked on with great interest is the
reality.
reporting culture. Safety is our priority, and reporting will allow
Further and faster
us to use safety performance indicators to set targets for ATM
The February 2010 Madrid Conference, which gathered all
performance in line with international safety performance
actors and all domains, stressed the urgency of taking action that
monitoring standards. In order to do so, the whole aviation field
brings us closer to this goal. The conference acknowledged that
has agreed to improve the reporting of safety information and
the human factor is the overriding enabler of change and should
the collection of data, and to share it better.
be one of our main priorities. As the fifth pillar of SES II, the
The reporting culture remains, however, the subject of various
human factor is recognised as the key to any change of the
legal problems. It is our aim to tackle these problems as best as
system.
we can in the coming years in order to ensure that any future
Indeed, the participants highlighted that there is a necessity to
regulation is based on the correct assumptions.
promote the involvement of staff representatives in the
A strong focus on mobility, the delivery of enhanced training
implementation of the Single European Sky at all levels. Even so,
and social dialogue within a framework of a ‘just culture’ are the
other actions are being taken to ensure an adequate level of
key elements behind the full involvement of the human factor,
competence by training the professionals in charge of delivering
in order to make the Single European Sky a reality.
safety. Finally, the conference also agreed on the necessity to
The European Commission fully understands that the human
build the performance scheme on a genuine safety culture,
element cements all the sectors of aviation together; without it,
integrating effective incident reporting and ‘just culture’ as the
progress would not be possible. In this context the Commission
basis for safety performance.
is ready to move forward together with all interested parties in
In order to fulfil the requirements agreed during the
order to meet the key challenge of delivering a Single European
conference, the different actors of the sector (service provision/
Sky. v
technological development of the system) must set up an
References
effective involvement. This will involve the creation of a social
1. Amendment by regulation 1070/2009 of 21 October 2009
dialogue to manage the changes towards FAB: interaction
amending Regulations (EC) No 549/2004, (EC) No 550/2004, (EC)
between the national, FAB and EU levels. The involvement of
No 551/2004 and (EC) No 552/2004 in order to improve the
the social partners in all the relevant elements of SES II is a key
performance and sustainability of the European aviation system- O.
element as well in the areas of performance, safety, technology
J.E.U, L 300/34, 14.11.2009.
and capacity. There is also a need for a social dialogue within the
2. Regulation (EC) No 549/2004 of the European Parliament and of
EU framework itself, combined with a presence in ICB, SESAR,
the Council of 10 March 2004 laying down the framework for the
airport observatory and EASA.
creation of the single European sky (the framework regulation)-O.
The training aspect might seem less urgent, but the actors
J.E.U, L 96/1, 31.03.2004.
dedicated to it are of paramount importance as they will allow
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Managing an
AIP library today
Automated AIP library management brings happiness to librarians, readers and even postmen
Benoit Maisonny, Synclude, Belgium
Managing an aeronautical information publication (AIP)
library has always been a tedious task, even for a smallscale library covering only a couple of countries. An AIP
is a loose-leaf publication covering permanent aeronautical
information related to a country. Its content is regulated by
ICAO Annex 15. Its size varies from 200 pages for the smallest
states to thousands of pages for larger ones. In areas of high
traffic congestion, especially in western Europe, even smaller
states have an AIP of 1,000 pages or more.
An AIP is updated by way of AIP amendments, which are
packs of loose pages that replace certain pages of the AIP. Upon
reception of an amendment, AIP subscribers follow instructions
indicated in the amendment cover page and replace modified
pages, insert new ones and delete obsolete ones. Due to the
Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control (AIRAC)
system, defined by the ICAO Annex 15, any change of
operational importance must be effective on common AIRAC
dates, every fourth Thursday since 29 January 1998.
Consequently, every four weeks, for each AIRAC amendment
cycle, postmen all over the world get angry looks from AIP
librarians receiving an impressive pile of AIP amendments.
Granted, in some areas of the world where changes are modest,
only a few amendments per year are published. In Europe,
however, it is not uncommon for AIPs to be amended twice per
month: one AIRAC amendment for operational changes and one
regular amendment in between two AIRAC ones. Beyond the
AIP itself, aeronautical information services (AIS) offices also
publish AIP supplements and aeronautical circulars, which have
to be managed by AIP librarians as well.

A daunting view of a typical AIP library
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During this past decade some AIS offices have started to offer
digital AIPs. They publish their documents in PDF format and
distribute them by post on CD-ROM, or make them available on
a website. In 2002 Eurocontrol published the first official
version of the electronic AIP (eAIP) specification. The author of
this article was contracted by Eurocontrol in 2001, and during
several years thereafter, to develop and expand the eAIP
specification until its current version. In this article we
distinguish digital AIPs, which are mainly provided in PDF
format, and electronic AIPs, which are provided in both PDF
and HTML and follow the Eurocontrol specification.
Early experiences of digital AIPs in Europe predicted a variety
of presentations and formats, which would not have enhanced
readers’ lives. The Eurocontrol eAIP specification aims to
harmonise the look and feel of AIPs on screen, and provides
open-source tools to generate readable versions in PDF and
HTML formats. The eAIP specification is expected to be a
recommendation in the next Annex 15 amendment.

Who needs an AIP library?
All airline navigation departments, briefing and NOTAM offices,
commercial pilots and air traffic control centres around the
world run an AIP library. The more countries they fly over or
interact with, the more AIPs they need to store and manage, and
thus the more amendments they receive. Pilots, flight planning
staff, controllers and others needing to consult an AIP need to
make their way to the AIP library desk and borrow the AIPs for
the country they are interested in. An AIP library typically stores
just one copy per country, enabling any given AIP to be
consulted by a single person at a time.
In this age of internet, ubiquitous computers and electronic
AIPs, isn’t there a way to automate management of a library of
AIS documents? Of course there is. Some AIP librarians have
already developed ad-hoc systems to store digital AIS documents
in a custom-made electronic library and serve them over their
organisation’s intranet. This already solves two problems: AIP
readers need not walk to the AIP library to consult an AIS
document, and several people can read the same document at
the same time.
Two great advantages of digital AIPs, compared with paper
AIPs, are that they do not require any maintenance by
subscribers, and amendments cost less to distribute. With a
paper AIP, the cost of printing and distributing an amendment is
proportional to the number of affected pages. This is the reason
for the irksome loose-leaf amendment system used by AIPs.
Moreover, it is a shame to tear down a forest every month to
reprint 1,000 pages per subscriber if only 20 have been
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modified. In contrast, sending a digital AIP over the wire
costs virtually nothing. Distributing a digital AIP on CDROM always costs the same price, whatever the size of
the amendment. Consequently, a digital AIP amendment
is distributed as a complete document, which makes
digital AIPs much easier to maintain for subscribers: they
can just archive or discard the previous issue and start
using the new version of the AIP.
The internet and computers actually bring us even
more than that: search engines. Some digital AIPs already
include a search function, enabling free-text search
throughout an AIP amendment. Eurocontrol recently
augmented its eAIP specification with a search function
as well. We can thus expect the new generation of eAIPs
to offer this feature. Although such a search feature is a
great improvement in AIP usability, power users would
AIM Librarian gives AIP readers an easy-to-use method to manage their digital AIS documents
benefit from a global search, throughout their whole
library, just like Google enables searching the whole
parsing rules and knowledge of the AIS domain in order to
World Wide Web.
enable intelligent queries throughout a set of AIS documents and
Another limitation of custom AIP libraries is that they still
across AIP amendments.
require manual maintenance tasks to update the library upon
AIM Librarian offers an intuitive interface to search
reception of digital AIS documents. These documents may be
throughout the library and find relevant documents within a
distributed by email or on CD-ROM. Some must be downloaded
couple of mouse clicks. Users can use the free-text search
from a website or a regional AIS database like the EAD (other
function directly, much as they would on Google and other
regions are expected to launch their own regional databases in
search engines. They can search for specific documents by
the future). Despite the eAIP standardisation attempt by
providing well-known metadata such as the document effective
Eurocontrol, and the new joint efforts with ICAO, there still
date and covered country. Finally, a power user interface enables
exist different flavours of digital AIPs, and librarians and readers
advanced search queries.
must struggle to accommodate them into a single custom library.
As AIP libraries are used throughout the world, and AIS
These digital AIPs differ in the quality of their search index, in
documents are published in many languages, it was important
the usability of their user interface and in their scope (some
for us to design AIM Librarian to support virtually any language.
countries only publish a subset of AIS documents in digital
Although English is the common language in aviation, many
form).
users prefer to use their own language, especially when
AIM Librarian
interacting with computers. AIM Librarian is able to index
Our analysis of this current situation led us at Synclude to
documents in any language: the technology we use recognises
develop a new commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software
the specificities of most European and Asian languages. Queries
product, aptly named AIM Librarian, to offer to AIP readers an
also support virtually any language, so that users can input
easy-to-use method to manage their digital AIS documents. AIM
search keywords in their own language.
Librarian is able to automatically download digital AIS
The most practical advantage of using AIM Librarian is
documents to which the user has subscribed. It then stores
perhaps the automatic update feature. The library manager
documents in a consolidated way with a logical organisation for
simply needs to select which countries should be covered by the
direct online reading.
library, perhaps provide a password for some countries, and AIM
AIM Librarian indexes all types of AIS documents into its
Librarian takes care of downloading documents as soon as they
integrated search engine: standard eAIPs, PDF AIPs, Word
are published or updated. For those AIS documents not
documents and other formats are supported. Charts are not
available via internet download, a wizard assists the library
forgotten: AIM Librarian indexes PDF and SVG graphic formats
manager in uploading CD-ROM contents into AIM Librarian.
and enables users to search for text accessible inside charts.
Hosting an AIM Librarian server in an organisation brings
During indexing, AIM Librarian uses advanced document
another important advantage compared with browsing AIP
websites: users do not need to connect through the internet to
Key user requirements for an electronic library
access these important documents, as they have a local up-toof AIS documents:
date copy readily available.
• Web-based user interface for easy access throughout the organisation
• Easy-to-use, free-text search with country and effective date pick lists
• Advanced search interface for power users, with additional filters
• Management interface to store individual documents
• Multilingual
• Support for a wide range of digital documents: PDF, eAIP, common office
suite formats and charts
• Automatic regular download of AIP amendments, supplements and
circulars

Conclusion
Nowadays dozens of air navigation service providers publish
their AIP in digital form, be it in PDF format or, following the
Eurocontrol eAIP specification in HTML format. These AIPs are
made available on the internet or on CD-ROM and can be
imported into an electronic library. AIM Librarian offers genuine
advantages over an ad-hoc electronic library: ease of use,
advanced indexing technology and automatic updates. v
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Flight plan processing
The 2012 ICAO flight plan changes present many challenges for air navigation service
providers and automated air traffic management systems. Many harmonisation and
transition issues must be resolved before the changes can be implemented successfully
Eno Siewerdt, Marcos R. Resende and Laércio Dalmolin Filho, Atech Tecnologias Criticas, Brazil
An IATA statement at the first meeting of the Asia/Pacific
ICAO Flight Plan and ATS Messages Implementation
Task Force (FPL&AM/TF/1) asserted: “A uniform
application of the ICAO flight plan into a specific electronic
format is necessary for the interests of safety and regularity of
international aviation.”
By means of a State Letter dated June 2008, word came from
the International Civil Aviation Organisation that an
Amendment to the Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Air
Traffic Management (Document 4444) had been approved by
the Air Navigation Commission. In short, with an applicability
date set at November 2012, the amendment updates the ICAO
flight plan form, with several changes associated with the
advanced capabilities of modern aircraft and the corresponding
requirements for information provided by automated air traffic
management systems.
Although Amendment 1 to Document 4444 is fairly well
known by some groups of experts around the globe, this article
aims to bring it to the attention of an even broader audience,
with a view to fostering further participation of all interested
parties in the discussions scheduled and taking place in all
ICAO regions.

At first glance it seemed that the amendment would be simple
to implement and would not impose considerable burdens on
air navigation services providers, with only minor effects on
automated air traffic management systems. But these first
impressions changed very quickly; for example, the final report
from a meeting of the Caribbean and South American Regional
Planning and Implementation Group, held in Rio de Janeiro in
October 2008, states that “the changes to the flight plan format
were of a wide nature and with many impacts to the existing
systems”. The meeting called for a more thorough assessment of
the nature of the changes, with all inherent implications, and
including the requirements for regional and inter-regional
harmonisation. At almost the same time, the Asian Pacific
Regional Planning and Implementation Group came to very
similar conclusions, and established a specific task force to deal
with all the different aspects of implementation of the
amendment to Doc. 4444. Also, ICAO set up a specific website
designed to present consolidated information and guidelines for
states on ways to implement the changes to the ICAO flight plan
model. The Flight Plan Implementation Tracking System (FITS)
tracks the implementation of the new provisions and will share
lessons learned.

Current state of play

Interface to the SAGITARIO advanced air traffic control system
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More than two years since that State Letter went out, the
question is, where are we at regarding implementation of
amendment 1 to Doc. 4444? Of course a strategy has
been developed and plans of action are in place. Several
seminars and workshops have been held worldwide;
others are still to come. All the technicalities of the
amendment have been thoroughly studied and their
effect on the automated air traffic management systems
has been duly assessed, although it seems that no one
yet has a sound idea of the associated costs.
Nevertheless, are we really on track, and will all states,
globally, transition to the new flight plan model on
schedule?
Much good work has been performed, and very useful
information has been provided, including the superb
Excel spreadsheet developed by the Federal Aviation
Administration of the US, presenting a complete analysis
of the amendment and its effect on FAA systems. Of
course, systems in other parts of the world may be subject
to effects that do not exactly match those of the FAA.
Uncertainties remain about the benefits that may be
derived from the requirement that air navigation services
providers will retain the capability to simultaneously
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The SAGITARIO advanced air traffic control system
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support ‘new’ and ‘present’ formats of flight plan and associated
messages during the transition period. In fact it seems that the
possibility of states implementing the ‘new’ format on different
dates may add to the risk of information being lost or
misinterpreted, and may even cause rejection of flight plans.
Therefore a unique date for starting the transition is of
paramount importance, at least at the regional level.

The view from South America
Working together with DECEA, the Brazilian air navigation
services provider, Atech also performed a comprehensive review
of Amendment 1 to the 15th edition of document 4444. In
comparison with adjacent air traffic management systems,
several issues demanding regional harmonisation have been
identified. For example, some flight plan data processing
systems in the South American region are capable of processing
25 alphabetic characters in field 10 of the flight plan, while
others can handle only 19 characters. Air traffic services message
handling systems (AMHS) installed throughout the region may
handle alphabetic characters ranging from 14 up to 19 in field
10, with none of them currently accepting numeric characters,
as foreseen in the Amendment to cater for aircraft capabilities.
The definition of an exact number of characters per field or subfield of the flight plan would definitely be of great value for
software coding purposes, and would provide a means of
ensuring that no extra field capacity is made available that
would never be used.

Another issue is the repetitive flight plan (RPL) system.
Several states in the South American region do not use repetitive
flight plans, while others do – mainly those showing more
complex and higher-density air traffic. In these cases it is almost
certain that the information on equipment and capabilities
should be inserted in the ‘remarks’ column (item Q) of the RPL
form, although subject to regional arrangements still to be
established.
Implementation of Amendment 1 is, generally, seen as a
complex matter, including the transition phase and the
requirement of translating ‘new’ into ‘present’ format in some
cases. It is indeed a challenge, considering that evaluation of the
changes set forth in Amendment 1 may result in a series of
interpretations that pose additional questions. A common
understanding of those items most prone to diverse
interpretations is still to be reached, but is essential.
Continuous modernisation of the air traffic management
system is a worldwide trend, with almost every state seeking to
adhere to the global air traffic management operational concept,
as published by ICAO. In Brazil the concept has been translated
into several projects, including the introduction of SAGITARIO
– an advanced system for air traffic control purposes. The new
system makes it relatively easy to implement the envisaged
changes to the ICAO flight plan in air traffic management
automation; nevertheless, it can only be successfully
accomplished if all harmonisation and transition issues are
resolved. ❖

Intelligence and innovation in air traffic management systems
Developing the air navigation services of the coming decades
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Single and integrated systems
for the next generation ATC Towers
ACAMS offer solutions within these areas:
Airfield Lighting Control / MET Info Display / AWOS / NavAids Monitoring
& Control / D-ATIS / VOLMET / Datalink Departure Clearance / Flight
Data Display / Information Systems / CAT III Status Monitoring / AFTN
Display / Electronic Flight Strips / General Alarm Monitoring / Radio
Control Panels / Tower Cabin Interior / Runway Occupancy Display /
Red Telephone & Fire Alert / VoIP based Intercom / Crash Alarm / GPS
Time / Consoles / Tower Cabin Task Lighting / Sun Shade Control /
Video Surveillance / Entrance Control /
ACAMS Airport tower solutions are ranging from turn-key supply of ATC Tower Systems
and equipments to cost effective individual sub-systems which can be scaled to suit the functional and capacity requirements of any civil or military tower.

More than 40 TWRs equipped with ACAMS solutions
– ranging from off-shore heliports, via regional airports, to large international airports.
ACAMS AS / Oslo / Norway / sales@acams.no / www.acams.com
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new approach
to training
Traditional ATCO training has always been considered expensive. Finavia Avia College
is challenging this belief by offering cost-efficient, qualitatively excellent training
Essi Ryymin, Thomas Karlström and Samuli Suokas, Finavia Avia College; Anna-Maria Teperi, Finavia;
Petri Nokelainen, University of Tampere, Finland
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Avia College is a school of air navigation training located
next to Helsinki Airport in Finland. It offers initial and
continuation training for air traffic controller officers
(ATCOs) and flight information officers, and also trains air
navigation engineers and technicians. The curriculum of the
school follows Eurocontrol’s ATCO common core content and
international regulations, as well as the quality standards of the
Finnish Transport Safety Agency. The college is owned by
Finavia, the service company that maintains a network of 25
airports in Finland and the air navigation system covering the
entire country. However Avia College is an international school:
training, student coaching and accommodation services are all
offered in English in addition to Finnish. Furthermore, the
college is vigorously developing its training operations and
establishing new service concepts to meet the needs of
international customers.

Educational development
The goal of Avia’s educational reform is to decrease the costs of
ATCO training while improving the safety effects and quality of
training. Student-centred methods and carefully planned use of
learning technologies decrease teacher involvement and increase
student commitment throughout the learning process.
Continuous assessment of student achievement and quality are
highlighted in the process.
The educational development recently carried out at Avia is
based on scientific research and collaboration with national and
international universities. The reform of educational practices is
in line with the quality assurance programmes of the Finnish
National Board of Education and Ministry of Education. The
quality requirements of Finnish educational authorities and their
effects are perhaps best known internationally through Finland’s
excellent score in the OECD PISA surveys. Finnish students
have consistently achieved the best-ever, or near the best, results
in these surveys (2000, 2003, 2006).

Student-centred learning
Avia College has a long tradition of simulation-based learning
and has built up a high level of skill in this area. Authentic and
simulated learning processes are deepened by collaborative
debriefing methods. The college’s ATCO instructors and course
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developers are currently implementing more student-centred
and project-based methods in their teaching, such as inquiry
learning (Hakkarainen, 2003). The latest in learning technology
and e-learning is used to support the educational practices
meaningfully and efficiently, and effectiveness of teaching
methods is assessed continuously.
The college is planning a new learning environment concept
for future training facilities. The design principals are based on
the educational needs of ATCO training. For example, designer
Mats Lönngren (2010) has innovative visions of an engaging
working environment that pays attention to students’ needs for
collaboration and knowledge-sharing space as well as for
concentrated ‘quiet’ learning.

Striving for professional excellence
Avia College has begun new research into ATCOs’ professional
excellence. The goal of the study is to find and describe
qualifications, competencies and predictors that define excellent
ATCO working practices, procedures and problem-solving skills
in the work context. Another research goal is to describe the role
of initial and continuous training in supporting and further
developing professional excellence.
The research questions are answered using theoretical concept
analysis, interviews (ATCOs, on-the-job training instructors and
managers) and survey study (analysis of empirical data including
incident reports, entrance test data and study records).
Researcher Petri Nokelainen (2007; 2009) and his colleagues
have studied professional excellence in the context of
mathematics (Finnish and US Academic Olympiad teams) and
manual skills (Finnish World Skills Competition team). The
researchers found that the most important personal
characteristics for vocational excellence were self-reflection,
cognitive skills, motivation and social skills.

Human factors in unexpected situations
Although ATM relies widely on automation, humans are
expected to remain as the central part of the system. This
requires research and development into human factors such as
training and competence. Avia College’s research of ATCOs is
focused on finding out what qualifications and competencies
may define safe and accurate working and decision making in
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everyday as well as unexpected situations. According to earlier
incident investigations (Safety and Quality, Finavia 2008; 2009;
2010), literature and research findings human factors play a
crucial role (Wiegmann and Schappell, 2003).
The most important human factors are believed to include
communication skills, efficient problem solving, shared
situational awareness, simultaneous capacity and coping with
personal workload. On the other hand, human factors specialist
Anna-Maria Teperi has concluded that similar deviations and
incidents have been recurring for decades (see also Schroeder et
al, 2006). This raises the question: do we learn enough from
deviations and incidents and the factors causing them? (Teperi
and Leppänen, 2010) And do we use these lessons learned in
ATCO training?

Implementing research results
Training operations and educational development at Avia
College will benefit from the research results regarding
qualifications and predictors of professional excellence of
ATCOs. For example, in entrance tests the predictors of
professional excellence are taken into account. Clearly, the
research results surrounding professional excellence,
implemented in customised ATCO training, will advance safety
by improving the quality of air traffic navigation services.❖
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Optimised arrivals
Research into the benefits and acceptability of combining continuous descent arrivals with
airborne spacing has delivered some surprising results
Bryan E. Barmore, Brian T. Baxley and Jennifer Murdoch, NASA Langley Research Center, USA

In September 2004 the European Organisation for the
Safety of Air Navigation (Eurocontrol) and the US
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) signed a
memorandum of cooperation to mutually “develop, modify, test,
and evaluate systems, procedures, facilities, and devices to meet
the need for safe and efficient air navigation and air traffic
control” in the future. In the USA and Europe, these efforts are
defined within the architectures of the Next Generation Air
Transportation System (NextGen) programme and Single
European Sky Air Traffic Management Research (SESAR)
programme respectively. Both programmes have identified
airborne spacing as a critical component, with automatic
dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) as a key enabler.
Increased interest in reducing airport community noise and
the escalating cost of aviation fuel has led to the use of
continuous descent arrival (CDA) procedures to reduce noise,
emissions and fuel usage compared with current procedures. To
provide these operational enhancements, arrival flight paths into
terminal areas are planned around continuous vertical descents
that are closer to an optimum trajectory than those in use today.
The profiles are designed to be near-idle descents from cruise
altitude to the final approach fix (FAF) and are typically without
any level segments. By staying higher and faster than
conventional arrivals, CDAs also save flight time for the aircraft
operator. The drawback is that the variation of optimised
trajectories for different types and weights of aircraft requires the
air traffic controller to provide more airspace around an aircraft
on a CDA than on a conventional arrival procedure. This
additional space decreases the throughput rate of the destination
airport.
Airborne self-spacing concepts have been developed to
increase the throughput at high-demand airports by managing
the inter-arrival spacing to be more precise and consistent using
onboard guidance. It has been proposed that the additional

Figure 1: Primary flight display and navigation display

space needed around an aircraft performing a CDA could be
reduced or eliminated when using airborne spacing techniques.

Airborne precision spacing concept
To maintain the arrival rates required for a very busy airport,
several terminal area concepts have been evaluated, including
sequencing and merging (France and Germany), required time
of arrival procedures for CDAs (NUP2+ flight trials in Sweden),
and airborne self-spacing concepts. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) has been developing an
airborne self-spacing concept called airborne precision spacing
(APS) for the past eight years. This work supports a larger effort
led by the FAA to develop a concept of operations, procedures
and requirements for combining airborne self-spacing with CDA
operations. Originally called merging and spacing, it is now part
of the interval management development work.
In the APS operational concept, control of the aircraft’s speed
within specific boundaries is delegated by air traffic control to
the flight crew to precisely achieve an assigned inter-aircraft
spacing. The crew uses an onboard spacing tool that provides

To maintain the arrival rates required for
a very busy airport, several terminal
area concepts have been evaluated
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Figure 2: Integration flight deck simulator

Figure 3: Experiment arrival procedure

minor speed changes that will achieve the assigned inter-arrival
spacing while minimising the deviations from the CDA.
The controller is supported by a ground-based automation
tool, which creates an arrival schedule that optimises the arrival
sequence and determines a time interval between each pair of
aircraft that meet all spacing constraints (wake vortex, runway
occupancy, radar separation, and so on). The controller then
issues a clearance to the flight crew to perform self-spacing
during CDAs and provides the flight identification of the aircraft
they are to land behind and the inter-arrival spacing interval.
The spacing tool uses the ownship’s position and route
information along with the target aircraft’s position and route
information acquired via ADS-B to determine the estimated
times of arrival (ETA) at the runway threshold. The difference
between the assigned inter-arrival spacing and the predicted
difference in ETAs is used to calculate the desired speed for the
aircraft. The use of the target aircraft’s route information, made
available in this simulation via a new ADS-B message, enables
further initiation from the airport and more stable behaviour for
a string of arriving aircraft.
A human-in-the-loop study of APS was performed at NASA’s
Langley Research Center in 2008 to evaluate APS usefulness and
performance with off-nominal air traffic events.

ASTOR station is a medium-fidelity aircraft and avionics
simulator with low-fidelity single-pilot interfaces. Each ASTOR
contains a high-fidelity six degrees of freedom equations of
motion aircraft model, autopilot and auto-throttle systems,
software flight management computer, multifunction control
display unit, mode control panel (MCP), electronic flight
instrumentation system control panel and the ASTAR spacing
algorithm. Figure 1 is a snapshot of an ASTOR station’s primary
flight display and the navigation display.
The ATOL was connected to the integration flight deck (IFD,
Figure 2), a replica of a large commercial transport category
aircraft and driven by a high-fidelity aircraft dynamics
mathematical model. The cockpit includes standard ship’s
instruments representative of a line operations aircraft. The
cockpit’s visual system is a panorama system that provides 200°
horizontal by 40° vertical field-of-view. The visual scene used for
this experiment was the Louisville, Kentucky (KSDF) terminal
environment.

Experiment methodology

Objectives The objectives of this study were to assess pilot
acceptability and workload and characterise the spacing
performance in terms of the number of speed commands and
aircraft spacing at the threshold.
Facilities (ASTOR and IFD) The experiment used the Air Traffic
Operations Laboratory (ATOL) at NASA Langley Research
Center in Hampton, Virginia, which consists of a network of
aircraft simulators. The experiment used seven workstationbased cockpit simulators with experimental displays and pilot
interface. Each aircraft simulator is referred to as an aircraft
simulation for traffic operations research (ASTOR) station. Each

Experiment and scenario design The scenarios were modelled on
the 2007 flight-trials conducted by UPS for CDA operations at
their KSDF hub (Figure 3). Each test aircraft started at a point
prior to the top-of-descent (ENL) and flew a CDA to runway
17R at KSDF (the southern route). Each scenario consisted of
eight aircraft, all piloted by subject pilots/crews, and was
designed to provide a minimum of five nautical miles separation
at the runway threshold. Seven of the eight aircraft were flown
by an individual pilot in a medium-fidelity simulator (ASTOR),
and the eighth aircraft employed the full mission, high-fidelity
simulator with subject pilots operating as a two-person crew
(IFD). Two confederate controllers were used to provide realistic
radio communications and trigger the off-nominal events.
Previous research has looked at multiple arrival routes merging
to a single runway using step-down descents (in both fast-time
and human-in-the-loop) and CDAs (fast-time only). This more
simple arrival flow was chosen to match the proposed UPS
operations.
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Each subject pilot flew each of the
approach is paramount, the spacing tool takes
eight different scenarios. Each scenario
the planned final approach speed into account
included three off-nominal events. The
when calculating the ETA at the threshold. The
off-nominal events affected only one or
spacing tool will provide the planned final
two aircraft per scenario and were
approach speed to the crew in time for them to
separated by an aircraft flying a nominal
be able to decelerate to that speed and be stable
arrival. For the first event, the aircraft
by 1,000ft above ground level.
was vectored approximately 5 nautical
The instruction was to achieve 150 seconds’
miles off-path during the initial descent
spacing at the runway threshold. All aircraft
then returned to the published arrival
were started at altitudes between flight level (FL)
prior to terminal radar approach control
330 and FL370 and cruise speeds of 0.80 or
entry. During the vectoring, the spacing
0.82 Mach. The environment included a truth
guidance was suspended but the crew
wind that was spatially homogeneous except for
could attempt to re-engage the spacing
an altitude variation ranging from 10kts at 242°
tool after returning to the arrival route.
at 30ft above ground level, to 90kts at 250° at
The second event involved the aircraft
45,000ft MSL. The wind forecast provided to the
following the vectored aircraft, where
scheduling tool and the aircraft’s FMS was
spacing guidance was suspended and
intentionally set to an error of half the
the crew had to contact ATC (the
magnitude of the windspeed with a 20°
Figure 4: Control display unit
algorithm does not provide a speed
clockwise rotation error. All aircraft were
command when the lead aircraft is not on
modelled as the same type of heavy, two-engine,
a published route). The third event consisted of either an ATC
narrow-body transport aircraft, although with different initial
speed intervention (which forced the crew to suspend spacing
gross weights. This weight difference caused a range of final
guidance until the controller issued ‘speed at pilot’s discretion’)
approach speeds.
or an excessive initial spacing error so the crew would not
Subject pilots Participants consisted of 26 commercial airline
initiate spacing and the controller would provide conventional
pilots employed by major US air carriers, with 25 males and one
guidance. In the latter case, the spacing tool would determine
female aged between 38 and 60 years. Ten of the participants
that it would be unlikely that the aircraft could achieve the
were captains and the other 16 were first officers. On average
assigned spacing interval.
the pilots had 18 years of airline experience and more than
The first aircraft in every scenario used standard flight
10,000 hours of airline flying experience.
management system guidance including speed guidance to fly
Results and discussion
the aircraft from its starting position to the runway. All other
Acceptability of procedures An evaluation of the procedures’
aircraft were assigned a spacing instruction and expected to use
acceptability was obtained from the pilots via post-scenario and
the provided speed guidance whenever possible. The speed
post-experiment questionnaires and post-experiment group
guidance was bounded to be within 10 percent of the published
debriefing sessions. This data indicates that the pilots found the
CDA speeds and to meet the 250kts below 10,000ft mean sea
level (MSL) restriction. All the aircraft used ILS autoland
procedures to the runway threshold.
Table 1: Procedure acceptability
The pilots entered the assigned lead aircraft’s flight number
Comfortable with APS procedures:
1.77
and spacing interval via the control display unit (CDU, see
1 – very comfortable, 7 – very uncomfortable
Figure 4). The speed guidance was presented to the crew on the
primary flight display (PFD, see Figure 1, shown as ‘PDS 210’).
Can APS be integrated into current flight deck:
2.31
After crossing the FAF, the spacing tool would command the
1 – easily integrated, 7 – cannot be integrated
planned final approach speed. This ensured the aircraft would
Confident the speed guidance was correct:
1.81
have a stable final approach and enables the most precise
1 – very confident, 7 – not confident
spacing at the runway threshold. Autopilot and autothrottle
Acceptability of APS by phase of flight:
1.60
were used by all aircraft in this test.
1 – very acceptable, 7 – very unacceptable
Since the runway throughput is measured at the runway
threshold, APS is designed to deliver the assigned spacing
Potential for APS enhancing safety:
2.58
interval at the threshold. Because each aircraft will have a
1 – safety enhanced, 7 – safety compromised
different final approach speed, and ensuring a safe and stable
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APS concept and procedures acceptable. Descriptive statistics
(mean rating scale values) are shown in Table 1.
Pilot workload Pilots used a modified Cooper-Harper subjective
workload rating scale, which ranges from 1 (low) to 10 (high),
to provide a workload assessment after each simulated flight
scenario. The pilots’ mean rating was 1.87, indicating that the
task they were instructed to perform was easy/desirable; their
mental effort was low; and desired performance was attainable.
When asked if this concept represents an acceptable workload
trade-off compared with current day operations, 25 of the
experiment’s 26 pilots responded positively. The majority of the
pilots (92 percent) had no difficulty interfacing with the spacing
tool, and 81 percent reported following the spacing commands
without error.
Spacing performance Key performance metrics include the
additional number of speed commands and aircraft spacing at
the runway.
The arrival procedure had five planned speed changes
including the deceleration to the final approach speed. Crews
saw a median of six additional speed changes. With flight times
between 23 and 42 minutes, this resulted in an average of one
change every five minutes with a maximum of one change every
two minutes. Previous research indicated speed changes of up to
one per minute were acceptable to pilots.
Table 2 shows the number of commanded speed changes,
with most of the speed changes within the final 30 miles of the
arrival. Prior to 11,000ft constraint (cruise and initial descent),
there was approximately one additional change due to spacing.
In the final approach segment, there were almost three speed
changes per arrival. The fine-tuning of the speed during the final
segments is what provides the precise spacing. Speed changes
were limited to 10kt increments based on the proposed
implementation for the UPS fleet. However anecdotal data from
testing runs suggests that smaller speed changes may provide

Table 2: Commanded speed changes by segment
Speed changes per aircraft
Due to published
CDA procedure

Additional spacing
commands from
ASTAR algorithm

Cruise

0

0.5

Initial descent

1

0.6

Terminal descent

1

1.4

Final approach
intercept

1

0.6

Final approach

1

2.8

FAF to runway

1

0.1

Flight segment

improved precision without significantly increasing the number
of speed changes.
In 119 of the data runs, the pilot was able to follow the
spacing guidance to the runway threshold. The measured interarrival time is the difference between when the lead and spacing
aircraft crossed the runway threshold. The distribution is shown
in Figure 5. Two-thirds of the aircraft were within 2.5 seconds of
the assigned interval.
Fuel use measurements were compared between those aircraft
that performed an uninterrupted CDA against those that
performed an uninterrupted CDA with spacing. No statistically
significant difference was found to result from the addition of
spacing. This was a surprising result as a small fuel penalty had
been expected from the additional speed changes. However the
speed changes were generally small and the pilots had to apply
only a small amount of thrust or drag to change the speed and
maintain the optimal vertical path. Additional studies are needed
to strengthen these results, but this is a promising find.

Conclusions

Figure 5: Measured inter-arrival spacing and corresponding normal distribution curve

This evaluation verified that from a pilot perspective it is
reasonable and beneficial to combine airborne spacing with
CDAs. Workload ratings verify that the spacing tool was easy to
use, added relatively little additional workload, and integrated
well into the normal operations. Performance data shows that
the aircraft were able to fly CDA descents and still precisely
manage their inter-arrival spacing, even when off-nominal events
and forecast wind errors are introduced into the operation. The
delivery precision and overall flow stability should enable the
use of CDAs while maintaining, or even increasing, the runway
throughput. This would enable fuel and noise savings without
affecting normal operations. Current research is extending this
idea to more complex arrival environments including
multirunway operations. v
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New approach for
precision landings

The next generation of precision navigation has the potential for considerable fuel and cost
savings for airlines
Honeywell Aerospace, USA
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“Honeywell’s SmartPath Precision
Landing System enables multiple
approach paths, so airports can
increase capacity without expensive
runway expansions”
TM

Dave Jensen, SmartPath product manager
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In the early 1930s passenger air travel evolved and grew
rapidly, as did the need for a reliable method for
providing a precision approach path for reducedvisibility landings. The instrument landing system (ILS) had
already begun operational tests in 1929. This technology faced
its first true test during a snowstorm on 26 January 1938 in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with the first scheduled passenger
aircraft landing using only ILS.
Now, more than 70 years later, the ILS technology used today
is basically the same as on that snowy day in Pittsburgh.
Technology advancements have dramatically increased the
capabilities of today’s modern aircraft, and when coupled with
the continuous growth in air travel, 70 year-old ILS technology
simply cannot meet future air traffic management demands.
Not only does ILS have technical limitations that affect flight
path flexibility and airport throughput, it is also susceptible to
signal interference by weather and obstacles (including other
aircraft in flight or taxiing), which can cause major disruptions
to airport traffic and resulting delays. ILS suffers from a number
of technical limitations such as VHF interference, multipath
effects (for example, due to new building works at and around
airports), as well as ILS channel limitations.
These limitations mean that airports routinely lose capacity as
visibility decreases. In the USA alone, 15 of the top airports
experience greater than 25 percent reduced capacity when
ceilings are below 200ft. In these situations, aircraft are often
forced to circle in holding patterns, burning more fuel, or even
worse, are diverted to alternative airports.
Ground-based augmentation system to GPS, or GBAS,
harnesses the capabilities of the global positioning system and
provides a precision approach signal that is more accurate, more
flexible and less susceptible to error sources than the 1930s-era
ILS currently in operation. GBAS technology uses a ground
system installed at an airport to identify and correct small errors

Proven technical and logistical solutions for GBAS
Honeywell offers turnkey products and services for precision landing
implementation, including:
• Airport assessment; site assessment; installation; flight inspection and
facility approval;
• Training (operations and maintenance);
• Total lifetime logistics support.

Part of the FAA’s blueprint for the future
The FAA’s National Airspace System (NAS) enterprise architecture is the
blueprint for transforming the current NAS to the NextGen ATM. The GBAS
precision approach is one of the investment programmes that provide a
solution to increase flexibility in the terminal environment in the NextGen
implementation plan. The FAA plans to replace legacy navigation systems
with satellite-based navigation technology, and has determined that GBAS
is the only cost-effective alternative to existing instrument landing systems
(ILS) by providing terminal, non-precision, and Category I/II/III precision
approach capabilities in the NAS. Some of these existing ILS systems will be
phased out over time as GBAS are installed. A number of ILS facilities are
expected to remain operational, to continue to provide precision approach
service as a back-up in the event of unavailability of GBAS services.

in GPS satellite signals and then transmit this information to
arriving and departing aircraft. This high-integrity, extremely
precise positioning data can provide precision approach
capability to all runway ends, maximising airport capacity in all
visibility conditions and minimising delays and diversions –
ultimately saving fuel and reducing emissions while also
contributing to a safer operating environment.

SmartPath: the first and only FAA-approved GBAS
Honeywell’s SmartPath Precision Landing System is the first and
only GBAS technology to receive the Federal Aviation
Administration’s system design approval. It provides a costeffective solution to increase airport capacity, reduce delays and
diversions, decrease air traffic noise and reduce weather-related
delays. To achieve FAA system design approval, Honeywell’s
SmartPath was fully audited, reviewed and inspected by the FAA
in a multiyear process.
SmartPath is already certified and available and in use today
for Category I precision approach and landing operations. The
Category I designation enables aircraft to land in conditions
where there is at least a half-mile visibility (800m) at a 200ft
(61m) decision height on approach. The SmartPath precision
landing system will ultimately fulfil the extremely high
requirements for accuracy, availability and integrity necessary for
Category II and Category III precision approaches. Additionally
it provides the ability for more flexible, curved approach paths
and more precise terminal area and airport surface navigation.
Current GBAS systems have demonstrated accuracy of less than
3ft (1m) in both the horizontal and vertical axis.
The SmartPath Precision Landing System is easy to install, and

“Satellite system-based precision
landing is not a dream for tomorrow – it
can be achieved today with SmartPath
technology”
Jeff Peterson, vice president, navigation and sensors
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Honeywell: a leader in GBAS technology
Since demonstrating the first GPS based auto-land in conjunction with
NASA in 1989, Honeywell has been the industry leader in the design and
development of GBAS precision landing systems. Honeywell’s industry
leadership includes:
• First GBAS landing with a production civil aircraft: Qantas 737, Sydney
Australia, 2005 and GBAS autoland on A380 test flight in Sydney
Australia 2007;
• Honeywell GBAS used by NASA for Space Shuttle training since 1998;
• Selected by the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey to install a
SmartPath system at Newark to improve airport capacity in the congested
New York air corridor;
• Chosen for the first installation in Latin America for Brazil’s Rio de Janeiro
Galeão International Airport;
• More than 2,300 passenger revenue landings using Honeywell’s Sydney
Australia SmartPath installation.

unlike ILS where one system (comprising a glide slope system
and a localiser system) is required for each end of each runway,
it can cover all runways at an airport, requiring only a fraction of
the infrastructure and ground space. Airports and air navigation
service providers (ANSPs) can benefit from substantial savings in
acquisition cost, maintenance and flight inspection. In fact, one
GBAS system installed in a typical airport can yield maintenance
savings of up to US$400,000 annually compared with ILS.
SmartPath can broadcast up to 26 unique approach paths,
enabling flexibility for simultaneous independent approaches,
variable glide slopes or displaced thresholds. The SmartPath
Precision Landing System can be flexibly placed anywhere on
airport property. GBAS can also bring precision approach
capability to airports that cannot otherwise install ILS for terrain
or economic reasons.
Replacing ILS with GBAS has been identified in the FAA
NextGen and Eurocontrol’s Single European Sky ATM Research
programmes as an enabler to improving air traffic capacity.
Honeywell worked closely with governmental agencies and
ANSPs such as the FAA, International Civil Aviation
Organisation, Airservices Australia and Eurocontrol to develop a
common strategy for the operational validation and development
of the SmartPath Precision Landing System.

International Airport for satellite-based landings on its A380
aircraft. Airservices Australia, with whom Honeywell has worked
on SmartPath in a coordinated effort, has been actively engaged
in the use of GBAS technology since 1999 and has been
operating the Honeywell SmartPath GBAS ground station in
Sydney since November 2006. Qantas had previously been
approved to fly GBAS approaches with its Boeing 737 fleet,
recording more than 2,300 GBAS landings in Sydney to date
with precision guidance provided by SmartPath.
SmartPath is designed for aircraft equipped with GPS landing
system capabilities. Boeing 737s, Airbus A380s and Airbus
A320s are already coming off the production line with the
necessary avionics to support GBAS and can immediately realise
the benefits of GPS-enabled landings. Boeing’s 787 and 747-8
will also be equipped for GBAS and plans are in place for
upgrades to most production Boeing and Airbus aircraft. Airlines
now flying GBAS-equipped aircraft include Air Berlin,
Continental, Delta, Emirates and Qantas. These airlines
understand the value of GBAS and the benefits it brings in
schedule reliability, reduced holding delays and increased
capacity in Category I conditions.

Approaching the future of ATM

Honeywell’s SmartPath Precision Landing System is just one of
the innovative technologies and systems that are key to the
reform of the world’s ATM systems, including the FAA’s NextGen
initiative and Eurocontrol’s Single European Sky ATM Research
(SESAR) programme as well as adaptations elsewhere globally.
ADS-B, which serves as the heart of the new systems, is an
identification and communications technology that will enable
more precise location of aircraft in the air and on runways,
enabling aircraft to fly more closely together and enabling more
efficient routes, resulting in increased capacity and fewer delays
while cutting fuel costs and emissions.
New navigation technology and performance-based navigation
techniques such as required navigation performance (RNP) are
also an important piece of revamped ATM systems, helping to
increase capacity and enhance air traffic flow. The FAA’s RNP
programme is establishing performance standards that will enable
aircraft to take advantage of precision ‘area navigation’ (RNAV).
With this transition to performance-based navigation, aircraft are
SmartPath at work
able to fly improved descent and landing procedures, providing
Over the past decade Honeywell SmartPath Precision Landing
another opportunity to save fuel and reduce emissions. Today’s
Systems have been installed and tested at a number of airports
typical ATM-controlled approach wastes fuel by requiring pilots
worldwide. Certified SmartPath systems are already in operation
to alternate use of their speed brakes and engines to step down
or being installed at Bremen, Malaga, Memphis, Newark Liberty
to several interim altitudes as they prepare to land.
International Airport and Sydney.
GPS-based RNAV and RNP systems introduce the first stage of
Qantas Airlines has received approval by the Australian Civil
space-based navigation, enabling efficient and repeatable flight
Aviation Safety Authority to use SmartPath at Sydney
paths. However these systems by themselves are insufficient to
meet the vertical accuracy and
integrity performance requirements
for precision approach. GPS
Honeywell: a world leader in precision landing systems
augmented with GBAS technology,
• First to certify a DO-217 compliant differential GPS landing system (SCAT-1) in 1998
e.g. SmartPath, now closes this gap in
• First (in 2009) and only FAA-approved GBAS integrity monitoring algorithms protecting the GPS signal-in-space
satellite navigation by enabling
• Uses avionics-like architecture to achieve fail operational capability compatible with the SmartPath SLS-4000
Category I and ultimately Category III
• Four state-of-the-art multipath limiting GPS antennas for improved performance and installation site flexibility
operations. SmartPath Precision
• GPS reference receiver with software developed to DO-278, Level B standards
• Dual-dual processor system architecture, similar to a Category III-capable autopilot
Landing System can be used for
• Dual-redundant VHF data radio, both transmitter and receiver assuring broadcast integrity
guided missed approach, take-offs,
• Horizontally polarised VHF antenna
curved approaches in terminal airspace
and surface operations in the future. v
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Bird detection radar
DeTect’s MERLIN bird detection radar systems, which have been operational at USAF
and NASA installations for several years, have now been integrated into a commercial
airport’s operations
Ron Merritt, DeTect, USA

Bird detection using marine radar systems has been a
fairly common practice in academic studies and for
various applied uses for decades. Over the past 10 years
improvements in hardware and computing power have
dramatically transformed the use of these systems from simple
user observations to more sophisticated tracking and automated
data processing and archiving features. The US Air Force first
began using marine radar in 1994 to study bird movements at
the Dare County Bombing Range in North Carolina. Several field
studies followed through the late 1990s, and a full-time radar
system was deployed in 2006 at Dover AFB, Delaware. This
radar system was deployed to not only provide historical
movement patterns of birds but also to provide a real-time
advisory capability to assist the wing with determining bird
watch condition codes. These codes are specified in the unit Bird
Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) Plan and each category has
specific flight restrictions associated with it. Bird detection
radars are now in use at other Air Force installations as well as at
several Navy airfields.
The integration of bird detection radar output into military
operations can be accomplished through a variety of methods
that are not typically available at commercial airport operations.
For US Air Force applications the unit BASH plan provides
specific guidance for integrating the radar risk output, which
generally involves the supervisor of flying (SOF). Although
conventional thinking is that the flexibility in military operations
lends itself to bird avoidance technology, the urgent pace of
operations at many commercial airports may not be conducive
to interruptions of traffic flow due to increased bird strike risk.
However the urgency of military combat operations and the
extreme costs associated with delaying flight of the space shuttle
have been shown to be balanced against the risk of severe
damage or loss due to a serious bird strike. MERLIN bird
detection radar systems have been mission essential on all space
shuttle launches since July 2006. In May 2010 the first bird
detection radar for use in a combat environment was installed at
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan.

Bird radar goes commercial
In preparation for the 2010 FIFA World Cup, South Africa
began a series of infrastructure improvements. One of the most
aggressive projects was the construction of a new international
airport north of the city of Durban. The relocation of this airport
had been planned since the 1970s, and land had been acquired
and cleared for this purpose. However other priorities resulted
in this construction being delayed. In 2006 Airport Company
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South Africa (ACSA) began the environmental assessment
process to build the new airport near the town of La Mercy. As
the assessment progressed it became apparent that a nearby
swallow roost was going to require a detailed analysis to
determine if the birds would pose a risk to aircraft operations
and what impact, if any, would be suffered by the birds in the
roost.
In 2007 a bird detection radar system was deployed to study
the bird activity at the reed bed that is located approximately
2.3km from the runway threshold. The three-month study
indicated that the roost contained a substantial number of birds
(1.3-2.5 million), which would periodically pass in moderate
numbers through the aircraft flight paths. These birds are only
in the region during the summer months (October-April), and
have fairly predictable morning departure behaviour. Afternoon
activity was more variable and occasionally the birds would soar
into the approach path above the reed bed. After careful
consideration ACSA decided that monitoring the bird activity
during these periods would be warranted, and the
implementation of the radar was directed in the record of
decision.

Installation and calibration
In 2009 a bird detection radar system was installed at the new
airport site. During the next 12 months radar data and highdefinition video data were recorded to assist in calibrating the
system and to aid in development of special detection algorithms
to deal with the flocks of swallows when they left the roost in
the morning and returned later in the day. The swallow
detection algorithm was designed to integrate vertical and
horizontal radar data in the approach and departure zones, with
special consideration to the swarming nature of these small birds
(less than 19g), which present a target similar to weather.

Stakeholders’ input
In addition to developing site-specific processing for the radar
system, it was apparent that integrating the radar output for realtime use would require a great deal of coordination and input
from the various stakeholders. Meetings were conducted in
Johannesburg in early 2009 with representatives from the Air
Transportation and Navigation Service (ATNS), air carrier flight
safety representatives (South African Airlines, Kalula, Mango,
One Time, etc) and airside operations personnel from ACSA.
The purpose of the meeting was to determine what kind of
advisory would be practical for use at the new airport. While all
parties agreed that some kind of advisory would be useful, there
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Main image: vertical view of swallow swarm. Bottom row, left to right: Bagram Airfield, vertical radar with approaching 737, control tower at King Shaka International Airport
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Radar display of movements

was some disagreement as to what levels of information should
be available, and how that information should be displayed. The
record of decision, however, was a guiding hand in laying the
foundation. According to the final document, there would be a
radar-based advisory system and flight restrictions would be an
option.

Integrating a radar-based advisory
Initial discussions involved two areas of concern. The first was
the development of a safety case analysis to ensure that the radar
system would: a) do no harm; and b) provide an improvement
in the current system of advisories. The second concern was
determining the procedures that would be followed when a
radar-based advisory was presented. The safety case study used
the previous NASA test and evaluation used for the MERLIN
bird detection radar system currently implemented at the
Kennedy Space Center in support of space shuttle launch
requirements. This analysis was focused on detection of large
birds in a high-clutter environment, but was sufficient to provide
assurance that marine radar can safely detect large-scale bird
activity.
Additionally data and field observations from the initial radar
evaluation of the bird roost in 2007 as part of the environmental
assessment clearly indicated that the radar system would detect
both departure and arrival activity. Furthermore it was
determined that air traffic control staff spend very little (if any)
time each day actively searching for birds around the airport.
With radar updating every 2.2 seconds, the number of
observations of the atmosphere was dramatically improved. A
remote sensing technology, regardless of its level of proficiency
in detecting potentially hazardous targets, would not only do no
harm but would improve the current condition.

Operational procedures
It was clear from the beginning that there would not be an
additional radar display placed in the tower cab. Air traffic
control facilities are not staffed with full-time bird radar
observers; nor are current staffing levels sufficient to enable staff
to watch another screen. While the movement in military bird
watch conditions codes appear to be evolving from a simple
Low, Moderate, Severe advisory to a more sophisticated or finer
definition of risk, the opposite direction evolved from the
workshops held in South Africa.
The initial proposal to provide a similar hierarchy of
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advisories was soon distilled into a simple
green light/red light configuration. ATNS
officials were not interested in trending. If
conditions were getting worse they would
know it when the light turned red. A
yellow light, they contended, could go
back to green as easily as up to red, and
they did not want to be concerned with
changing conditions until they were ready
to implement some operational procedures.
The wildlife control staff, however, were
interested in the trend and wanted to
preserve the intermediate risk calculation.
The decision was to provide the ATNS staff
(tower) with a simple ‘light’ indicator on
their existing integrated information
display system (IIDS) that would indicate
green when conditions were low, and red when special
operations were warranted. A grey light box indicated when the
radar or network were down.
A green light box only indicates that the radar is not detecting
a hazardous level of bird activity. It does not replace the existing
visual methods of bird and wildlife activity reporting that the
airport has been using at the previous location – it supplements
those methods. When the radar system detects a hazardous level
of activity, the light box turns red and the following procedures
were agreed on by the ATNS representatives, the Civil Aviation
Authority, ACSA and the air carriers present at the safety
meetings:
• Tower will contact the Wildlife Control Officer to verify/
identify activity. The wildlife control team is located at the fire/
rescue facility and has immediate access to the airfield.
Additionally the wildlife control team has radar displays that
indicate where the severe risk level has been detected on the
airport.
• During swallow season (September through April) aircraft
departing towards the Mt Moreland reed bed will be held until
the red light has gone back to green.
• Aircraft approaching King Shaka International Airport will be
provided with an advisory indicating that radar has detected a
severe level of bird activity on the approach (if the approach is
over the reed bed).
• Approaches and departures will be directed towards headings
that do not over-fly the reed bed (if winds allow).
• If the red light box is illuminated during periods of time when
the wildlife control team is not on the airport (sunset to sunrise),
aircraft will be held for departure until the light returns to green
and approaching aircraft have been given a general advisory.

Resistance to change
It has been stated for many years and by a wide variety of
sources that it is unlikely that air traffic control would delay
take-off or landing operations at a commercial airport even if
radar (or any other source of detection such as remote camera
systems, pilot reports or reports from operations staff) indicated
an elevated level of bird activity on or near the movement areas.
Furthermore it is often stated by air carriers that they are
unlikely to take any operational actions when provided with a
general advisory of bird activity. While no one in the advisory
chain of command suggests that aircraft are clear to depart or
land when a truck (or an elephant) is on the runway, there is
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great ambiguity about what to do if there are 25 gulls on the
runway, or 15 geese. The case at King Shaka International
Airport, however, was set in action by the record of decision
from the environmental impact study. All parties involved in the
assessment agreed that the site-specific conditions at the airport,
the swallow roost at the reed bed in particular, required
extraordinary monitoring and operational consideration.
King Shaka International Airport began commercial
operations on 1 May 2010. The MERLIN bird detection radar
system had been on-site for over a year prior to the airport
opening, and is currently providing real-time updates for
operations. The swallow roosting season had just ended when
the airport opened. Over the next six months the wildlife control
team and the ATNS staff have the opportunity to record how
well the radar improves understanding of bird activity at this
new facility and to prepare for the arrival of over two million
swallows in the spring.

Summary
The integration of any remote sensing technology into a bird
hazard advisory system inherits all of the long-standing issues
that have surrounded this topic for decades. Every airport has
unique environmental conditions which establish a background
level of risk. This risk changes daily as well as seasonally and is
difficult to quantify because different aircraft have different
vulnerabilities to bird strike damage. Additionally each airport
has a wide range of operational factors, such as the tempo of
aircraft movements, seasonal weather conditions and

Merlin

Dual screens

construction activities that press the aircrew and air traffic
controllers to keep pace. It is against this very complex
background that a bird/wildlife hazard advisory must be
determined and communicated to all stakeholders. The current
situation at most airports is that few (if any) routine observations
are made of the atmosphere around the airport to determine
levels of bird activity and subsequent risk. The integration of
remote sensing tools such as radar will dramatically improve our
understanding of the level of hazardous activity on and around
the airport, and provide the basis for continuing to evolve risk
thresholds and operational responses. v
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Effective training tool?
The use of simulators in ATC training programmes is becoming increasingly widespread,
but students and trainers may perceive the benefits differently
Craig Carlson and Paul Drechsel, John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences, University of North Dakota, USA

The University of North Dakota (UND) has long been at
the forefront of collegiate ATC simulation. In the late
1980s the UND and the UND Aerospace Foundation
(UNDAF) developed the ATC-2000 simulator. The basic goal
was to develop a generic ATC simulator that could be used to
train future controllers efficiently. It was kept generic so that it
could be used for both terminal and en-route training and
would not be specific to any one level of technology (such as
actual radar scopes modified for training). The belief was that it
was necessary to train controllers as a team; therefore the
controller and assistant controller needed to interact throughout
the training. UND and UNDAF created an environment that
requires the student to learn the basics of separation, vectoring,
marking on flight strips, prioritising communications and
interacting with an assistant – all at once.
UND used the ATC-2000 to train students from 1988-1993.
In 1992 CAE Link acquired the marketing rights for the ATC2000 software, upgraded it to operate under Windows 3.1 and
marketed it as the Virtual Controller. In 1993 UND operated 10
Virtual Controller simulators for student training. By the end of
that simulator’s lifecycle in 2005, there were 32 Virtual
Controller simulators in use at UND.
With a trilogy of the latest technology in simulation facilities,
UND Aerospace continues to offer the most advanced ATC
training. The newest of the three specialist simulators, purchased
in 2005, is the ATCoach radar simulation lab, which features 32
new radar simulators developed to meet the most rigorous ATC
training requirements. These radar simulators can emulate ARTS
III, STARS and ICAO radar displays.

The second simulator, purchased in 2003, is a 360° MaxSim
tower/radar system, which consists of a 360° view with four
synchronised radar positions and an optional surround-sound
effect. The tower simulator may be used in combination with the
four radar positions, or the tower and the radar simulators may
be run separately on different scenarios.
The final simulator in this training trilogy, purchased in 2001,
is a 225° MaxSim tower/radar system simulator, which is
synchronised with eight radar positions. This tower simulator is
equipped with voice recognition software, enabling the
computer to directly respond and reply to the student’s
commands, even under heavy traffic conditions. The 225°
tower/radar simulator may be used in combination with the
eight radar positions, or the tower and the radar simulators may
be used separately with different scenarios.
The use of ATC simulators is becoming more widespread both
as a means of training air traffic controllers and to optimise
traffic flow at congested airports. In addition, operational data
such as departure rates and taxi times, and pilot-controller
communication information, such as transmission rates and
duration, can be collected and analysed.
Because of the increased reliance on ATC simulators as a
training device, a number of governments, universities and
training facilities that have curricula for the aeronautics industry
have installed ATC simulators as part of their educational
programmes. In many cases, the simulators are provided as a
partnership between firms that have developed simulators for
commercial use and the universities viewed as testing platforms
for new software applications.

Clifford Hall is one of four aerospace buildings on the University of North Dakota campus

Educational value
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The validation of the ATC simulators has largely focused on
ensuring the simulated situations conform to the actual
conditions encountered by air traffic controllers, using various
metric tools to establish a correlation between operational ATC
situations and the programmed simulations. Validation of the
ATC simulators however has not focused heavily on the
educational and training value of the simulations.
The use of ATC simulators at educational facilities is intended
to familiarise students with the practical aspects of ATC
operations. Both real-time and fast-time simulators are used to
provide students and trainees with a wide spectrum of
experience in simulated ATC situations. They are intended to
develop an understanding of airport and airspace and skills in
ATC coordination, procedures, sectorisation and capacity.
The general view of educational institutions employing ATC
simulators is that hands-on training provides the best type of
instruction to obtain the necessary skills for employment as an
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UND training fleet of Cessna 172s at Grand Forks International Airport
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air traffic controller, and the use of the simulator is more costeffective than other types of hands-on training.
There may however be differences in the perception of the
value of the ATC simulator for training and education between
the faculty and the students in the educational institutions that
employ these devices. UND and UNDAF have invested
considerable resources in the development of simulated training
programmes. The aviation faculty at UND believes it is an
effective way of providing instruction in ATC methods and
procedures. The rationale for this position is that the
incorporation of new technologies into the existing educational
programmes will provide a benefit in the form of enhanced
training outcomes that exceeds the cost of investment in the
technologies. There is however very little research available to
indicate whether students who use the simulator believe it
enhances their educational experiences, or that it achieves the
objectives of providing sufficient familiarity with ATC evolutions
and safety protocols.
When students were surveyed responses generally concurred
with the perception that the simulator had a positive effect on
student learning (Table 1).

Technology enhances student learning in the classroom environment

stated in the open-ended questions that being a pseudo-pilot or
having students as pseudo-pilots was the least beneficial aspect
of ATC simulator training. v

Mixed feelings
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Table 1: Effect on student learning
Disagree
Question

Neutral

Agree

Frequency

%

Frequency

%

Frequency

%

Q14 – ATC simulation helps me learn ATC procedures quickly

5

3.2

7

4.5

142

92.2

Q15 – ATC simulation helps me learn ATC procedures thoroughly

8

5.2

20

13.0

126

81.8

Q16 – ATC simulation makes understanding ATC procedures more
difficult than it needs to be

6

3.9

18

11.7

130

84.4

Q17 – Traditional classroom lecture is important in helping students
learn ATC procedures

19

12.3

25

16.2

110

71.4

Q18 – ATC simulation exercises are important in helping students
learn ATC procedures

0

0

3

1.9

151

98.1

Q19 – Training under real-life conditions is important in helping
students learn ATC procedures

0

0

7

4.5

147

95.5
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ACCESS ALL AREAS
A new concept for ATC training based on an advanced self-training software platform
satisfies the growing need to maximise accessibility for students and at the same time
reduce costs
Dr Lorenzo Ghirardi, Vitrociset, Italy

ATM training is currently undertaken in large centres,
requiring many people to perform the various roles
requested by the automated simulation systems, for
example instructors, students, supervisors and pseudo-pilots.
Such training involves expensive activities such as the
coordination of several groups of people requiring considerable
planning and organisation, and the transfer of personnel to the
training centres. It also provides a limited duration of training
activity within the period of courses.
Air navigation service providers are therefore seeking ways to
increase the capacity of their training services. A recent
Eurocontrol report stated that limitations in training capacity
mainly result from the use of simulators. The parameters that are
taken into account are:
• The capacity of available simulators;
• How many contemporary exercises it is possible to run and
how many positions are available for every exercise;
• The number of available instructors and pseudo-pilots;
• The time available for exercise preparation and updating;
• The difficulty of mastering and evaluating training content.
Another important issue is how to make access to the training
service more flexible. Access often depends on automated
systems, which may have limited availability because they have
to be shared by large numbers of students. It should be possible
to realise a service that can provide training at any time.
To overcome these problems, the following objectives must be
met:
• Decentralise ATC training centres, by reducing their
dependency on automated simulation systems;
• Increase students’ autonomy;
• Ensure continuous availability of the training programme.

Portable yet powerful
A possible implementation of this strategy is represented by a
self-training tool equipped with the same ATC functions as
found in an operating centre. This tool needs to be easily
portable, yet equipped with powerful software. These two
factors, which at first view appear to be in conflict, are now
made possible through the remarkable computation power
available in today’s laptop computers.
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To overcome one of the main difficulties of self-training – the
assessment process – the tool should not be able to connect to a
‘remote instructor’ service, which distributes to students a
database of exercises prepared by qualified ATC personnel and
receives measured performance reports to enable a final
assessment.
From the functional point of view, the tool should be
dedicated to the self-training of en-route and approach areas.
For this purpose, it should be equipped with an advanced air
traffic generator that implements a realistic model of aircraft
navigation, able to support all the main pilot manoeuvres: direct
to fix, heading, climb or descent to a level, re-routeing, radial
interception, interception and establishment along runway
alignment, turning, increase or decrease speed. It should also
implement a realistic radar sensor model (ATC radar modes A,
C, S), simulating shadow zones and sensor faults.
The tool should also include the flight data processor (FDP)
component with an advanced model of 4D trajectory prediction.
FDP should be able to support all of the ATC controller’s
commands (departure, en-route and arrival clearance, rerouting,
intersector and inter-FIR coordination). It should also present
the function of flight path monitoring and some safety nets such
as short-term conflict analysis (STCA).
Another important capability is the use of advanced vocal
technology, integrated with ATC functions. The tool should have
the ability to interact through vocal commands in order to
simulate real-world operational conditions without the support
of pseudo-pilot, necessary for aircraft navigation. This
functionality should enable the student to communicate by
voice the command to the aircraft, and this command should be
analysed, recognised and processed by the system. Moreover the
pilot’s reply to the command should be generated through a
synthetic voice.
The voice recognition and vocal synthesis modules must
comply with ICAO standard phraseology. However it should be
possible to introduce deviations or exceptions to meet users’
specific requirements or to introduce particular expressions in
the language. For example it should be possible to manage a
mixed language, such as Italian and English, typical of this
application where within a normal ATC command English terms
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The ATRES-Light platform has been developed according to a process of analysis, design and development conforming to the object-oriented paradigm

Another important capability is the use
of advanced vocal technology, integrated
with ATC functions
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Each student can issue an initial request to
the remote instructor to participate in the
exercise and is then allocated a specific role
(for example a specific sector) and services
such as time alignment. When configuration is
completed and the instructor launches the
exercise, each student can control their own
traffic, coordinate and transfer traffic to the
other sectors using the specific coordination
procedures. In this way students can complete
their training on this particular subject, which
cannot be covered by self-training.

Vitrociset’s solution: ATRES-Light

General schematic of the e-ATC portal

are combined with phrases expressed in the language of the
country to which the ATC context refers.

Performance assessment
Another important function is the collection of the students’
performance data to determine an assessment by means of
proper rules and metrics. These should include:
• The percentage of vocal commands recognised correctly;
• The number of the generated conflicts and the elapsed time of
conflict resolution;
• The number of generated missing approaches;
• The number of the ATC vocal commands reported in the FDP
system as ATC clearances.
The first measure assesses the correct use of ATC phraseology
by the student. Any deviation or exception will be marked as an
error. This is particularly appropriate for basic training where
the student needs to learn the correct ATC terminology and
avoid using colloquialisms.
The second measure assesses the capability of the student to
manage the traffic in a safe manner without loss of separation.
The third measure assesses the student’s ability to manage the
traffic in approach, assigning the correct flight levels and speeds,
and issuing vectoring and landing clearances at the right times.
The fourth measure evaluates the punctuality of the student’s
updates to the FDP system of the ATC clearances communicated
to the pilot by voice.
The performance report should be automatically exported in a
standard format to be sent to the ‘remote instructor’ service for
assessment. It should be possible to record the exercise and save
it in an appropriate format (AVI, MPEG) for subsequent review
and evaluation.
Moreover the tool should be able to connect via the internet
and enable exercises to be run that involve multiple students.
The aim is to develop a portal for e-ATC training that provides
the following functions:
• Download of an ATC exercises library organised into
geographical areas, airports, level of difficulty;
• Download of ATS geography and radar maps;
• Download of new software releases of the tool;
• Upload of assessment reports;
• Running exercises in a multiple configuration with other
students equipped with the same simulation tool.
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Vitrociset has recently released an
implementation of this simulation tool called
ATRES-Light. ATRES stands for Air TRaffic
Environment Simulator and ‘Light’ indicates
that the application can run on light hardware,
such as a laptop.
ATRES-Light meets the requirements described above, as well
as providing additional functions that complete its capabilities.
It is equipped with its own instruments to create new exercises
and ATS geographic scenarios. This means it can be used by
instructors or expert users to experiment with new operational
configurations (ATS procedures, sectorisations, and so on), to
measure the distribution of the traffic and the workload of the
controllers. For these reasons it represents a valid decision
support tool.
The ATRES-Light platform has been developed according to a
process of analysis, design and development conforming to the
object-oriented paradigm. This methodological approach has
enabled the realisation of a highly modular software architecture,
according to the principle of building a system by assembling a
set of plug-in components.
The main benefits of the ATRES platform are:
• Modularity;
• Easy integration of new components;
• Flexibility;
• Rapid customisation of GUI (MVC pattern has been used);
• Interoperability with ARTAS (according to the Asterix format).
The software of the ATRES platform has been developed using
the latest-generation high-level languages, such as Object ADA,
C++ and Java.
ATRES-Light is currently in use at 10 Italian approach centres
and at the ATC Academy by ENAV, Italy’s ATC service provider.
The training service is oriented to the control of approach of
medium-sized airports, including Florence, Bologna and Naples.
The chosen configuration can operate in either single mode (two
completely independent positions) or cooperative mode (two
cooperating positions as adjacent sectors).

Strengthening capabilities
ATC training services can enhance their capabilities in terms of
efficiency and economic sustainability by taking advantage of
new technologies to update their tools, instruments and
processes. Past experience can be integrated with new methods
of communication enabled by the internet.
The provision of more continuous and accessible training can
only serve to increase the level of knowledge of the students and
optimise their capabilities as the ATC staff of the future. v
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Fault-free forecasts?
As the air transport industry faces increasing economic and environmental pressures, the
provision of accurate and effective forecast data becomes critical to minimise the effects of
adverse weather events
Mark D. Miller, Weather Services International (WSI), USA; Chris Goode, Enterprise Electronics Corporation
(EEC), USA
The global economy is dependent on the efficient and
safe movement of passengers and goods using air
transportation. The recent Icelandic volcano eruption,
with the resulting airspace closures and business impacts, clearly
demonstrate reliance. The air transport industry is facing airport
and airspace capacity, as well as environmental and economic
challenges, to meet growing demand effectively and efficiently.
In response to these challenges, there are numerous initiatives
underway to modernise and harmonise air transport globally,
including the FAA NextGen and Single European Skies ATM
Research (SESAR) programmes. A key element of each initiative is
the requirement to reduce the effects of weather on flight safety
and airport operations. By leveraging proven decision support
and unrivalled global weather capabilities, Weather Services
International (WSI) is uniquely positioned to meet these
challenges and requirements.

Global support
WSI has been serving the time-critical weather needs of flight
operators, airports and air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
for more than 30 years. During this time it has led the industry
by offering the most trusted and reliable weather services
available. WSI delivers services that enable operators to achieve
business objectives efficiently and economically including:
• Reduce operational costs, especially fuel;
• Reduce costly diversions;
• Improve en-route and terminal safety;
• Improve on-time performance;
• Reduce environmental impacts;
• Meet regulatory and operational requirements.
WSI offers a wide array of aviation weather decision support
services that help operators to meet these business objectives
from preflight through to touchdown:
• WSI Pilotbrief provides crews with a comprehensive preflight
weather briefing tailored to the flight plan, enabling regulatory
and operational compliance prior to take-off;
• WSI Hubcast provides airport and traffic managers with
precise real-time forecasts and alerts of weather conditions
affecting traffic flow, ground and winter operations;
• WSI InFlight delivers real-time weather information to the
cockpit to improve crew situational awareness and readiness,
improving in-flight rerouting strategies and safety;
• WSI Fusion integrates critical weather, flight and operational
data with a robust decision support and alerting engine to
enable flight and airport operators to quickly detect and reduce
the effects of weather on operations.
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In addition WSI is actively engaged with the FAA and
Eurocontrol, as well as airport and flight operators, to reduce the
effects of weather on airport and flight operations. As an example,
WSI is the weather research lead on the ITT SE2020 programme,
recently awarded by the FAA to develop and advance concepts to
achieve the vision and benefits of FAA NextGen.

Collaborative decision making
Initially developed in conjunction with the FAA, WSI
Hubcast combines precise forecasts of key terminal weather
conditions with real-time forecast validation to improve traffic
management and ground operations. Available forecast
parameters include ceiling, visibility, windspeed, wind direction,
precipitation type and rate and convective risk. WSI Hubcast
presents forecasts in an easy-to-decipher, system-wide and
terminal view with clear visual alerts based upon key operational
thresholds.
WSI Hubcast also clearly shows forecast performance relative
to actual observations to provide users with an added level of
confidence in decision making. WSI aviation meteorologists
continuously verify and refine the forecast using the best available
weather information and proprietary technology such as RPM,
WSI’s high-resolution numerical weather prediction model
specifically tuned to key aviation weather parameters.
WSI forecasters also issue alerts to warn operators of changing
conditions that may affect operations. For example, WSI
forecasters can use the messaging feature to indicate total storm
impacts such as, ‘Expect two to four inches of snow during the
next six hours’.
Finally and notably, the service gives operators access to an
experienced team of aviation meteorologists during critical
weather events at a fraction of the cost of having meteorologists
on staff. This enables consultation with meteorological experts to
ensure effective and confident decisions, especially during highimpact weather events. WSI Hubcast is a managed service
solution accessible via a standard internet connection and
browser.
Following its recent launch of the North American Precision
Lightning Network (NAPLN) and Global Lightning Network
(GLN), WSI added lightning detection and alerting capabilities to
WSI Hubcast in March 2009. Lightning is arguably one of the
most disruptive weather events at airports, since in many cases
ground operations must cease when lightning is nearby. Having
the ramp closed for too long after the threat has passed can be
more costly and disruptive than closing it in the first place. WSI
Hubcast enables the safe and accurate evaluation and
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Figure 1: WSI Hubcast alerts when lightning threatens to affect or close an airport

Figure 2: WSI Hubcast enables the tracking of arriving and departing flights relative to
changing weather conditions

management of lightning events, resulting in more efficient and
effective operations.
In March 2010, WSI added real-time flight tracking and
display to Hubcast, enabling operators to manage weather and
flights in one easy-to-use display and positioning the service to
meet emerging airport collaborative decision making
requirements. Hubcast also enables operators to upload and share
proprietary corporate information, such as procedures or
playbooks with users, further enabling collaboration between key
stakeholders.

financial impact. Crews typically comprise at least 50 people with
eight-hour minimums and hourly rates upwards of $40/hour.
Add to these figures treatment materials and the fees associated
with heavy equipment use and it is easy to see how mistiming an
event can quickly affect the airport’s operations budget.
Prior to the winter of 2009, the Vancouver Airport Authority
surveyed the market looking for a solution to the problem. Upon
review and careful consideration of available options, Vancouver
selected WSI Hubcast as a cost-effective solution to a highly
volatile situation. In November 2009, Hubcast was put to the test
as a winter storm approached the airport. Hubcast enabled
airport officials to stay ahead of the storm and deploy crews at the
most advantageous time, minimising excessive labour, equipment
and treatment costs. Airport authorities credited WSI for making
the call regarding when to mobilise crews, a simple and confident
‘yes’ or ‘no’ on an hourly basis. The ability to correctly determine
when crews would be needed for this storm alone resulted in a
cost savings for the airport that will more than pay for the entire
WSI subscription fee.

Vancouver cuts costs
Vancouver International Airport, Canada’s second busiest airport,
sits on Sea Island, a few miles outside downtown Vancouver,
British Columbia. In 2009, it trailed only Toronto Pearson
International Airport in terms of number of aircraft movements
(313,984) and passengers (16.1 million). With those levels of
traffic, keeping operations running smoothly during inclement
winter weather is vital.
The airport’s location often makes predicting the arrival of
winter storms and the mobilisation of response teams difficult
and stressful. Mistiming a winter event and subsequently
deploying crews to apply de-icing and anti-icing fluids can result
in extreme financial repercussions for an airport and the airlines it
serves. A single application of anti-icing fluid can cost an airport
more than $10,000 in material cost per runway.
Determining exactly when to deploy winter precipitation
response teams has been an ongoing struggle for the airport.
Terminal area forecasts are often overly conservative with respect
to the estimated arrival and departure times of incoming winter
precipitation, and exclude forecasts of critical parameters needed
for de-icing and anti-icing decisions. In this business, deploying
crews or applying fluids even an hour early can have a major

Setting capacity and flow at Heathrow
As well as improving winter operations, WSI Hubcast provides
critical forecast information for capacity planning including
precise forecasts of wind changes that affect available runway
configurations or real-time convective impacts at key arrival or
departure fixes. WSI Hubcast is an integral part of collaborative
decision making at Heathrow Airport, which is one of the largest
airports in the world and a lynchpin in global air transport.
Stakeholders such as NATS, BAA and BA rely on Hubcast to
manage and improve operations at the airport. Most notably,
NATS uses the 3,000ft wind forecast to set compression for
arriving flights, which dictates the traffic flow and capacity at this
important global hub.

Help in the Storm

Convective weather hazards

“WSI’s Hubcast meteorologists correctly forecast, in terms of both its start
time and intensity, a November snowfall resulting in the timely deployment
of the airport’s snow removal teams. Had we relied solely on traditional
local forecasts, snow removal teams would have been deployed much
earlier, resulting in unnecessary costs in the tens of thousands of dollars.”
– Vancouver Airport Authority

Building on the success of the Hubcast solution, WSI has teamed
up for a new initiative with wholly owned subsidiary, Enterprise
Electronics Corporation (EEC), the leading global provider of
Doppler weather radar systems. Considerable advances are being
made to improve the detection and forecasting of high-impact
weather events, specifically convective events. Convective
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Figure 3: WSI Hubcast provides detailed weather forecasts to key stakeholders at
Heathrow Airport

weather is highly disruptive, resulting in en-route and terminal
congestion and less than optimal flight and fuel plans, driving
operational costs in the form of costly fuel and payload trade-offs
and in some cases diversions. Convective weather also creates
many aviation safety hazards such as lightning, microbursts, wind
shear, shifts and turbulence.
WSI and EEC clients around the globe are recognising the
value of this broader collaborative effort and the positive effect it
can have on aviation weather forecasting operations. The Nigerian
Meteorological Service recently selected EEC to build out its
national weather radar network as part of a larger effort to
modernise the country’s weather forecasting operation. In recent
years Nigeria has experienced a series of fatal aviation accidents
attributed to hazardous convective weather. This new network of
EEC radars will considerably improve convective weather
detection and forecasting, making air travel throughout the
country much safer.
EEC is also in the process of deploying four new dual
polarisation radars for Austro Control in Austria. National aviation
and meteorological agencies around the world want the highest
quality radar data from these advanced observing networks, but
they are also looking for innovative ways to use this data in
numerical weather prediction initiatives to improve convective
forecast accuracy and enhance aviation safety and operations.

Radar revolution
Dual polarisation is widely recognised as the greatest leap in
weather radar technology since the introduction of Doppler
weather radar in the 1980s. In simple terms, dual polarisation

radars transmit and receive vertical and horizontal pulses,
enabling for more information to be observed and derived from
hydrometeors. Specifically, dual polarisation radars offer
considerable improvement in the areas of rainfall estimation,
precipitation classification, weather hazard detection and data
quality.
While many national weather services are modernising their
radar networks and moving towards deployment of dual
polarisation radar systems, the full benefits of this technology are
still developing. In 2009, EEC opened a research office at the
University of Oklahoma to speed the pace of dual polarisation
research. The university’s prime radar will serve as a testbed for
ongoing collaborative research and development initiatives
conducted by EEC, WSI and OU. These projects span a variety of
areas including radar processing and advanced SIDPOL algorithm
development, tornado detection and prediction, and weather
modelling.
Collecting high-quality dual polarisation radar data from severe
thunderstorms is helping EEC and OU researchers to develop
world-class techniques for detecting tornados and other
convective hazards. Early research findings indicate that the
aviation and meteorological communities will benefit
substantially from the improved quantitative precipitation
estimates and hydro-meteor classifications produced by dual
polarisation radars compared with those of conventional Doppler
radars and satellites. As an example, improved estimation of
precipitation type and intensity will improve decisions related to
the application of de-icing and anti-icing fluids, reducing costs
and environmental impacts.

Numerical modelling
As mentioned above, strong convection is one of the biggest
airspace disrupters and safety issues faced by flight and airport
operators. Injecting radar data into atmospheric models to
enhance the accuracy of convective weather forecasts over the
next six hours is one of the most compelling areas of aviation
weather research today.
Over the past few years, WSI has made considerable progress
in integrating radar data directly into mesoscale numerical
models. This effort, culminated with the recent release of an
enhancement to RPM, which assimilates national weather services
and EEC radar data into every forecast update, considerably
improves forecasts. The most noticeable improvement revolves
around the RPM’s handling of near-term precipitation and
convective forecasts. Without radar assimilation, a typical
numerical model struggles with accurately generating
precipitation for the first six hours of model
simulation. However with radar assimilation
there are notable improvements in the
placement and intensity of precipitation and
convection right from the start of the model
run as illustrated in Figure 4.

Safer skies

Figure 4: A comparison model output both with and without radar assimilation and the actual observed verification
clearly shows the advantages of radar data assimilation to better forecast convective weather
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WSI and EEC offer proven solutions and
continue to work closely together at the leading
edge of aviation weather decision support
solutions. With more than three decades’
experience, they are ready to provide low-risk,
flexible solutions that exceed key operational
requirements now and in the future. v
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Trajectory
prediction
As the skies continue to fill with air traffic,
ATC systems require substantial
enhancement to enable them to keep
pace. Improved trajectory prediction
could provide the answer
Andreas Schorling, Si ATM, Sweden

ATC systems are able to figure out where and when an
aircraft will be through calculation and by performing
simulations to produce trajectory predictions (TP). The
TP processor is the core of the system, however it also supports
other functions such as conflict warning, deviation monitoring
and various planning tools. Since fundamental parts of the
system depend on the TP processor, it is essential to achieve and
maintain high accuracy of data. Recent studies show that there is
room for improvement in today’s trajectory predictions, and that
these could be accomplished by adding inputs to the calculation.
How can we find the missing link, and what is the best way to
improve trajectory prediction?

The methodology of trajectory prediction
In order to calculate trajectories the TP processor performs a fast
simulation of the aircraft’s path through the airspace along the
planned or cleared route. The positions in terms of x, y and z
coordinates are iterated in time steps of typically one second.
For trajectory predictions to be produced, the velocity – both
vertical and horizontal – is required for every time step along the
route. Once these velocities are determined the rest is simple
mathematics. The problem is how to determine the velocities.
While in flight, an aircraft can be modelled as being affected
by four forces: thrust – pushing the aircraft forward; drag –
counteracting the forward movement; lift – the force that
elevates the aircraft upwards; and weight – pulling the aircraft
towards the ground.
Drag and lift are aerodynamic forces and therefore highly
influenced by the surrounding air. It is thus important to take air
characteristics into consideration. These are determined by the
International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) – a model of how
pressure, temperature and density vary with altitude. Since the
variation in these parameters is substantial, the TP processor has
to determine the relevant values for each iteration step.
Apart from the influence of the surrounding air, there is a
wide range of other parameters affecting the forces acting on an
aircraft. Depending on the required accuracy of the model,
various combinations with different levels of complexity might
be applied. Examples of parameters that are often used are
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aircraft type, mass, flight envelope, aerodynamics, engine thrust
and weather data. Unfortunately some of today’s ATC systems do
not have access to some of the necessary parameters,
compromising the accuracy of the predictions.

Populating the sky
Aircraft manufacturer Airbus foresees a worldwide demand in
the region of 25,000 aircraft within the next 20 years. Such an
increase in the world’s airline fleets will result in a sky even more
crowded than today, which will lead to higher demands on ATC.
Although the airspace for each aircraft will be reduced, ATC
accuracy must increase at the same pace, hence a requirement
for accurate TP.
Another application for accurate TP is for continuous descent
approaches (also known as green approaches). Due to separation
constraints, today’s TP level of accuracy enables green
approaches only in low-traffic conditions. By enhancing TP, tools
such as arrival sequencing, conflict detection and conformance
monitoring would improve. These improvements would enable
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Simulator system used for educational
purposes in Riga, Latvia

ATC to handle green approaches in medium- and high-traffic
situations.

Finding the missing link
Swedish company Si ATM, in collaboration with the Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm, has recently conducted a
study on trajectory prediction. The objective was to evaluate the
precision of Si ATM’s currently used TP for the descent and
climb phases. A more in-depth understanding of aircraft
routines and the challenges connected to TP was also sought.
The study used recorded data from ATRACC, the operational
ATM system in Riga, Latvia. The Latvian air navigation service
provider Latvijas Gaisa Satiksme (LGS) uses the ATRACC
system, which was delivered by Si ATM at the beginning of
2000. The study executed TP in a test environment that was
specially developed for this project. It made use of the same
algorithms on the input data as it would use in real operational
life – using correct aircraft performance parameters and recorded
wind and temperature data.

Using this method the predicted trajectory for specific flights
could be compared with the actual trajectory flown by the
aircraft taken from the recorded ATRACC radar data. The
discrepancy between predicted and flown trajectories could be
observed and studied in order to draw conclusions regarding the
nature of TP. Recordings from one week were used, from which
flights of various aircraft types and operators were selected for
analysis. The selection of aircraft types and operators was to
investigate if the TP model was more or less precise for specific
aircraft types, and to find any possible differences between
operators. In total 385 departing and 374 arrival flights were
analysed. The specific data that was studied included climb rate,
horizontal speed in climb, descent rate and horizontal speed in
descent.
For the descent phase, the predicted and flown trajectories
were found to be very similar, i.e. the uncertainties in the
predicted horizontal and vertical speeds were small.
The study of climb rate produced some interesting insights.
There was a large variation between different flights. Although
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the system is calibrated to return a good mean value, the large
variation in results is an indication of a lack of information, i.e.
one or more inputs are missing. The predicted horizontal speeds
during climb, on the other hand, turned out to be quite
accurate.
In other words, the trajectory has a high precision for arrivals,
while the departure trajectory is harder to predict. How can
such an unsatisfactory situation be solved? Si ATM has
implemented a function that monitors the accuracy of the
trajectory. If the predicted trajectory and the surveillance data
differ by more than an allowed tolerance, a new prediction using
adjusted inputs is conducted. This assures Si ATM that its TP is
accurate.

a
Graphs produced during Si ATM’s project, showing the large variation of climb rate for
the analysed flights

Downlinking data from the sky
Another study on the same subject was the ADAPT2 project
recently performed by Eurocontrol. The objective of ADAPT2
was to investigate those advantages that can be made by the use
of downlink aircraft parameters (DAP) to improve TP. The
sample consisted of 170 arriving flights to Stockholm Arlanda
airport performing continuous descent approaches (green
approaches). Recordings from these aircraft were secured from
onboard equipment at the conclusion of the flights. Some of the
available parameters were input into the TP model. The
simulations from this new model were then compared with live
ATC data.
The insertion of DAPs did not require any major
reconstruction of the TP processor. The project showed that TP
can be improved using DAPs. The DAP that gave the most
considerable improvement of the TP was the aircraft’s flight
management system (FMS) 4D trajectory. This parameter is part
of a trajectory itself derived from several other parameters, but
in this context it was only used to update the performance tables
of the flight.
The second most influential DAP parameter was the aircraft
mass. This is a standalone parameter contributing the most to an
enhancement, which seems reasonable considering the great
influence of weight on the physics of a flight.
The enhancement achieved from DAP weather data was
limited. This is probably because the ATM system at Arlanda
and its TP already receive excellent weather predictions. In
another environment the use of weather parameters might be
more beneficial.
Finally it was discovered that airspeed and ground speed had
little or no effect on the accuracy of TP. The ground speed
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derived from radar data was in agreement with that derived from
the aircraft. Because the difference between them is small, any
errors will be small as well.
The interesting learning points from this study are that TP can
be improved using DAP, and that the most influential parameter
is FMS 4D trajectory.

Linking together
Combining the insights from the Si ATM and Eurocontrol
projects, some very interesting conclusions can be drawn
regarding the current and future situation of TP.
Si ATM assumed that the unsatisfying TP for departing flights
was due to lack of information in the model, i.e. some missing
inputs. Intuitively, mass could be one missing link. Si ATM’s
hypothesis is strengthened by Eurocontrol’s study, which showed
that TP could be improved using DAP and that mass is a key
DAP parameter for trajectory prediction. This would also explain
the difference in uncertainty between departing and arriving
flights. There is a larger variation in the weight of departing
aircraft, for which the length of the flight is unknown, compared
with that of arriving flights, which have already burned most of
their fuel.
Considering the horizontal speed it was discovered that the
TP models used by ATC systems have a high accuracy. This is
believed to be explained by the onboard computers because
these are programmed to maintain the airspeed specified by the
pilot. Since ATC systems use ground speed derived from radar
data to define the velocity of an aircraft, a conversion is
necessary to achieve comparable data. Since wind is the
difference between airspeed and ground speed, DAP weather
data is the most suitable parameter to improve horizontal TP.
The conclusion to be reached from these projects is that the
greatest improvements in TP will not be achieved through
optimising algorithms. Dr Henrik Gustafsson, responsible for
radar tracking and TP at Si ATM, says, “It does not matter how
complex and accurate a model is, it will not be efficient as long
as some of the essential data is missing. Instead, the
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development should be focused on increasing and improving
input data to the TP engine. This implies that when considering
new ways to improve TP, effort should be concentrated on
providing TP with missing inputs.” To achieve the highest
accuracy, the parameters should be derived directly from the
aircraft, using datalinks.

What next?
As air traffic transportation continues to grow, the ground
structure to support it – including the ATC systems – must
increase its capacity and maintain the same or higher safety
standards. This requires considerable improvements in
procedures and technology. One central and critical component
of this improvement is trajectory prediction.
If the ATC system has environmental requirements such as
promoting fuel saving and reduction of emissions, as for green
approaches, the role of TP is further emphasised. Based on the
results from Si ATM and Eurocontrol the path to follow is the
application of DAPs.
At Arlanda the promotion of continuous descent approaches
has initiated another project, which will address the
environmental impact of the complete flight profile from taxiout to taxi-in. The objective will be to increase the number of
approvals for green approaches, such that by 2012 it is
anticipated that eight out of 10 aircraft will be allowed to follow
the trajectory proposed by the FMS. The main challenge will be
to develop the communication between the FMS and ATC.
Si ATM contributes to the improvement of ATC and has

recently initiated an upgrading of the ATRACC system in
cooperation with LGS. One aspect of the project is the
application of DAPs downlinked via Mode S. The intention is to
use this data for various purposes, one of which is to give
support to TP. Another important part of the same project is the
implementation of an arrival management function. This will
benefit from improved trajectories.
In conclusion it seems that TP is one area where major
improvements can be achieved in the near future, as it will
enhance various functions of ATC systems and enable ATC to
keep pace with the increasing traffic levels. These enhancements
will probably derive from an application of DAPs or, as Si ATM’s
marketing manager Per-Olof Kellquist believes, “The largest
enhancement of TP will be through the use of DAP. These
parameters can fill the missing links of today’s TP.” v
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Perfect
presentation
Accurate retrieval and reproduction of data
for use in the analysis of incidents and
accidents is essential to ensure all parties
understand exactly what occurred, and how
lessons can be learned for the future
Martin Clemow, Precision Applications, UK

ATC providers have to record any information that
could influence decisions made by air traffic controllers.
The recorded information can then be replayed and
analysed when there is a need to investigate incidents or
accidents. This may be a few seconds after the recording was
made, when a controller or supervisor wants to listen to a
message or conversation that was not clear. Or it may be some
time in the future, when an investigator needs to determine why
a decision had been made. All the data, irrelevant of the type or
source, must be available for immediate replay and able to be
selected with minimum delay.

Information to be recorded
• Communications (voice signals) that a controller initiates or
receives. For example radio communications with the aircraft,
and radio or telephone conversations with other airport services.
• Voice communications are considered to be the most
important element in any analysis or investigation. This is why
the recording of the voice channels is paramount, and an airport
is not permitted to continue operating if its communications are
not being recorded.
• Surveillance (radar information), which includes both en-route
and airfield sensors. The data is recorded at two points in the
path between the surveillance sensor(s) and the display system:
‘through the wall’ (TTW), unprocessed, data from the radar
sensors and ‘at the glass’ (ATG), screen display information
captured at the controller working position (CWP).
• Ambient (background) noise within the ATC environment.
• CCTV camera information, either directly from the camera or
as displayed on a screen.

Selection of data to be replayed
Generally the data required for replay will be determined by a
start date and time, a finish date and time and the particular
information of interest (communication channels, surveillance
data, etc). It is important that any selection may be made
quickly and accurately. A visual representation of the data
against a time axis, and the use of a mouse to select the data to
be analysed, will enable this to be achieved. Once selected, the
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data will be retrieved from its storage locations and replayed in
perfect time-synchronism. It is imperative that the location and
retrieval of the data have no effect at all on the recording process
or the recorded data. The primary purpose of a recording system
is to accurately capture and safely record all of the data. No
external influences may be allowed to interrupt this.

Reproduction of replayed data
A very large amount of information, in a number of different
formats from a number of different sources, is continuously
presented to each controller, and there are occasions when splitsecond decisions have to be made. It is therefore imperative that
not only must any information that is reproduced for the
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Screen to select data to be replayed

purpose of analysis be totally accurate, it must also be fully timesynchronised to ensure that it is truly representative of the
information that was presented to the controller.
The audio signals will be replayed through loudspeakers or
headsets, with all of the selected channels perfectly timesynchronised. The quality and level of the replayed signals
should exactly replicate the quality and level of the signals when
they were recorded. This means that it is preferable to record
them without either VOX (to accurately preserve any periods of
silence) or AGC (to accurately preserve the true signal levels).
The quality of the signals, whether it is excellent or poor, must
also be accurately maintained. This means that it is preferable to
record them without using compression techniques. Any

compression of the audio data is liable to cause a degradation of
quality when the data is replayed.
The voice quality of a reproduced signal may be measured
using the PESQ (perceptual evaluation of speech quality) scale,
which scores equipment between 1.0 and 4.5. Ideally replayed
voice signals should achieve a score of at least 4.3, which will
result in intelligible signals being obtained without any
corruption or distortion introduced.
The TTW radar data may be presented as the original raw
radar, plot extracted, signal, which will have to be processed
prior to display. Alternatively it may be displayed on maps that
are identical to those used for the operational displays.
The ATG radar data will display the screen image, exactly as it
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or out, which may further aid
the analysis process and provide
a clearer understanding of the
situation as it occurred.

Analysis tools

Time-synchronised replay of voice, TTW and ATG radar data

was captured. The replayed information should faithfully
reproduce everything, including all the mouse movements, the
opening, closing and scaling of windows and any manipulation
of the display initiated by the controller.
The ambient (background) noise will be replayed through the
loudspeakers or headsets in synchronisation with the other
audio channels.
CCTV camera information will be replayed and displayed as
screen images.

Analysis of replayed data
Not only is the task of the investigators made much easier if it is
possible to see and hear all the information that was available to
the controllers at the time of the incident; the results of an
investigation will also be more accurate. Analysis of the
reproduced information can help explain why a controller made
a decision or took a particular course of action. At first sight it
may have appeared that a decision was irrational or incorrect,
but subsequent investigation may indicate otherwise, as the
following examples demonstrate.
It may be discovered that the ambient noise in the vicinity of a
controller was at a sufficient level to drown low-level voice
signals on one or more of the radio or telephone channels. This
may mean that the controller had not been able to hear the
messages clearly on these channels. If this was the case,
information contained in them could not have influenced any
decision that was made.
Displaying the TTW radar information on maps that are
identical to those used on the operational displays will allow a
direct comparison to be made with the reproduced ATG radar
screen information. A check can then be made to ensure that the
controller had been able to see the areas of specific interest and
that salient data had not been masked or hidden from view. It is
possible that a text box or some other message window might
have been obscuring an important feature, which could then be
missed by the controller.
The scale of the displayed map can be adjusted by zooming in
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In addition to reproducing the
data in the form that it was
originally presented to the
controller, some analysis tools
are desirable. These will aid an
investigation by presenting
specific information in more
detail and in a manner that is
easier to interpret, such as:
• A single aircraft can be
highlighted by entering the
transponder code for that
aircraft. The other aircraft will
still be displayed on the screen
but they will be ‘greyed out’.
This means that the selected
aircraft will stand out from the
others, reducing any possibility
of confusion and permitting its course to be easily tracked.
• Two aircraft can be selected by entering their transponder
codes and the separation between them (vertical, horizontal and
actual distance) displayed on the screen. Their separation will be
continuously updated and a check can then be made to
determine at which point they were closest to (or furthest from)
each other.
• Altitude limits can be applied so that only aircraft within a
certain height range will be displayed.
• Using these analysis tools in conjunction with the other
available information will aid an investigator to quickly and
accurately determine what actually happened and possibly why.

Data quarantine
Recorded data that is needed for an investigation may be
impounded by the relevant regulatory body. When this happens
the ATC provider will have to remove the appropriate data from
the normal storage location and place it in a ‘quarantine’ storage
location, which is a separate, secure storage area. Any data in
quarantine storage may not be replayed, copied, deleted or overwritten until official authority is given for the release of such data.
It is not possible to prevent a data file from being altered or
corrupted but it is possible to monitor it and report the fact that
it has been altered or corrupted. When a quarantine file is
generated the contents of the file are read and a checksum
produced. From then on, each time the file is accessed a new
checksum is produced and compared with the original
checksum. Any changes, however minor, to the contents of the
file are reported.

Data transfer
It will often be the case that an investigation or analysis of an
incident or accident will take place at a location remote from the
original recording. In these instances the data will have to be
made available at the site where it is to be used. Once retrieved
from its storage location, the data of interest is written to a file,
and that file is then copied onto removable media. The type of
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media required will depend on the data that has been selected.
Voice channels and TTW radar data require relatively small
amounts of storage space, but screen capture and CCTV data
demand a great deal more storage. If the data files are small they
may be written to CDs/DVDs, memory sticks, etc, but when
screen capture or CCTV data is to be included media such as
mini discs will be required.

Data export
In addition to exporting the data in its original format, some
regulatory bodies have requested that certain information is
exported in a format that may be used without the need to
purchase bespoke replay software from the recording system
manufacturer. Some examples of these are:
• The tracks of individual aircraft are to be exported into a
spreadsheet to enable the course and progress of an individual
aircraft to be analysed without the need for a radar display.
• Passages of the ATG radar data are to be extracted and
exported to files, which can be replayed without the need for
special-to-type software being loaded on the replay machine.
• Individual screenshots, from a replayed sequence, are to be
made available in a format that may be printed.
Finally, there are occasions when it would be very useful to be
able to display the information in a format that is easy to
understand by people who are non-technical and not familiar
with interpreting operational radar displays. If the data is written
to a .KML file it can be displayed using Google Earth. This will

generate a very simple-to-understand 3D display of the tracks of
the aircraft superimposed on a 3D map. This type of display
could be used in a court of law or local enquiry to illustrate the
flight path of aircraft to prove that they did not fly above or
below a certain height or follow a route that was restricted.

Conclusions
In summary, it is essential that any information presented for
analysis or investigation is 100 percent accurate, replayed in
perfect time-synchronisation and reproduced in the same format
as it was originally presented. However it is also important to be
able to present certain aspects of the data in a form that is
suitable for use in environments where there is no special-totype software and perhaps limited technical knowledge. In all
cases it must be possible to access the recorded data quickly and
easily without affecting any data that is either currently being
recorded or has previously been recorded.
All recording system manufacturers claim that they support
time-synchronous data replay, but what is the definition of timesynchronous data replay? Precision Applications is one of the
very few companies that can be absolutely certain that this is
achieved. Its special method of identifying data blocks ensures
that the data from all sources is perfectly time-synchronised
when it is replayed. Even to the extent that the same voice
signal, recorded on two totally independent recorders that are
connected to the same master time source, may be replayed
simultaneously with no evidence of any echo. v

Recording Solutions developed
specifically for the ATC Community

Air Traffic Recording Management
Hardware recorder for audio and ‘Through the Wall’ radar
‘At the Glass’ screen capture
Ambient and CCTV recording
Totally time synchronised frame-locked replay
and live monitoring
Comprehensive replay software with no hidden extras or costs

Tel +44 (0)1749 870525
www.precisionapplications.com
E-mail: info@precisionapplications.com
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Stretch without stress
Keyboard, video and mouse systems are hidden in the background but they play an
important role in increasing the efficiency of operators and their IT environment
Annette Häbel, Guntermann & Drunck, Germany

In the ATC industry staff and IT both play a vital role in
ensuring that all processes run smoothly and safely.
Within the IT environment it is the keyboard, video,
mouse (KVM) technology that allows computers and operators
to work together effectively. KVM technology enables efficient
teamwork in the office, in the tower, in the plant room and even
in the departure
lounge. But
what exactly
does KVM do
and how can it
meet the
varying
requirements of
different
applications?
Air traffic
KVM Extender DVIVision, transmitter and receiver device
control staff,
especially in the
tower, must maintain high levels of concentration, which means
that heat, noise and computer emissions can be
counterproductive. Equally, computers operate more efficiently
in a cool, access-restricted area. So it seems that computers and
workers cannot work with or without each other.
This conflict can be resolved by physically separating IT
equipment and staff, linking them by ‘stretching’ the interfaces
using a KVM extender system. This enables the relocation of
computers from the desktop into separate plant rooms, not only

Signal extension: computer is separated from the controller’s desk and moved into a
remote plant room by deploying a KVM extender system based on fibre optics

creating space and a quieter environment for humans but also
improving accessibility to the computers for maintenance.
For mission-critical applications such as air traffic control,
preventive monitoring of the status of
devices, the distribution of event messages
via the network or the ability to create
multiple redundancies is supported by KVM
systems made by Guntermann & Drunck in
Germany.

How to stretch a computer interface?

Overview of G&D’s KVM Extender – the ‘visions’
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A KVM extender system enables the
stretching of an interface from the computer
over a distance of up to several kilometres to
where the operator is located. In addition to
KVM signals Guntermann & Drunck’s
Visions toolbox allows the user to customise
the configuration by specifying
accompanying signals such as audio, RS232,
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USB and the cable type as well as the distance that has to be
bridged.
The KVM extender system consists of a transmitter and a
receiver. The transmitter taps the external interfaces of the
computer – keyboard, video and mouse – and uses the existing
cabling for signal transmission to the receiver. At the receiver the
operator connects his peripherals and operates the remote
computer in real time without noticing either distance or
separation. The KVM system performs setup and image tuning
automatically.
For maintenance, the IT administrator can obtain easy access
to the computer via a second console, consisting of keyboard,
monitor and mouse, located in the plant room. Consoles can be
connected at every KVM transmitter. In this way, the operator is
able to continue working without distractions. Maintenance
work can be carried out more quickly and system availability is
increased.
KVM extenders offer the following advantages over other
technologies:
• Simple one-to-one connection;
• Real-time transmission;
• Bridge distances up to 10,000m;
• Independent of operating systems and free of software;
• High resolutions;
• One-to-one performance without delays.

Putting safety first

Signal extension combined with switching gives preventive
monitoring, system redundancy and system fallback

Ease of operation

Since safety is paramount in the aviation industry, KVM
For any users who are working with more than one computer, a
extenders from Guntermann & Drunck incorporate a number of
KVM switch should be installed. This device enables a user to
safety features. First is the ‘screen freeze function’, which
control multiple computers from a single keyboard, video
captures the latest
monitor and mouse.
available video
By combining several KVM extenders with a KVM switch,
information in the
multiple redundancy can be built on the line between computer
event that any
and air traffic controller and simply switched via a single
video information
console. So if one extender line fails, the controller can continue
is lost due to an
his work independently, safely, easily, immediately and
interruption of the
intuitively. A primary, redundant and back-up system are
transmission line
deployed, each consisting of a computer and KVM extender line.
or a breakdown of
The controller can switch between these three systems by simply
the graphics
pressing a button at the KVM switch. This switch, which is
adapter in the
installed next to the controller’s desk, is connected to each of the
computer. This
three lines.
Display in ‘screen freeze’ mode, highlighted with a red
frame
means the air
Extend and switch within one system
traffic controller
The features mentioned above can be combined through the use
has optical information about the last status of the sector until
the system is operational again or a back-up system is
activated.
Other safety features for mission-critical applications
include:
• Event reporting functions (for example for
interferences, temperature, operating condition);
• Link control (monitoring the fibre optics
interconnection);
• Permanent monitoring of the computer video signal
with reporting function;
• Simple network management protocol (SNMP) and
syslog messages;
• Two integrated self-monitoring power packs;
• Identification LED at the front panel for physically
locating the devices in the rack, activated by web
Web interface of DL-Vision KVM extender showing critical device status
interface.
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Example: The main computer centre provides 32 computers.
The administrator accesses all the connected computers there
as well as all the computers in the tower computer centre. All
computers can be accessed, configured and operated in real
time and without any perceptible loss in quality. The
connection to the remote tower computer centre is established
by NEO-FiberLink. The ATCOs in the tower use the computers
connected via a 1:1 connection.

of a KVM matrix switch system, which extends and switches
signals at the same time.
Guntermann & Drunck offers two versions: the DVICenter
and the CATCenter NEO. Both permit multiple users, each
equipped only with keyboard, mouse and displays, to
simultaneously access a series of computers, even using different
platforms. In addition to keyboard, video and mouse, they also
switch audio. Configuration is centralised via a web interface or
on-screen display, which is operated using a simple menu
system or conventional switching via hot keys. DVICenter and
CATCenter NEO support both PS/2 and USB keyboards.
Despite the distance between computers and consoles, users
enjoy high-quality video with no loss of data.
The two matrix switch systems handle different types of video.
DVICenter switches digital (DVI) and
CATCenter NEO switches analogue
video (VGA). The DVICenter’s video
resolution is 1,920 x 1,200 at 60Hz,
over distances of up to 280m; in full
expansion mode the range can be
increased to 560m. At this stage the
DVICenter connects up to 1,372
computers.
CATCenter NEO provides
resolution of 1,920 x 1,440 at 75Hz
over a distance of 300m and connects
a maximum of 2,048 computers.
The range of both systems can be
increased to 10,000m by the use of
two new products, NEO-FiberLink
and DVI-FiberLink.

and terminals. The video product line enables the extension of
analogue or digital video signals of a computer and at the same
time distributes them to several displays.
The DiSign audio-video distribution line comprises three
elements: a distributor, a computer module and up to eight
receivers. The information or advertising message can be
distributed to up to eight displays at a maximum resolution of
1,920 x 1,440 at 75Hz. The system performs image tuning
automatically.
The broad range of digital and analogue KVM products within
Guntermann & Drunck’s portfolio means that there is a solution
for every requirement. With 25 years of experience, the
company contemplates only IT challenges to deal with, not
problems to solve. v

Beyond the tower
Guntermann & Drunck also offers
solutions for signal distribution that
switch and extend video and audiovideo signals for departure lounges

DiSign system for audio-video distribution
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VoIP for ATM
VoIP for air traffic management – ready for deployment
Martin Rampl, Frequentis, Austria
Three major trends driving the migration to VoIP for air
traffic management can currently be seen in the market:
• Telecom service providers moving to cheaper
backbone technologies and phasing out their legacy analogue,
64kBit/s-based and (within the next five to eight years) 2MBit/sbased services;
• Cost pressure on air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
resulting in a need to lower operational network costs; the
related savings achieved through IP technology contribute to
increased productivity;
• The demand for much more flexible (than today) assignment
of airspace (e.g. through creation of functional airspace blocks in
Europe) requires interoperability between air traffic management
entities. This interoperability implies that airspace sectors can be
moved from one air traffic control centre to another for load
sharing and in emergency situations (contingency operation,
business resumption).
IP technology is already widely used by governments and
defence organisations as a mission-ready/mission-critical
technology. Now another transformation process is taking place:
ATM communication technology is ready to support this new
architecture and is moving towards IP-based packet switching.
This not only reflects the advantages of IP, but also the fact that
telecommunications service providers all over the world will
migrate to next-generation IP technology in the next few years.

The transformation process must be planned carefully and
meet the following conditions:
• Safety – one of the major requirements in air traffic
management. The IP-based network must provide the same (or a
better) level of service availability as existing networks.
• ANSPs have invested billions in their ATM infrastructure. This
investment must be protected during the migration process by
offering legacy services at the edge of the infrastructure.
• An ATM system cannot be switched off during transition to an
IP model. This means the transition must be implemented step
by step and planned carefully.
• Quality of service must be maintained or improved.
• Long-term lifecycle support must be guaranteed.
A carefully planned, step-by-step migration process will result
in a robust, resilient, flexible and secure network. Industry
partnerships will ensure a smooth transformation that follows
the standards set by the ATM community.
Frequentis offers next-generation network topologies that
provide this flexibility. These also include IP-based networks
compatible with EUROCAE ED-137/ED-138. In this context IP
technology offers advantages provided by the technology itself.
IP technology provides a good foundation for implementing air
traffic management ground networks for the 21st century, due
particularly to its inherent flexibility and interoperability, as well
as its (re-)routing and load sharing capabilities.
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Integrated ATM Multiservice Network for VoIP in ATM and data
transfer

Management and strategy
The Frequentis VCS 3020 Voice Communication System and VCX-IP Gateway are the building blocks for VoIP in ATM according
to the EUROCAE WG-67 specifications

Current VoIP standardisation activities in ATM
The recent completion of standardisation activities for VoIP in
ATM communications is a good example of how the industry
and ANSPs are defining the new ATM network.
February 2009 saw the official release of three major
EUROCAE WG-67 specifications (ED-136 to ED-138). Through
its research and development activities, Frequentis has made a
major contribution to these documents. The aim of EUROCAE
WG-67’s activities is to harmonise interoperability of VoIP-based
voice communication systems in ATM across the globe. The
need to develop and agree international standards for voice and
data communications networks is critical given the transition to
globally integrated air traffic management through SESAR and
NEXTGEN. Such standards will ensure a future-proof ATM
communications infrastructure and guarantee long-term
investment protection for the ANSPs.
Support for this goal is underpinned by current consultations
between the main international bodies, including Eurocontrol,
FAA and ICAO. Inputs from the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) were included in the update of the ED137 Part 1 and Part 2 specifications in mid-2010. ICAO
references ED-136, ED-137 and ED-138 in its ‘Manual for the
ATN using IPS Standards and Protocols DOC 9896 edition 2.0’.
Several ETSI plug test events have demonstrated system
interoperability between Frequentis and various suppliers.
Successful field trials were held by the French (DSNA) and
German (DFS) air navigation service providers in late 2009.
These confirmed the maturity of the EUROCAE WG-67
specifications for VoIP in ATM, as regards deployment in an
operational environment. Frequentis participated in the tests
with its latest VoIP-based VCS 3020 voice communication system,
as did major ATM radio manufacturers. During the seven-week
field trials, 235 tests were successfully performed in the network,
radio and telephone communication domains. The systems
performed in full compliance with ED-136. The results also
validated the DSNA IP network deployment concept for 2011/2012
(RENAR project). Recommendations for minor alternations to
the EUROCAE documents were given to EUROCAE WG-67.
In February 2010 Eurocontrol formed the VOTE subgroup
(VoIP in ATM Implementation and Transition Expert Group).

The VOTE group addresses validation, transition and
deployment issues related to VoIP-based communication
services in ATM. The group is identifying solutions and
delivering recommendations to interested parties including
ANSPs, the industry, telcos and standardisation bodies.
Frequentis took over the lead of VOTE subgroup 2, creating
recommendations for dynamic delay compensation for radio
climax operation in an IP-based environment.
In September 2010 Frequentis, together with the Icelandic air
navigation provider (ISAVIA) and an ATM radio manufacturer,
has proved the applicability of VoIP in ATM in a field trial
including live controller-to-pilot communication. These tests
also included interoperability scenarios between the new IP
equipment and the existing infrastructure, verifying the step-bystep migration path to VoIP.
Frequentis is also collaborating with Cisco Systems in a
technology partnership, in order to meet the stringent
performance and safety requirements of future air traffic
management networks.
As major contributors to the EUROCAE WG-67
specifications, Cisco and Frequentis expect the migration
towards IP-based communication systems to be based on these
documents. The companies also anticipate that ANSPs across the
world will now begin step-by-step deployment of the
appropriate solutions.
Frequentis is the first ATM system supplier to implement
EUROCAE WG-67 specifications in all of its communication
products. As world-market leader in the ATM communications
and AIM domains Frequentis combines its experience from
more than 1,000 projects within its products to offer futureproof solutions. Additionally, Frequentis is part of or supports
the major research and specification activities that define the
future communication concepts (SESAR JU, NextGen, etc). This
ensures that the outcomes of these activities are part of the
products and solutions of Frequentis.
Frequentis is the first supplier to have implemented
EUROCAE WG-67 specifications in all its communication
product lines. Frequentis provides open-architecture, IP-based
communication services compatible with the EUROCAE
ED‑137/ED-138 standards. v
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LED power savings
Switching from incandescent halogen-tungsten lamps to light sources equipped
with LEDs introduces new opportunities as well as new challenges for an airfield
ground-lighting systems designer
Ola Håkansson, Safegate Group, Sweden

To gain access to the full power savings potential that
comes with LEDs a common misunderstanding is that
the series circuit system will have to be rendered
obsolete in the process and consequently replaced with
something else. This misconception also fuels the notion that
there will be both high risk and high cost involved to fully
exploit the power-saving benefits of LEDs for AGL. The
following will demonstrate an alternative approach that
minimises risk while providing not only great power-savings
potential, but also access to new functionality that can be used
to redefine the way AGL systems are designed and built in the
future, and also the related costs.

The series circuit and LEDs
A typical incandescent light source used for an inset taxiway
light consumes between 30W and 45W at full intensity. To
transfer this power to the light, the generator will have to supply
between 50W and 75W. Another way to express this is in terms
of efficiency, which in this case is 59 percent. This means that
about 41 percent of the energy fed into the system is wasted due
to losses in the generator, the cabling and in the isolating
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transformers. The series circuit system does not appear to be an
efficient system for energy transfer.
An LED taxiway inset light will consume about 5W at full
intensity to comply with the light output requirements. Reducing
the power consumption for the light source will effectively cut
the total consumption in the circuit by more than 50 percent, but
the losses in the generator, the cabling and in the isolation
transformers will virtually stay the same as for halogen lights.

The SafeLED IQ 2A concept
To gain access to the full power-saving potential of LEDs and
still stay within the bounds of the series circuit system, the
primary current has to be decreased. Since power is proportional
to the square of the current, a decrease of the primary current
from 6.6A to 2A at full intensity will result in a reduction of
losses in the distribution system by a factor of more than 10.
The overall power saving made available this way amounts to
about 90 percent with reference to the original circuit equipped
with halogen lights. To accomplish this the system can use
power line communication for intensity control, as the CCR will
be kept at a constant 2A.

Lighting

Additional benefits
In addition to power savings, the 2A concept opens up a whole
new range of possibilities since it effectively breaks the one
circuit-one intensity limitation present in traditional series
circuit systems. This way, light functions with different intensity
settings such as edge lights, stop bar lights and RGLs may
coexist on the same circuit, reducing the number of CCRs
needed as well as the amount of cabling (and costly civil work in
a greenfield scenario).
Furthermore, it opens up added functionality on existing
circuits, making the addition of stop bars and/or RGLs to
existing taxiway circuits faster and less costly. Finally, the 2A
concept supports individual control and monitoring with rapid
response times that are second to none.

History
Incandescent, and to some extent fluorescent, light sources have
traditionally been used to provide guidance to aircraft and other
types of vehicles at airports. This has started to change in the
last few years as high-intensity LED has become available as an
alternative light source, so far primarily for low-intensity light

fixtures such as those used for taxiways. High-intensity
applications like runway and approach lighting is already under
development and will be commercially available within the next
few years.

Light sources
A halogen lamp is an incandescent lamp in which a tungsten
filament is sealed into a compact transparent envelope filled
with an inert gas, plus a small amount of halogen such as iodine
or bromine. The halogen cycle increases the lifetime of the bulb
and prevents its darkening by redepositing tungsten from the
inside of the bulb back onto the filament. The halogen lamp can
operate its filament at a higher temperature than a standard gasfilled lamp of similar power without loss of operating life. This
gives it a higher efficacy (10-30 lm/W). It also gives light of a
higher colour temperature compared with a non-halogen
incandescent lamp.
A fluorescent tube is a gas-discharge lamp that uses electricity
to excite mercury vapour. The excited mercury atoms produce
short-wave ultraviolet light that then causes a phosphor to
fluoresce, producing visible light.
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A light-emitting diode is an electronic light source. The LED is
constructed from a semiconductor with specific properties such
that light is emitted when current passes through the device.
Depending on the properties of the semiconductor, the
wavelength (colour) of the light emitted will vary, although it
will always be a discrete wavelength (monochromatic light).
Visible colours like red, orange, green, blue, purple and yellow
can be achieved in this way; white light relies on slightly

different technology. Two ways to produce white light with LED
exist (at least outside the lab): either a phosphor material is used
to convert monochromatic blue or ultraviolet light to white light
(similar to the way fluorescent tubes work) or light from red,
green and blue (RGB) LEDs is mixed.

Lighting efficiency
To compare the efficiency of different light sources the term
overall luminous efficacy is used. The overall luminous efficacy
is the ratio between the total luminous flux emitted by the light
source (within the visible spectrum) and the total amount of
power it consumes. When expressed with reference to the
maximum possible luminous efficacy, the term lighting efficiency
may be used instead. For reference, the theoretical maximum for
efficacy is 683 lm/W for 555nm monochromatic green light,
which corresponds to 100 percent efficiency.
In terms of lighting efficiency, an LED is on a par with the
fluorescent tube, and is up to seven times more efficient than the
halogen lamp. However LEDs are improving and are soon
expected to become more efficient than fluorescent tubes. Worth
noting is that although the LED is highly efficient in comparison,
still about 85 percent of the power fed to an LED is converted to
heat. That is, for every 1W fed to an LED about 0.85W is lost as
heat (conducted through the LED’s base as opposed to radiated,
which is the case for the halogen lamp).

Summary

Advantages
• Efficiency;
• No colour filter needed;
• Lifetime;
• Fast on/off time;
• Shock resistance;
• Unlike fluorescent tubes, LEDs do not contain mercury.
Disadvantages
• Temperature dependence;
• Colour shift with increasing temperature;
• Intensity decrease with increasing temperature;
• Power dissipation;
• Blue hazard. v
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SafeLED IQ offers you savings that have never been possible before in
airfield lightning. Thanks to the unique design your airport can save 75%

on installation cost. By knowing exact light status and pinpointing
any problems you can reduce maintenance cost with 50%.
Furthermore, reduced cable losses and power consumption mean
that your airport can save 85% in CO2 emissions.
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Collaboration through GIS
Building an approach to give ANSPs and airports better ways to collaborate and share
information
Marc Chiesa, Rémy Durand and Jonathan Weaver, CGx AERO in SYS, France

The obligation of states to move from aeronautical
information services (AIS) to aeronautical information
management (AIM) has created new challenges – not
only for air navigation service providers (ANSP) but also for all
members of the aeronautical community (including airlines,
airport operators and regulators) – and brought to light hidden
issues. For the ANSPs the technological possibilities to integrate
and interconnect systems are a challenge, although the standards
and formats are giving way to competition; moreover, trades that
have existed for decades are changing.
With ANSPs now in charge of AIM and no longer dedicated
only to validating, publishing and providing formatted
information – already a major undertaking – they must think
about how to obtain that information before validating and
publishing it. In fact several trends are emerging. One is the
development of solutions for integrated systems; another is the
evolution of new and expanding requirements.
For some years ANSPs have been struggling with how to
publish both static and dynamic data, including e-AIP, web
publishing and notice to airman (NOTAM). Now they struggle
with how to integrate static and dynamic data for AIP products
and dynamic information like digital NOTAMs. In addition to
this trend of integration, and while these solutions are still
maturing, the role of the ANSP as provider of expert data is
expanding and evolving, bringing forth new requirements such
as performance-based navigation (PBN) implementation. This
includes area navigation (RNAV), global navigation satellite
system (GNSS), flight procedure design, their related additional
cartographic work, coding, validation flights and ATC
capabilities to fly those required navigation performance (RNP)
procedures. Therefore the ANSPs must rethink and redesign the
way they do business in order to meet the demands placed on
their organisations. They must connect the tools meant for
different purposes with people who must adapt to new
technologies and provide or sell services in a more competitive
way. As a result, the challenge of moving towards an integrated

AIM system, one that is open to dissemination of information via
web services, is more evident.
When one dataflow is distributed from one integrated
database, the key interface is the data originator and the way the
ANSP manages the input, the validation and the updating of that
information. Addressing this issue is made much easier with
geographic information system (GIS)-based AIM solutions. All
too often a distinction is made between aeronautical information
and geographic information, and that distinction can affect the
solutions that are evaluated to meet the data-management
requirements of airports and ANSPs. Because aeronautical
information generally has a geographic component (i.e.
WGS84), that information can be viewed graphically; when
implemented in a GIS system, that data can be analysed against
other aeronautical data, providing a greater wealth of
information than the raw data that is stored in business tables,
due to the results of analysis between two or more datasets. For
this reason GIS can no longer be thought of as simply a tool to
display terrain and topographic data, but instead as a holistic
interface and geographic data-management system for all of
AIM. The FAA’s requirement for airports to submit survey data in
GIS formats (FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-18B) is further
evidence of this trend to view aeronautical data as a subset of
geographic data and thus be managed by GIS.

GIS in action
In recent years we have seen ANSPs such as Avinor (Norway),
Aena (Spain) and DGAC (France) realising the benefits of GIS by
investing in hardware and software to support such systems.
Avinor, a state-owned limited company that is responsible for
operating the Norwegian airport network, is currently using GIS
and the data-centric architecture to have a full data-driven flight
procedure design and aeronautical charting system based on
CGx AERO in SYS solutions, namely AIP-GIS Charting, for
production of its AIP products. AIP-GIS Charting is a
comprehensive suite of cartographic tools built on the ArcGIS

GIS can no longer be thought of as
simply a tool to display terrain and
topographic data
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Obstacle surfaces created with CGx AERO in SYS AI-Sky Data and visualised in 3D using Esri ArcGlobe

Aeronautical Solution from Esri, the world leader in GIS
software. It offers the cartographer an automated toolset to
generate any of the ICAO products from a centralised GIS
database. CGx AERO in SYS, a Gold Level Esri Business Partner,
provided the implementation for Avinor’s data-driven production
system and is leading efforts to implement GIS at other ANSPs,
including recent work with the Service de l’Information
Aeronautique, the French AIS, under the Nouvel Outil de
Production de l’Information Aéronautique (NOPIA) Project. This
project involves setting up an integrated chain of GIS production
and management tools for all aeronautical information.
With AIM databases fed from a primary source, with ANSPs as
the data originators, a key question remains. As most of the
aeronautical and terrain data is centred on the airfield, how will
the relationship and the technological solutions evolve between
the ANSP (in charge of AIM, update, validation, ‘stamping’ and
publishing data) and the airport as local data provider (including
the obstacle limitation surfaces in support of the airport zoning
plan, ensuring protection of operations, and of the
infrastructure)?
The solution once again can be found in GIS. Not only are
aerodromes tasked with managing aeronautical data, but since
airports operate essentially as self-contained cities, they must
also manage infrastructure networks such as water/waste-water,
electricity, facilities management, roads, etc. Many state and local

government entities have already found solutions in GIS to
collect and manage their data, make critical decisions on that
managed data, and finally share the information with their
stakeholders.
Although airports are responsible for design conformities and
managing the infrastructure, thus holding the effective
information about runways, telecommunication means,
NAVAIDS, etc, many of them do not yet maintain a database of
aeronautical information and have no means of efficiently
performing geospatial-based tasks such as verifying that runway
markings are in accordance with regulations. Tasks that were
once cumbersome and costly for airport operators are now made
easy with GIS. Using GIS, analysts are able to measure and verify
runway markings quickly by using some basic tools within a GIS
package, easily fusing imagery and runway vector information,
and capturing and/or digitising data with a complete picture of
the airfield and associated data. The same is true for other
activities of airport operators, including obstacle and terrain
clearance, noise monitoring and more.
Understanding the need for geospatial data management that
crosses all scales, CGx AERO in SYS is now working with
Service Technique de l’Aviation Civile (STAC), an organisation
under the jurisdiction of La Direction Générale de l’Aviation
Civile (DGAC, France), to build a GIS-based solution to analyse
and process obstacles for ICAO Annex 14 surfaces. Since the
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obstacle limitation surface and other procedure protection areas
are 3D objects, it requires performing complex intersection/
penetration analysis and, in some cases, building adaptations to
the surface to allow obstacles with historical or economic value
to remain. These tasks are difficult, even for a specialist.
Historically they were represented on 2D plans by civil aviation,
and were difficult to interpret by the layman, who should
imagine them in real space. GIS tools bring powerful 3D analysis
capabilities, which allow both complex computation and easy
3D and 2D representation. Further committing itself to air
operators and airlines and the development of GIS for these
groups, CGx AERO in SYS has recently acquired CAT’Sud
(Conseils Air Transport’Sud), a consulting firm focusing on
airport and airline operations, design studies and more.

Streamlining data collection
The necessity for airports and ANSPs to share spatial data is
growing, to ensure that organisations do not spend valuable
resources on collecting and managing data where it already
exists. All trends focus on eliminating the duplication of data for
each need including procedure design, chart production, AIP
publication and its AIRAC amendments, and NOTAM
management. Many ANSPs have a central distributed
aeronautical database, and understand how important it is to
have it coupled with topographic data and digital terrain
information in their GIS, potentially addressing the ICAO
requirement for e-TOD in the process. It is logical that service
companies are moving towards integration in order to create
reliable solutions that serve airports and airlines on one side and
the ANSPs and ATC services on the other.
GIS enterprise deployments, whether they are supporting
water utilities or aeronautical services, follow a pattern that
consists of asset management, planning and analysis, and
situational awareness. Asset management is the collection,
organisation and exchange of information or data. This is the
data-management component in which we see ANSPs already
trending towards and using AIXM for structuring their databases
and as a means of exchanging aeronautical content either within
the organisation or with other agencies and ANSPs. Planning
and analysis of the managed data aims to turn it into intelligence
through visualisation and analysis. This leads to operational
awareness, where the knowledge and information achieved can

Web mapping application consuming web mapping services and geo-analytical services
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Using GIS, organisations are able to disseminate real-time or near real-time aeronautical
information to their subscribers through web services

be disseminated and shared with the appropriate users through
a variety of means including web services served up in web
mapping applications. Asset management (use of data-exchange
methods) and operational awareness (use of dissemination
techniques) give ANSPs and airports the means to collaborate
and share aeronautical information, thereby reducing data
redundancy and maximising efficiency within the organisation
by focusing on data central to the core business.
An integrated GIS is the one way to combine full integrity of
data quality with ease of information management, thus
reducing the risks of data duplication. Esri’s ArcGIS continues
the trend of providing the technological foundation to store,
manage, visualise, analyse and share geographic content
including the aeronautical subset of information to support
enterprise-wide GIS systems. CGx AERO in SYS, leveraging its
expertise in AIS and GIS, can then apply GIS solutions to the
aeronautical requirements to enable better collaboration and
sharing of information with ANSPs and airports.
By using GIS, organisations are better able to collect and
manage geospatial information that in turn provides better
information for visualising and analysing. As these organisations
build robust data sets, the value of the data becomes apparent
once it is shared and disseminated. ArcGIS continues to refine
and improve the toolsets that make publishing data content
possible, by including support for a number of web standards
including WFS, WCS, WMS, KML, etc. By publishing web
services, the consumers/subscribers of those services have access
to real-time or near real-time data, which allows organisations to
make better decisions, more quickly. With the help of CGx
AERO in SYS services and solutions to publish web services and
build web mapping applications, organisations are able to
quickly visualise, analyse and even edit geographic content with
a thin client application such as a web browser.
With integration of solutions and systems paramount in
today’s aviation environment, GIS can no longer be thought of as
a tool to only visualise aeronautical data. It is an end-to-end
solution that is necessary in the management, analysis and
dissemination of data for better decision making. CGx AERO in
SYS is providing organisations with the means to achieve this
integrated GIS environment through its services and expert
tools, enabling better ways to share and collaborate. v
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COMMUNICATIONS

LOUD AND CLEAR
Crystal-clear communications are essential in high-pressure situations – say something
once and it needs to be understood. Nowhere is this more important than in an ATC
environment, where top-quality headsets are a must
Martin Fox, Clement Clarke Communications, UK

Established in 1945, Clement Clarke Communications
is traditionally known for creating tailor-made headset
solutions for the UK Ministry of Defence, NATO, airlines,
air traffic control and emergency services across the world. All
these industries are connected by their absolute prioritisation of
the quality and reliability of their communications – and
therefore the headsets they use – combined with the need to stay
at the forefront of the latest communications technologies that
ensure user comfort and crystal-clear sound quality.
Although its enduring business contracts with these customers
are testament to the quality of the headsets Clement Clarke
produces, the company has often faced challenges that have
hampered its performance within the highly competitive
commercial marketplace. Where cheap products abound, quality
is seldom left uncompromised. But Clement Clarke will not
compromise on quality in respect of any price considerations,
and the company’s technicians have the reputation they deserve
because they have never been under pressure to produce
materials and components that can compete with competitors
on price if that means that quality is affected in any way. But the
company is in a competitive business, and has had to find ways
to compete in other markets in order to succeed in a commercial
environment.
A big target market for Clement Clarke has always been call
centres, an environment in which agents’ headsets substantially
improve office performance over conventional office telephones.
They do this by increasing call centre agent response time and
call handling while at the same time reducing physical
discomfort and downtime. Studies have shown that headsets can
increase call centre profitability by up to 72 percent.
Just as in air traffic control centres, the modern call centre is a
fast-paced environment where headsets really prove themselves;
where lightweight, balanced, comfortable design, excellent audio
clarity and built-in noise reduction features are essential.
Clement Clarke Communications has traditionally offered a
range of call and contact centre products and services that are
rugged yet comfortable, light but durable, and of course, crystal
clear. Each product is specifically designed to work without an
amplifier, enabling full compatibility with any call centre system.
But although the company has always been able to bring its
key reputations of reliability, durability, sound quality and
comfort to the table, it has not always been able to compete on
price. And in the highly competitive world of business, price
matters a lot. But that all began to change with the launch of
Clement Clarke’s TC400 series headset. With exceptional clarity
of communication, on a headset that is both lightweight and
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ATC400 headset. Inset: Some of the
connection plugs and switch options
available
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highly durable, the TC400 series proved to be an excellent
performer in the commercial marketplace and for virtually all
voice applications. It also came at a highly competitive price.
Durability is obviously vital in a call centre environment, and
even in this cost-conscious market the smart managers are
happy to pay a little extra to avoid wasting time and money in
the long term. After all, no call centre manager wants to spend
time dealing with complaints from the company’s own agents.
The TC400 headset is streets ahead on reliability, designed to
be immune to anything a control tower or operations room has
to offer and remain comfortable for all day use.
Along with durability, another key call centre management
consideration is comfort; the TC400 is so light you could almost
forget you were wearing a headset. Moreover, the sound quality
is as high as you would expect from a company that designs
bespoke headsets for the world’s emergency services.
So, having set new standards for design and performance
within the busy office environment, the TC400 series announced
Clement Clarke’s move into the highly competitive call centre
marketplace, and the competitive price tag opened doors that
had previously been closed to the company.

Reach for the skies
Building on the technological breakthroughs of the TC400,
Clement Clarke has recently introduced a new headset
specifically designed for the air traffic control marketplace.
Called the ATC400, it will break new ground in terms of quality,
durability, performance and, crucially for some, price.
One of the company’s major clients is NATS, which provides
air traffic navigation services to aircraft flying through UKcontrolled airspace and at several UK airports. The company
safely and efficiently moves over 6,000 flights every day through
the busy skies above the UK.
NATS is leading the industry in technology. The company
operates and maintains a nationwide communications,
surveillance and navigation network, and carries out advanced
research and development to design groundbreaking software
for current and new systems for air traffic controllers and
engineers. It has competed for a total of 15 contracts within its
industry, and has won every one.
The guiding principle of air traffic control is that safety is
paramount. NATS is charged with permitting access to airspace
on the part of all users, while making the most efficient overall
use of airspace. The company therefore has to be capable of
meeting on a continuous basis any reasonable level of overall
demand.
Sound quality is a crucial consideration in this environment.
It is vital that controllers can hear pilots and vice versa. With the
new ATC400 Clement Clarke has made incredible advances in
headset microphone technology, which expertly filter out
background noise. When a caller speaks through the ATC400,
even in a busy office, the person on the other end of the line
hears only what the caller is saying.
NATS and all other air traffic bodies worldwide are
experiencing increased workload with the ever-growing demand
for air travel. Clear, precise communication is a must moving
forward in this marketplace. Clement Clarke headsets have
always been excellent performers in this market, since
everything is customised to meet the needs of the client to
ensure compatibility with the technology installed in the tower
or control room. The company also works with some of the
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manufacturers of tower technology in order to complement the
rollout of their systems in new installations.
Clement Clarke is an ISO9001-registered company, so every
product component must comply with rigorous safety standards
to ensure faultless performance throughout its lifetime. The
company’s headset ergonomics are continually evaluated to
ensure maximum comfort and ease of use for all applications. In
addition to this, every component is tested prior to despatch.
The ATC400 will be lower in cost than other headsets,
providing excellent price performance for NATS. The product is
ideal for the air traffic control environment, where smart
companies are looking for headset solutions that combine the
latest communications technologies with reliability and
durability – and are price competitive as well.
ATC centre managers need to motivate their staff so that they
will perform to the best of their ability; the ubiquitous headset is
a very important aspect that will determine this. Although needs
vary from centre to centre, there are some common elements
that are critical factors in the decision-making process. This
includes the need for special heavy-duty headsets, because this
is an environment where headset durability and reliability are
crucial. This is an area of specialisation for Clement Clarke
Communications, which has developed a reputation for the
highest quality and superior workmanship combined with
comfortable and flexible design.
Being at the cutting edge of technology has always been a
basic minimum requirement for Clement Clarke
Communications. Continuous innovation within the company
has culminated in the ATC400, which will bring a new level of
efficiency, quality and comfort to air traffic control centres. The
company believes it has finally nailed all its potential customers’
buying considerations – style, durability, sound quality, comfort
and price – but is well aware that although style matters, it’s the
substance inside that counts. v
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Single-click electronic AIP
A fully automated electronic Aeronautical Information Publication system for AIM/SWIM
environments
Ulrich Kaage, COMSOFT, Germany
The Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) is the
only official document offering all permanent
aeronautical information related to a country. Its content
is defined by the ICAO Annex 15 and has to be published by
every state.
The ICAO State Letter for the adoption of Amendment 36 to
Annex 15 proposed new ICAO recommended practices for the
provision and on-screen consultation of the AIP, related
amendments, supplements and aeronautical information
circulars. Therefore ICAO’s Aeronautical Information Services
(AIS) to Aeronautical Information Management (AIM) Study
Group (AIS-AIMSG) has developed and published guidance
material for electronic AIP (eAIP) in order to support States’
efforts to comply with this recommendation. The idea of eAIP is
to move away from paper-based document management and on
to fully electronic publishing.
The next step towards AIM is to store all aeronautical
information in a central database. Database items are then
directly referenced from the electronic AIP documents instead of
values being inserted via an error-prone copy/paste approach.
The advantage of a centralised database is that there is only one
single source of information, which can be checked for
consistency and integrity. Many applications can make use of
this centralised data store without the risk of rendering data
inconsistent – as opposed to systems where data is stored in
several places, usually with overlapping data sets.

The solution
As a leader in providing user-friendly turnkey solutions that are
based on key-technology enabled user-friendly tools, COMSOFT
released a new data-driven eAIP system fully in-line with
upcoming international and European standards as a modular
part of its integrated AIM solution.
Synclude’s Group Verve AIS, a document management system
for the AIM domain, and COMSOFT’s Aeronautical Data Access
System – Aeronautical Information Management Database
(CADAS-AIMDB), a database implementing the newest version of
Aeronautical Information Exchange Model 5 (AIXM 5), are the
core components of this completely new kind of publication
system for eAIP as shown in Figure 1.
Developed as a COTS product, the eAIP publication system
found its first customer in ECAC member Estonian Air
Navigation Services (EANS), which uses it to manage and
publish the national AIP in a fully electronic format. The system
is in line with ICAO and European requirements, including the
European Commission regulation No. 73/2010 about the quality
of aeronautical data and aeronautical information for the Single
European Sky.
The underlying CADAS-AIMDB database is crucial for a
complete AIM solution and offers open interfaces for the
exchange of aeronautical data with other applications in AIXM 5
format. Based on this open interoperability, the system can be
easily augmented by new applications such as Digital NOTAM

Figure 1: Architecture of the eAIP solution
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and aeronautical charting and procedure design as shown in
Figure 2, without replacement or modification of components
already in operation. Building on CADAS-AIMDB enables EANS
to follow the ICAO AIS to AIM roadmap and to fulfil the most
recent regulations in a cost-effective way. Two other customers
have selected COMSOFT’s new eAIP solution as part of their
AIM system procurement, and plan to go operational in 2011.

Excellence through innovation
What is so special about the COMSOFT eAIP solution? Not only
does it combine best practice with modern concepts, it also has
an inherent openness that bridges the gap to legacy systems. It
guarantees that AIP publishers can benefit from the new AIM/
SWIM concepts while remaining fully integrated and
interoperable with their existing environment.
An innovative approach has been used throughout the system,
resulting in a comfortable production environment for
aeronautical information. The most striking features are:
Use of a WYSIWYG XML editor
The eAIP standard is based on the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML), which is a fully computer-readable format. However
most eAIP vendors still base their solutions on production tools
that stem from the paper age. These standard text editors make
it relatively easy to create an AIP document in the first place, but
they all suffer from insufficient XML processing capabilities.
Therefore standards-compliant management of an electronic AIP
of several hundred pages quickly becomes a demanding task for
editors, and a risk for users who rely on the quality of the
published documents. Almost all airspace users or managers
such as pilots, airlines and air traffic controllers, as well as valueadding companies, have to consult the AIP regularly. This makes
it one of the most important sources of information in the air
navigation domain.
Collaboration
The underlying document management system makes it easy to
share work among a number of editors and therefore provides a
first-class framework for managing large AIP documents.
Concurrent editing and conflict resolution are just a few of the

Figure 3: eAIP data procedures and parallel work packages
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Figure 2: AIM solution overview

advantages that stand out in this specialised editing framework.
Eurocontrol SDP compliance
Full support of Eurocontrol static data procedures facilitates
quality management not only at data level but also at AIP
document level as shown in Figure 3. This guarantees the
highest possible level of data quality.
Data referencing
Direct datalinks into the underlying AIXM 5 database CADASAIMDB enable a fully data-driven production process. This means
that information such as a specific runway length is not simply
copied into the eAIP document; rather, a unique ID key is stored
instead. If, for instance, the length of a runway changes, this
change needs only to be stored in the database. No further tasks
have to be performed and a fully standards-compliant eAIP,
including amendment, is generated through a single click in the
eAIP production environment.
Native AIXM 5 data exchange
AIXM 5 has been adopted as the ATM information reference
model (AIRM) in SESAR. This ensures the exchange of
unambiguous ATM information in Europe, USA and beyond.

Software

Figure 4: WYSIWYG eAIP editor with database references

Since all systems within the SWIM environment will eventually
communicate with each other using AIXM 5, COMSOFT took
the technological leadership and based all its AIM products on
AIXM 5. Through research activities funded by Eurocontrol and
FAA, the modular COMSOFT AIM system has been developed
to comply with SESAR, SWIM and eventually IM requirements.
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the eAIP editor front-end. In
the upper half are, from left to right, the table of contents,
bilingual edition area and the eAIP template navigator that
allows easy access to the AIXM 5 database. At the lower half,
from left to right, are the table of contents of the currently
selected template, a detailed parameter list and the list of the
template-specific AIXM 5 database properties. These frames
support convenient navigation through the AIXM 5 database
while retaining an overall WYSIWYG-like look and feel of the
AIP content. Everything is controlled from within a single
framework that efficiently supports editors in not losing their
focus on high-quality production and publication.

The key to AIM
The new AIXM 5 paradigm manifests itself in any piece of the
COMSOFT solution. For instance the eAIP production system
receives data from the database not in a proprietary data format
but in standardised AIXM 5. Since each feature in AIXM 5
carries a worldwide unique identifier, it is straightforward to
reference database values from within electronic documents

using these IDs. Compared with this modern approach, other
eAIP solutions base their data referencing either on proprietary
exchange formats or AIXM 4.5. It is clear that these solutions
have reached their end of life in light of AIXM 5, and need to be
replaced in due time.
The simple explanation for why systems based on AIXM 4.5
are at their end of lifecycle is that AIXM 4.5 and AIXM 5.1 are
incompatible. Although AIXM 4.5 can be treated as a subset of
AIXM 5, conversion from AIXM 5.1 to 4.5 is ambiguous. Also,
these models use different semantic encoding rules. But how can
data integrity be guaranteed if you consider an AIP document
that has been created using AIXM 4.5 and compare it with the
same information transmitted through an AIXM 5 datalink? The
bottom line is that data consistency and quality are jeopardised
if the eAIP production is not based on exactly the same
exchange model as the one being used for AIM.
The SESAR initiative has also found that the data exchange
models need to be harmonised in favour of AIXM 5. The only
solution to this dilemma is to base all information management
on a native AIXM 5 database like CADAS-AIMDB.

Fear, uncertainty and doubt
There has been considerable debate about whether AIXM 5 is
mature and ready for the market. Its detractors claim that it has
too many shortcomings. However its predecessor AIXM 4.5 had
many more problems – at least enough to justify a complete
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Figure 5: eAIP integration with data originator and external system

redesign of the exchange model, resulting in AIXM 5. Even
Eurocontrol recommends adopting the latest aeronautical
information exchange model, which, again, is AIXM 5.
Some of these detractors are providers of AIXM 4.5 solutions,
to which they recently migrated from the much older AIXM 3.3.
AIXM 5 now challenges them to completely redesign their
software.

Connecting the world
The European AIS Database (EAD) is a huge data store that will
eventually store all aeronautical information from all ECAC
states. Not only AIP information is stored in EAD but also
dynamic information such as international NOTAM messages. A
large number of European states have already migrated to EAD
and make intensive use of the upload and download facilities.
Even non-European states are encouraged to connect to EAD in
order to benefit from a global aeronautical data exchange.
The COMSOFT solution is fully compatible with European
standards; therefore the eAIP production system can be
connected to the EAD through the EAD system interface (ESI).
The system allows upload of an eAIS package, which is the
published AIP including all recent updates such as amendments,
supplements and circulars. Uploaded documents can be
accessed by all other EAD users. Moreover, aeronautical
information from the local AIXM 5 database CADAS-AIMDB can
be uploaded as static data to the EAD as shown in Figure 5. This
is a very useful feature since the EAD is still based on AIXM 4.5
and is only slowly migrating to AIXM 5. CADAS-AIMDB
performs an automatic conversion of the aeronautical
information from AIXM 5 into AIXM 4.5 format during the
upload process to EAD. Although the conversion limitations
described above exist for this approach, it is the only viable one
to bridge the gap until EAD fully supports AIXM 5 data.
However since CADAS-AIMDB is the master database for the
national aeronautical data, no bi-directional conversion is
necessary. The uni-directional conversion from AIXM 5 to AIXM
4.5 avoids the risk of data inconsistencies in the databases. The
data conversion feature also allows seamless interoperation with
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other legacy systems. In the scope of EAD connectivity this
concept results in a cost-effective approach. Each time the EAD
is enhanced in order to support a larger set of AIXM 5 it requires
just a small update to the CADAS-AIMDB conversion module. No
application connected to the CADAS-AIMDB or the database
itself needs to be updated in order to follow the EAD migration
path, which results in considerable cost savings.
Although the publication of aeronautical information has been
automated as much as possible, communication with data
originators is usually still a labour-intensive task. Raw data
received from data originators need to be validated, checked for
integrity, approved, and finally committed to the database.
Errors occurring in this data chain can result in wrong data and
impose a high risk for all airspace users. Fortunately the system
supports these tasks by automated workflows and convenient
electronic input forms for data originators, as shown in Figure 5.
Detailed audit trails of all transactions are stored with the data,
providing full traceability from originator to the published
electronic document.

AIP checklist
The following checklist summarises the most outstanding
features of COMSOFT’s eAIP system.
• Integrated and easy-to-manage eAIP production environment;
• Single-click publication;
• Compliant to ICAO and Eurocontrol standards and
recommendations;
• Especially compliant to European regulation EN73/2010 about
the quality of aeronautical data and aeronautical information for
the Single European Sky (ADQ IR);
• SESAR/SWIM compliance;
• Based on AIXM 5;
• In-line with ICAO AIS to AIM roadmap;
• Interoperability through standard interfaces, e.g. EAD
connectivity;
• Cost-effective solution because the modular system can be
augmented in individual steps by further applications such as
digital NOTAM, aeronautical charting, etc. v
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Video recording in ATC
Trends in recording and required features
Brian Barrelle, Tech Source (an EIZO Group Company), USA

Air traffic safety has been a point of focus
since the US Department of Commerce
was charged with investigating the causes
of aircraft accidents in the Air Commerce Act of
1926. Today, over 80 years later, this topic is even
more important as the skies become increasingly
congested and the systems used by air traffic
controllers continue to grow in complexity. At the
core of safety lie two areas of interest: the ability to
train personnel properly using real data, and the
ability to recreate an incident accurately after it has
occurred.
Over the years many different types of recording
systems have been used to capture the live data
that air traffic controllers use in their daily
activities. Such recordings have included voice,
primary radar, secondary radar and the X‑Window
protocol. These systems have been extremely
beneficial in the training realm and in recreating
traffic-related incidents.
However it has long been understood that the
most beneficial and relevant recording is one based
on the actual screen on which the controller
monitors air traffic, combined with the audio
communication between the controllers and the
pilots. Although desirable, such a solution has
EIZO Re/Vue video recorder
never been technically feasible because technology
has been limited to capturing screens sizes of 1920
x 1200; a controller’s primary display is typically
2048 x 2048.
data. The problem is that most compression techniques are lossy,
Recent advances in technology have led to several solutions
that can combine the recording of these high-resolution displays
which means they sacrifice video quality by throwing away data,
along with any associated audio from the controller. Market
in favour of getting the maximum compression ratio or bit rate
trends indicate that ATC centres of the future will look at
reduction. This is where the term ‘visually lossless’ comes into
controller screen recording as their first choice. This article offers
play. Some recorders state that they offer visually lossless
the fundamental details of screen recording and advises on the
recording and replay, which is a claim that the system can
feature set that should be considered.
produce images that are lossless to the human eye but are not
mathematically lossless. The standard or threshold, if any, used
The devil is in the detail
to decide that the human eye cannot perceive the loss is very
It is important to have a good understanding of the feature set
subjective and such recording techniques are optimised for
that will be essential if a video recording is ever used in the
motion pictures and not data screens like those used by situation
investigation of an incident or as evidence in court. First and
displays. Is this claim of being visually lossless true for all
foremost is video quality. What good is a video recording if it
humans, or could someone interpret the data differently than
does not offer the investigating team the same video quality and
the controller because of modifications to the images that the
precise detail that was observed by the controller? The only way
recorder introduced? The bottom line is that no matter how you
to guarantee that the recording matches what the controller saw
look at it, a visually lossless recording is still lossy and may not
is to have a lossless video recorder.
be permissible in court.
Creating a lossless video recorder is complex because, due to
The solution to this problem is to seek a recording system that
the sheer bandwidth of the video signal, a compression
is truly lossless. In order to fulfil this requirement, a method of
technique must be used when recording high-resolution video
compression must be used whereby the exact original data can
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be reconstructed from the compressed
data. In other words the pre-recorded
data must be mathematically
equivalent to the post-recording data
that is being played back. This also
means that every video frame must be
recorded. Many recorders claim to be
able to record up to 15 frames per
second. Given that the typical display
updates 60 times per second, such a
recorder could only record one out of
every four frames that the controller
saw. To be truly lossless the recorder
must be able to record all 60 frames
per second. Only then do you have
the guarantee that your recording will
be truly accurate.
With so much focus being placed
on the quality of the recording, it
raises the question of just how much
As illustrated by this graph, custom encoding and compression algorithms such as the one incorporated in the Re/Vue product
storage will be required for a lossless
perform far better at recording ATC situation display graphics data than industry-standard compression algorithms such as H.264
recording. After all, a 2K x 2K
and JPEG 2000
resolution means that each frame is
four megapixels. If a bit depth of 24
bits is considered, this means that
compression. However if lossless compression were enabled in
each uncompressed video frame is approximately 12MB. This
these algorithms, compression would likely be 50:1 or less for
equates to 720MB of data per second or one terabyte of data
most data types.
every 25 minutes at 60 frames per second. Now consider that
Most ATC centres require at least 30 days of recordings to be
you may need to store 30 days’ worth of recordings for multiple
kept on hand. This makes redundancy of the data storage
displays, and the storage requirements become astronomical.
another key factor. Along these lines it is also important to
Clearly there is a huge requirement for the recorder to offer
consider data portability. Historically, radar-based and X
high compression of 2,500:1 or higher in order to reduce the
protocol-based recordings could only be replayed on machines
storage burden. Upon studying the existing compression
configured similarly to the systems from which the data
algorithms available, the conclusion is that a new algorithm is
originated.
required in order to accomplish a high compression ratio while
Although it is important to be able to play back files on the
maintaining a lossless format for this type of graphics data.
original machine, it is also important to have the ability to play
Industry standards such as H.264 and JPEG2000 were obviously
back the files on any platform, including a laptop, all in a
considered, since both offer configurations supporting lossless

The conclusion is that a new
algorithm is required in order to
accomplish a high compression ratio
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lossless format for exact reproduction of the controller’s screen.
This requires advanced playback features such as zoom and pan,
since most computer displays have limited resolutions when
compared with a typical controller screen. Additional playback
features such as screen snapshots, playback watermark and
frame step are also useful and are often requested by end users.
Finally network requirements must be considered in order to
transmit this recorded data for archiving. One useful approach is
to record data to local storage and then offload the data to
archive servers at more convenient times, when network traffic
is much lower.

Beyond video recording
Few products meet all the requirements and challenges outlined.
Given the need for lossless recording, high compression ratio
and portable files, products like the Re/Vue from EIZO meet
them head on. The Re/Vue offers lossless video recording while
employing extremely high compression by utilising custom
encoding and compression techniques designed specifically for
ATC graphics. Beyond the video requirements, such products
also offer the ability to record and synchronise audio so that the
playback provides everything the controller saw, heard and said.
This further validates the recording, should it be used in a court
hearing.
Another feature that deserves consideration is video
streaming. The Re/Vue implements this nicely. With video
streaming capability, a floor manager or even a remote site can
monitor data of a live system. Such technology can be extremely
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Re/Vue enables recorded files to be played back on any Linux or Windows workstation

useful in a training environment. Imagine a live controller’s
screen being broadcast to a classroom of trainees on an overhead
projector. Nothing beats real data when it comes to training.

Conclusion
The recording of live ATC systems has become a standard
requirement worldwide. The previous generations of recording
systems have served us well and have met the need given the
available technology at the time. Considering recent advances in
technology, video recording now provides the best way to ensure
that you are seeing exactly what the controller saw should an
incident occur. Combining the video with audio will allow a true
reproduction of the scenario as the controller experienced it. By
considering all the above requirements before selecting a
recording solution, you will be more likely to select a solution
that will meet all your needs while providing the highest video
quality and savings on long-term storage requirements. v
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Integrated solutions
Advances in tower automation systems
Stefan Lentz and Ralf Heidger, DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung, Germany

Each airport has its own
set of requirements
concerning operational
processes and structures. This
diversity of airports, as well as
the quick changes in the world
of air traffic, requires intelligent
and reliable ATC solutions.
Tower systems have to offer a
high grade of flexibility while
maintaining safety standards.
The German air navigation
service provider DFS Deutsche
Flugsicherung GmbH, operating
in one of the most complex
European airspaces, has
developed useful products to
meet these needs.
The DFS developments are
based on extensive collaboration
between air traffic controllers,
engineers and usability experts.
In addition to creating a highly
flexible, modern tower console,
DFS offers a set of ATC
automation systems, which can
be used as standalone systems,
Air situation display of the Phoenix modular sensor data processing system
in combination with other
solutions or as a series of
as a fallback radar tracking system at DFS, for example in the
integrated components. The systems can easily be installed in
area control centres in Munich and Langen, and by the
large and small towers anywhere in the world.
Portuguese air navigation service provider in the Lisbon control
One such system is the Phoenix modular sensor data
centre. Since January 2010 Phoenix has been the primary
processing system, which displays the situation on the ground
situation display system for the flight information services (FIS)
and in the air. Three other systems that complement the Phoenix
in all German area control centres.
Tower Automation Suite are the new flight plan data processing
System capabilities in brief:
system, the safety net and airport situation assessment server,
• Data from up to 50 radars/sensors can be processed;
and the electronic position logging system for the electronic
• Track storage for up to 3,000 tracks;
recording of working times and responsibilities of controllers.
• Accuracy meets 2.5NM separation criteria;
These are all in-house developments by DFS.
• All server components are fully redundant;
Phoenix in use worldwide – approach and area control
• Simultaneous track display capacity – 1,675;
Phoenix is a multiradar tracking and multisensor fusion air
• Scale interval between 0.1NM and 5,000NM;
• More than 3,000 configurable display items;
situation display system, which DFS started developing in 2001;
• Up to 120 clients may be served.
closely linked to the system’s implementation and operation, the
company continually adds new functions, modules and
Modern technology and functions
components. Phoenix is implemented at all 16 international and
The configuration of the Phoenix system is very flexible; the
12 regional airports in Germany, as well as at other locations
Linux-based tracker is an open, modular system and runs on a
worldwide. The Brazilian air navigation service organisation, for
single laptop as well as in a network with 120 clients. It can
example, has recently acquired the tracker component and will
easily be adapted to a new airspace. The system processes data
implement it throughout the country at all five Brazilian control
from up to 50 radar stations and sensors simultaneously with an
centres and 20 approach control locations. Phoenix is also used
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interacting multiple model
Kalman filter type of tracker,
and offers a tracking capacity
of 3,000 tracks. Phoenix not
only displays the situation in
the air but also on the
ground, so that the
aerodrome controller can
easily zoom in from the air
to the ground, and vice
versa. The safety net
functions Short Term
Conflict Alert, Area Intrusion
Alert and Minimum Safe
Altitude Warning are integral
parts of Phoenix. Warnings
in the case of runway
incursion, taxiway incursion,
stop bar violation and
protection zone violation are
provided by an additional
server component known as
the airport situation
assessment server (ASAS).
Ground situation display of the Phoenix modular sensor data processing system
Weather data – radar
weather images and
switching (toolbar top right) and target interaction in a
aerodrome weather data such as METAR – are also processed
multiwindow display. Pull-down menus (centre) enable the
and visualised on the traffic situation screen.
controller, for example, to perform a conflict probe or to switch
Other components of the Phoenix Tower Automation Suite
to a moving map display. The moving map display is a useful
comprise a tower/airport flight plan data processing system, a
tool in case of emergencies or for FIS purposes as in this setup;
linkage processor for track/flight plan correlation and a
the selected aircraft is kept in the centre of the monitor while the
controller working position (CWP) display system. It also offers
underlying map moves along with the aircraft. The maps may
components for administrative purposes and analyses, such as
consist of many layers of vector and symbol maps as well as
central monitoring and control, software and resource data
pixel maps, showing for example the ICAO charts, VFR
configuration and distribution, online quality control, recording
approach charts or satellite images. The system also provides a
and replay, and situation analysis.
map editor that can be used for defining ‘maps of the day’,
Multisensor data fusion
which are independent of the system maps.
The multiradar tracker of Phoenix is not only able to process
By means of multisensor data fusion it is possible to process
radar data but also automatic dependent surveillance broadcast
data from different sources to show both air and ground
(ADS-B) information, surface movement radar (SMR) plots and
situation on the CWP display. The screenshot above shows the
multilateration data (both airport multilateration (MLAT) and
situation at Hannover airport; a set of radars with SMR plots and
wide area multilateration (WAM)). New technology for
scan-converted video are combined and live traffic is displayed
determining sensor and position data offers a cost-effective
in three windows – the main window dedicated to the airport
alternative to the classical radar coverage, or even an
details, the left zoom window showing details of the threshold of
enhancement. Multilateration systems give higher precision and
the northern runway, and the top zoom window displaying the
better coverage close to the ground, for example in the case of
approaching aircraft. With a mechanism that automatically hides
complex terrain. ADS-B processing is an excellent way to access
and reveals certain map layers on different scale levels, the
onboard information and facilitate new services for ATM and
controller can easily zoom in on the ground situation. As shown
flight information purposes.
in the screenshot, the system is able to display the runway and
The screenshot of the Phoenix air situation display (previous
building structure as well as the lighting. Targets are marked in
page) shows the air situation near Frankfurt airport. Aircraft are
different colours according to their stage in the landing or
displayed as symbols with heading vectors, the most important
departure process.
information such as call sign, altitude, ground speed, etc, and
Integrated safety net functions
history symbols showing the covered flight path. The system
A new feature of Phoenix is the safety net functions – short term
offers about 60 dialogues and 100 menu entries, which can be
conflict alert, area intrusion alert and minimum safe altitude
configured for each CWP individually, as well as for different
warning. All conflict detection features are designed to provide
roles (for example controller, supervisor, technician) or specific
complete configurability, accuracy and performance. The conflict
application contexts. A variety of functionalities in thematic
detection algorithms are tested for up to 3,000 tracks. Phoenix is
toolbars (bottom left) and moveable menus (bottom right) are
able to detect, track and display up to 2,000 conflicts
available to the controller, including zooming, scaling, radar
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automatically recognise approaches and
departures, and communicate this
information to the flight data processing
system, which, for example, changes the
status of an aircraft from approaching to
landed. The system can easily be adapted to
the traffic flow at an airport.

Electronic position log

Combination of the ground situation display in Phoenix and the flight data processing system

simultaneously. The safety net functions, including the alerting
features of the airport situation assessment server, which
monitors runways, taxiways and aprons of airports, are
integrated as an independent subsystem that runs unnoticed in
the background.

New arrival: tower flight data processing system
The tower flight data processing system is a new development
by DFS. Controllers may create, receive, edit and modify flight
plan data of arrivals, departures, transit flights and vehicle
movements. The system can be operated by means of mouse,
keyboard, TID devices or with a pen directly on the screen. The
system processes the entered data and correlates it to tracks,
determines whether there are any conflicts and updates related
client positions. Manual identification and correlation may also
be performed by the controller. The different bits of information,
such as the various sequences of requests and clearances, are
displayed in colour and/or icon coding schemes to ensure
immediate clarity.
With such an electronic tool, the controller can process more
aircraft movements than by using traditional paper flight strips.
The system displays an integrated solution with Phoenix, so that
both systems can be adapted, configured and monitored at the
same time. This simplifies processes and contributes to more
efficiency.
The screenshot (below right) of the CWP illustrates the
exemplary combination of the ground situation display in
Phoenix and the flight data processing system. The different
categories – departure, en-route flight and arrival – are
configured as tabular bays. For easy approach management, it is
also possible to arrange arriving and departing aircraft along a
timeline. If the controller assigns a new status to a flight, for
example a landing or taxi clearance for an aircraft, the flight
automatically moves to the relevant box in the set of bays. In
turn, the system automatically moves a flight plan from one bay
to another when the relevant state changes.
Data that is edited in the flight data processing system is also
transferred to Phoenix. Phoenix, on the other hand, is able to
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The newly developed position logging
system (PoLo) is used to electronically
record the working times and
responsibilities of air traffic controllers, and
replaces the previous paper-based logging of
working positions. The controllers use their
company ID cards for login. When used in
en-route control, PoLo can show the
consolidation or division of airspaces
directly at the working position. It can also
be used at towers, and provides supervisors
with a complete overview of all activities.
Authorisations, ratings and training times
can be documented in a user-friendly
manner. Before controllers start working, the PoLo system
checks whether they have the necessary qualifications. The data
can be retrieved at any time, for example in the case of an
incident investigation. The system consists of a central control
computer and recording equipment integrated in the controller
working positions. PoLo has already been introduced at all enroute control centres in Germany as well as at the DFS working
positions in the Eurocontrol centre in Maastricht, the
Netherlands. PoLo is also ready for implementation at the towers
of the international airports in Germany.

New flexible tower console
DFS designed the Spirit 2020 tower console for its new tower at
Frankfurt Airport, which will be in operation by 2011 together
with the fourth runway. It can be installed in any other small or
large tower, and different air traffic management components
can be integrated according to individual needs. The console is
ergonomic and flexible – which means that it can be adjusted to
any size of tower cab by changing the angle of the wedge-shaped
elements that connect the different tables. The desktops are
height adjustable, and the angle of the monitors can be
individually adjusted, thus ensuring a more ergonomic sitting
position.
To ensure a quiet and therefore healthier work environment,
the computers are placed in a separate equipment room. The
consoles are only equipped with a KVM interface (keyboard/
video/mouse) and a switch, and are connected with the
equipment room via optical fibre. Glass doors in the rear desk
enable users to see the state of the equipment at a glance. If a
system computer fails or scheduled maintenance needs to be
undertaken, ATC operations in the control centre can continue
without interference due to the decentralised location of the
computers.
Finally, the DFS Phoenix Tower Automation Suite may be
completed by a voice communication system, depending on
customer requirements. The same applies to an operational
information system, for example for procedure, chart and
weather information or NOTAM display. v

The expo gives us the
opportunity to listen to others’
experiences, learn from them and
create stronger relationships with
key vendors
Curtis Grad, CEO
Queen Alia Airport, Jordan
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Dark cloud
The UK Met Office explains its role as a volcanic ash advisory centre and how it is dealing
with atmospheric dispersion modelling
Helen Chivers, Met Office, UK
On Wednesday, 14 April 2010, volcanic eruptions from
Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland increased greatly and the UK
Met Office was called upon to issue Volcanic Ash
Advisories in its role as London Volcanic Ash Advisory Centre
(VAAC) for the northeast European area.
Volcanic ash can have a major effect on aircraft, causing their
engines to fail. The International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aircraft
engine manufacturers set safety thresholds for flying aircraft
through volcanic ash. Met Office forecasts of the ash plume
movement are based on these thresholds and have evolved in
line with the changing requirements during the eruption.
The organisation advises the CAA and National Air Traffic
Services (NATS) about where the areas at risk from ash will be and
it is they who have responsibility for safety within UK airspace and
make the decisions about whether airspace should be restricted
or not.

During this volcanic eruption in Iceland, the British Met
Office has liaised closely with the Icelandic Meteorological
Office, which itself is in close contact with the Nordic Volcano
Institute. These organisations gather the latest information about
the eruption, including seismic surveys, eyewitness accounts of
current plume behaviour or volcanic activity and analysis of
satellite pictures. These international collaborations have been a
vital part of the process for providing accurate forecasts.
The first advisories for the predicted areas at risk from the ash
plume were issued by VAAC to the UK Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) and the National Air Traffic Service (NATS) at 10:00 on
14 April and have continued to be issued at six hourly intervals
since then.

Modelling how the ash will move
How ash spreads through the atmosphere depends on the
activity of the volcano and how the prevailing weather patterns

To forecast the spread of ash, dispersion
models were used and endorsed by the
international meteorological community
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will then move the plume through the atmosphere. The Met
Office VAAC provides forecasts to the standards and tolerances
set by the Regulator. The dispersion model can be configured to
provide forecasts to any tolerance level of ash that is deemed to
be safe by the aviation regulatory authorities.
Initially, ICAO guidance was that aircraft should not fly
through any volcanic ash or dust and VAAC predictions were
based on this ‘zero tolerance’ rule. Since then, the CAA, in
conjunction with the aircraft engine manufacturers, changed the
guidelines, setting a new safety threshold to which the Met
Office adjusted its model and forecasts accordingly. The new
thresholds are equivalent to 200 micrograms per cubic metre
(‘zero tolerance’), 2,000 micrograms per cubic metre and 4,000
micrograms per cubic metre. These were chosen to identify the
‘red’, ‘grey’ and ‘black’ areas of risk on the supplementary charts.
The 200 micrograms per cubic metre continues to be used to
define the area of risk on the official VAAC charts.
To forecast the spread of ash, dispersion models were used
and endorsed by the international meteorological community.
The Met Office’s Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modelling
Environment (NAME) simulates dispersions from a few
kilometres to the entire globe and is recognised as one of the
best of its kind in the world.
NAME has a highly successful track record with its origins in
the monitoring of radioactive fallout from the Chernobyl disaster
in 1986. It has evolved and been constantly improved since
then, in line with on-going improvements in technology. Notable
successes include: predicting pollution resulting from the 1991
Kuwaiti oil fires during the First Gulf War; the movement of the
smoke plume across southern England from the 2005 Buncefield

oil depot accident and the 2008 Bluetongue outbreak across
northern Europe.
Obviously it is vital to use the most up-to-date information
about the behaviour of the volcano and the model is routinely
(every six hours) updated to represent the latest emission
information on the eruption from the Icelandic Meteorological
Office and the British Geological Society, including plume height
and emissions rates.
It takes modelled particles of variable size and mass and
moves them by three dimensional forecast winds from the Met
Office weather forecast model MetUM (the Met Office Unified
Model). This model is among the most accurate weather
forecasting models in the world and has a horizontal grid
spacing of 25km and 70 vertical levels from the surface to 80km.
The particles’ motion also has a random component to represent
the effects of atmospheric turbulence. As ash remains in the
atmosphere for quite some time, an important feature of NAME
is that it is able to model the continuous nature of the eruption –
showing ash that has been emitted from the volcano from the
very start of the eruption, as well as the newly emitted ash.

Different parameters
While the most important parameters are the windspeed and
direction, other meteorological parameters are used by NAME.
These include the vertical temperature profile (which determines
the atmospheric stability with respect to vertical motion), the
height of the atmospheric boundary layer (which is important
for predicting the short-term spread of pollutants emitted at the
surface and sedimentation) and precipitation (which is
important for wash-out of pollutants).
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From quite early on it was recognised that while the eruption
appeared to be continuous, it was also ‘episodic’ in that the
amounts of ash being emitted varied as did the height of the
plume. The versatility of the NAME model enabled the Met
Office to ensure that the changing nature of the eruption was
well represented and illustrated in the forecasts produced. The
model now has a fixed concentration, which is considered as a
safe threshold. Plume height can be varied independently from
release rate and a release rate can be changed in factors smaller
than 10.
Unlike some dispersion models, NAME represents the
continuously erupting nature of the volcano and does not
remove volcanic ash particles based on an unrealistic arbitrary
time limit. Instead, volcanic ash particles are removed from the
atmosphere by several physical processes: fall out due to gravity,
settling on the surface, washout where the pollutant is ‘swept
out’ of the atmosphere by rainfall and ‘rainout’ where the
pollutant is absorbed directly into cloud droplets as they form.
This means that the VAAC dispersion maps give one of the most
complete pictures of where ash is likely to be present in the
atmosphere.

Verifying the forecasts
The VAAC requires verification of the forecasts against satellite
observation. These satellite images will only show up the thicker
parts of the ash plume and it is likely that the atmosphere

VA guidance 14 April 2010 – the first VAAC advisory chart issued at 1000GMT. Source, Met Office
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around the main plume will also contain smaller amounts of
ash. Occasionally, ash can be obscured by cloud on some
satellite imagery and the meteorology of northern Europe means
that if cloud is prevalent – and this is exacerbated because the
volcano is erupting through a glacier – it can itself lead to cloud
formation.
It is important to recognise that ash may be present, even if it
is not visible to the naked eye or does not show up on satellite
imagery, so the Met Office has undertaken further observations
to verify the presence of the ash plume. Using scientific balloons,
research aircraft, ground-based systems such as Lidar (a type of
radar) and laser cloud base recorders, the VAAC has been able to
verify that ash was present in the areas predicted by Met Office
forecasts.
Indeed, observations over the UK have showed that the ash cloud
in the days following the start of the eruption was at several
different heights and often concentrated in relatively shallow,
fragmented layers within the larger ‘area at risk’.
All the observations confirm that the dispersion model has
been extremely effective in predicting the spread of the volcanic
ash through this incident.
The London VAAC is responsible for one of the most active
volcanic regions and busiest airspace in the world. Because of
this, the Met Office has developed and refined its atmospheric
dispersion capability over the last 25 years and it uses this
expertise to maintain safety across the aviation industry. v

Meteorology
Left: High-resolution satellite image showing the release of ash from the volcano at
1335 on 8 May 2010. Source NASA/GFSC
Below: Modelled ash concentration: charts showing three levels of ash concentration.
Source, Met Office
Bottom left and right: Satellite images taken on 6 May and 11 May
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Listen and learn
Ambient sound recordings in the ATC tower can provide vital clues in the reconstruction of
air incidents – but obtaining intelligible data is no easy task
Martin Viktorin, Ambicon, Slovak Republic
Safety is the most important parameter in the air traffic
environment. Systems and measures providing safety
can be divided into three groups: training and
education; those that prevent accidents from happening; and
those that contribute to reconstruct the critical situations to
identify what happened and to provide clues on actions to be
taken to avoid such situations recurring.
The latter group includes legal recording systems, which are
now mandatory for recording and storing voice communication
and radar data.
Triggered by the 2002 accident in German airspace when a
Boeing 757 and Tupolev Tu-154M collided in mid-air, and in the
following quest for the best possible event reconstruction during
the investigation of incidents, ICAO issued on 14 March 2006 a
recommendation as a part of Amendment 44 to Annex 11 to
record the ambient sound (sometimes termed as aural,
background or environmental sound) in areas near and at the air
traffic controllers’ working positions. As of March 2010, 38
member states and two organisations have agreed to implement
this recommendation without any reservations.
From ICAO Annex 11: 3.3.3 Recommendation: Air traffic
control units should be equipped with devices that record
background communication and the aural environment at air
traffic controller workstations, capable of retaining the
information recorded during at least the last twenty-four hours
of operation. Note: Provisions related to the non-disclosure of
recordings and transcripts of recordings from air traffic control
units are contained in Annex 13, 5.12.
Recordings of ambient sound fill in the ‘gaps’ in situations and
decision making before and after any officially recorded
conversations via radio or telephone. Therefore the recording of
ambient sound is an important element in the reconstruction of
an incident.

Lack of guidelines
The most important criterion for recording ambient sound in the
selected areas is that the recording is of good quality and the

voices are intelligible. Any ambient sound recording system fails
if the investigator cannot detect and recognise what was said and
by whom.
Unfortunately ICAO’s recommendation does not provide any
quality quantification of the performance for such systems.
Furthermore, no real technical guidelines and specifications
exist today. In fact, there is a lack of knowledge regarding how
to make working solutions of real value to the user. After all,
knowledge of electro-acoustics, microphone techniques and
advanced speech audio signal processing for speech intelligibility
enhancement is not required for the development and
manufacture of ATC legal recording systems and voice
communication systems.
To design and manufacture an optimally working system for
ambient sound detection and processing requires a solid
knowledge of electro-acoustics, broad experience of the use and
implementation of different microphone types, and an
understanding of the nature of the laws of physics and related
behaviour of speech in enclosed spaces and noisy areas.
Today, there are typically three ways to specify systems for
ambient sound recording:
• Solutions based on omnidirectional microphones suspended
from the ceiling;
• Use of a microphone mounted in working position consoles;
• A combination of the two microphone placements described
above.
In all three cases, the signals from microphones are amplified
to line level and fed directly to the inputs of the legal recorder
without any signal quality improvement and system monitoring.
Generally, the first microphone placement without any active
audio signal processing will not provide a signal of useful quality
because background noise will mask the speech signal. The
second placement of the microphone at the console will be
better because it is closer to the source, but it will still suffer
from the lack of audio processing and too low signal-tobackground noise ratio. Tests performed by Ambicon confirm
this. Further testing at Ambicon has proved that speech audio

There is a lack of knowledge regarding
how to make working solutions of real
value to the user
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signal processing (cleaning) prior to recording is far more
effective than any post-processing of an already noisy recording.
Therefore Ambicon based its system on audio processing prior
to the recording.
Another disadvantage of the above solutions is that they do
not provide any system control or monitoring. If this system is
to be of value to the user, he has to know that all parts of it are
working all the time and that an error alert and message will be
sent immediately whenever a fault arises.

Realisation and implementation
The realisation of the Ambicon ASCS (Ambient Sound Control
System) was triggered in September 2008 when Slovak Air
Navigation Services (LPS) issued a tender for a system to record
the ambient sound near and around air traffic controllers’
working positions at the ACC and APP rooms and at six towers,
of which five were at remote airports. The main requirements
were:
• High speech intelligibility of the recorded signal;
• Ability to identify voices;
• Remote access to control and adjust audio and other
parameters for every microphone and audio control unit;
• Password protection for system access;
• Compatibility with existing or any future legal recording
systems;
• Full flexibility and scalability for future implementation of
changes and expansions;

• Continuous system self-testing and monitoring with reporting
of eventual faults to a central monitoring system via simple
network management protocol agent.
MediaTech, which developed Ambicon ASCS, has 15 years of
experience in electro-acoustics and professional audio. It is clear,
and has been confirmed during the stages of delivery and final
system tuning, that this type of know-how, which is not typical
for suppliers of VCS and legal recording systems, is essential for
successful system design, implementation and commissioning,
and for meeting client requirements.
In its proposal to LPS, MediaTech based the Ambicon ASCS
audio control unit on a completely new digital audio matrix
mixer hardware platform from a renowned manufacturer. This
platform provides control of all necessary audio parameters,
such as individual equalisation, advanced control of audio signal
dynamics and configurable audio matrix, each with eight
microphone inputs and eight line level analogue audio outputs.
The 0dBu analogue audio outputs make the Ambicon ASCS
audio units compatible with any legal recording system using
the common, standard 0dBm input sensitivity. Each unit is only
1U high with a 19in rack-mount, consumes less than 40W and
produces no noise. Therefore they can be easily installed within
ATC working position consoles or racks in the technical rooms.
After choosing the hardware platform, the next step for
MediaTech’s Ambicon team was to ensure proper software
control and system monitoring solutions that would meet the
customer’s requirements.
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Microphones are of paramount importance as these provide
the input signals. Garbage in will result in garbage out regardless
of advanced audio processing. After testing a number of
candidates, MediaTech’s Ambicon team decided on three specific
microphone types, each selected for its acoustic properties when
used in three different positions: console, tabletop and free air.
The chosen microphones also have high RF immunity, which is
especially useful in ATC tower rooms.
After winning the tender in late 2008, installation started in
January 2009. The exact and final positioning of the
microphones was adjusted on site in accordance with previous
studies and calculations. Installation at all six airports, including
the ACC and two APPs, was completed in April 2009 after
successful testing. The final handover and operational launch
were in May 2009.

Learning curve
Although the Ambicon ASCS system has been working
flawlessly for more than a year, it is no secret that the users and
MediaTech’s Ambicon team are all gaining experience with every
month of operation. So what has been learned?
• To make identification of voices easier for the investigators, it
is now recommended to record using two ASCS microphones
per track rather than four.
• It is important to pay attention to the positioning and
distances between the ASCS microphones and the VCS
loudspeakers to reduce audio masking by sound from VCS
loudspeakers.
• Testing of a new digital noise-cancelling module inside the
Ambicon ASCS audio units has produced excellent results with
regard to increased speech intelligibility. Previously identified
areas with unrecognisable voices and conversations are now
clear.
• The optimal ratio between the processed audio signal and
background noise is important for the investigators. Without
digital audio processing the recorded speech quality is often
useless. With too effective audio processing one may lose the
other background ambient signals that may provide important

clues for the investigators. With Ambicon ASCS the ratio
between background noise and speech can be precisely adjusted
at any time for any position and location. The remote access to
control audio settings of each ASCS audio unit makes this easy
and effective.
• Minute adjustments of all audio parameters for each connected
microphone after the system becomes operational are important.
The ability to perform this remotely is crucial because this does
not disturb or interrupt operations at the affected ATC working
positions.

Future enhancements
A full audio/acoustic loop test inclusive of all connected
microphones will be a new enhancement of the Ambicon ASCS
monitoring and error message solution. This acoustic test lasts
only a few seconds and should be performed once every 24
hours. It will detect any fault in the audio signal chain, including
acoustical malfunction of microphones or tampering with the
microphones. This acoustic test will be in addition to the
existing continuous system testing operating in the background
mode.
After a serious lightning strike some of the audio units’
outputs were damaged and a function for the detection of faulty
audio outputs with the ability for quick reconnection will be
offered.
Corresponding MUX units that convert analogue audio signals
to VoIP for signal distribution through a LAN/WAN network are
planned to be introduced in late 2010. This will enable the
distribution of audio signals from any remotely operated
Ambicon ASCS audio unit to either local or remote legal
recording systems via a network.
This will correspond with the increasing use of centralised
NAS-based legal recording systems that also record signals from
remote sites connected and sent via LAN/WAN networks.
Ambicon ASCS can match the topology of the legal recording
system to which it is connected. Control and monitoring of the
MUX units are planned to be included in the Ambicon ASCS
remote control and monitoring system. v

The chosen microphones also have high
RF immunity, which is especially useful
in ATC tower rooms
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We at Ambicon are. Therefore we have developed
complete Ambient Sound Monitoring and Control
system with World Class performance and
operational features:
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Please visit our web page www.ambiconsystems.com and take contact with us.
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High standards
Air traffic safety relies on using the most up-to-date telecommunications and message
handling systems
Will Sheward, Isode, UK

AMHS (air traffic services message handling system), as
specified in the ICAO ATN (aeronautical
telecommunications network) SARPs, is the new
standard for ground-to-ground messaging communications,
which is being adopted rapidly and will eventually replace
existing AFTN and CIDIN systems.
AMHS is based on the industry-standard X.400 messaging
system used in many high-security environments such as
military and financial sectors; it uses the X.400 addressing
structure, known as the O/R (originator/recipient) name.
This article looks at how an end-user application, such as an
AMHS terminal sending and receiving flight plans, might use the
directory, as well as other directory benefits.

How the AMHS user uses the directory
An AMHS user is someone using an application communicating
over AMHS. A typical example is an operator using an AMHS
terminal to handle flight planning tasks and wanting to
communicate with other AMHS users.
In the basic model of AMHS use of an ATN directory, each
AMHS user is represented by an entry in the ATN directory. See
the figure below for an example. It shows a simple directory
hierarchy, also known as a directory information tree (DIT).
Each entry in the directory contains information about the
object in question.
The top level of the DIT shows countries represented by
standard two-letter codes (e.g. C=DE is Germany). Under the
fictional C=TY, the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is TYCAA,
and this is represented in the DIT as O=TYCAA (O= means
‘organisation’).
Users are listed under O=TYCAA, with a common name
(CN=). In this example users are named descriptively but could
also be represented with an eight-letter AFTN name. The

A directory information tree
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directory name for our operations manager is:
CN=Operations Manager, O=TYCAA, C=TY
This hierarchical naming convention enables every AMHS
user in the world to have a unique directory name, with each
CAA operating directory servers containing information on its
own users. These servers will then be interconnected to form the
global ATN directory, so that users of the ATN directory,
wherever they are, will be able to see entries for all users (and
not just those for the local CAA).
When sending an AMHS message to that other user, the
AMHS client application (the AMHS terminal in this example) is
aware of the recipient’s entry in the ATN directory. The AMHS
client will use the directory in two ways:
• Recipient discovery (locating the user);
• Recipient verification (validating the recipient and the
recipient’s capabilities).

Recipient discovery
Recipient discovery takes place prior to recipient verification.
This use of the directory is visible to the end user, and is a clear
benefit of using the ATN directory. An AMHS client may obtain
recipient information in three different ways, discussed in detail
below:
• Local (no directory);
• Global (ATN) directory;
• Remote recipients in the local directory.
Local (no directory)
There is no requirement for an AMHS client to get recipient
information from a directory. This information may be
remembered, or obtained from a local online address book. The
risks here are that the information may be misremembered or
obtained from a local address book that is out of date
(containing either invalid recipients or assuming recipient
capabilities that are no longer accurate).
Global (ATN) directory
The ATN directory is an ideal mechanism for the AMHS client to
select a recipient. The AMHS client can simply browse or search
the ATN directory, using the natural country/organisation/user
hierarchy. When the ATN directory is used for recipient
discovery, verification is performed at the same time.
Remote recipients in the local directory
When a CAA deploys a directory, a first step will be to provide
the CAA’s own part of the ATN directory. This data will be
managed by the CAA in conjunction with AMHS configuration,
and will add immediate value to the local AMHS deployment.
As the local ATN directory is connected to other directories,
this will provide local users with access to more and more
recipients directly through the ATN directory.

Communications

It will be desirable for local users to have convenient access to
information about recipients not (yet) in the global ATN
directory. This could be achieved by local means (as described
above). An alternative approach is to use the directory as
‘address book’ storage for remote recipients not in the ATN
directory. This will have the benefits of a client/server approach,
and in particular will enable the address book to be shared
between multiple local users.

Recipient verification
Recipient verification is the key AMHS use of the ATN directory
but will not usually be directly visible to the end user as it takes
place prior to a message being submitted to the X.400 message
transfer service. There are two parts of this verification:
Recipient name verification
This core check is to determine the validity of the recipient, by
finding the recipient’s entry in the ATN directory. The benefit of
making this check is that it will detect messaging address errors
prior to a message being sent. This will mean that an operator
can immediately correct the address. If this check is not done,
the error will show up later when a non-delivery report is sent
back. The name verification will improve overall service
resilience by performing this check prior to submission.
Recipient capability verification
The AMHS client will also read information from the entry about
the capabilities of the recipient AMHS user. Some examples:
• Maximum message size. This directory attribute is defined in
X.400. It enables the client to check that the message being sent
is not too large to be handled by the recipient.
• Extended ATS support. Indicates that the recipient supports
the extended ATS service of AMHS, and so it is safe to use

features of this service. If this attribute is not present, messages
should be restricted to the basic ATS message service.
• MTCU capabilities. Indicates that the recipient is not a direct
user of AMHS, but messages are sent through an MTCU
(message transfer and conversion unit) to an AFTN or CIDIN
recipient. Information in this attribute describes the capabilities
of the MTCU, which will constrain the details of messages that
may safely be sent to this recipient.
• BUFR support. This directory attribute should be defined as
part of a specification for carrying BUFR (meteorological)
messages over AMHS. It will enable the sender to ensure that
BUFR messages are only sent to BUFR-capable recipients.
The key point about recipient capability checking is that it
will enable the sender to be confident that messages can be
correctly handled by the intended recipient. It will also enable new
services based on AMHS (that will initially only be supported by
some recipients) to be introduced in a robust manner.
The basic ATS message service is a subset of AMHS that
provides a similar level of service to AFTN to help the migration
from AFTN to AMHS. By contrast, the extended ATS message
service includes service capabilities, particularly in the area of
security, that go beyond those provided by AFTN.

When the recipient is not in the directory
It may be that the message recipient does not have a directory
entry that is accessible by the AMHS client. Reasons may be:
• The recipient is in a country (CAA) where no directory is
operated.
• The recipient’s CAA operates a directory, but it is not
connected to the directory being accessed by the AMHS client.
This would be an unfortunate situation, and illustrates the
importance of CAAs interconnecting directories when they
interconnect AMHS links.
In this situation, recipient verification by the AMHS client is
not possible. The message must be sent without verification, and
the AMHS requires use of the basic ATS message service (no
advanced features). This is desirable to maximise interoperability.
It can be seen that directory deployment is a necessary
prerequisite to deployment of advanced ATS applications.

Other benefits of the ATN directory

Browsing the directory

The directory functions described so far are very visible to the
end user; there are others that are less visible but no less vital.
Directory configured AMHS servers
Many AMHS messaging servers may be configured by use of
directory and hold their configuration information in the
directory. Having the whole AMHS configuration stored in a
directory sub-tree (which can be replicated over each of the local
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CAA’s directory servers) provides flexible and robust client/server
management of configuration.
AFTN/AMHS address mapping
A key capability of the ATN directory is the ability to map from
an AFTN address to an X.400 O/R address (and the reverse).
Eight-digit AFTN addresses are pervasive in the AFTN system
and in interfaces currently used by many end users.
Address mapping in the directory enables the AMHS user to
simply enter an AFTN address, which is then looked up in the
directory, relieving the user of the necessity to have to deal
directly with X.400 addresses.
Security
AMHS, specifically the extended ATS message service, provides
three security services:
• Content integrity. This ensures that a message has not been
modified in transit (either through accidental message damage
or malicious message tampering). It does this by verifying to the
recipient that the message is unchanged.
• Origin authentication. This enables a message recipient to
verify (by digital signature) that a message comes from the
claimed sender. This protects against the threat of forged
messages being maliciously injected into the system.
• Sequence integrity. This enables the recipient to verify that
messages are in order and that no messages are lost or
duplicated. This can detect loss (accidental or malicious) of a
message, and ensure that actions are handled in the correct
order (e.g. if an updated message is sent, to ensure it is
processed after the original message).

Origin authentication and content integrity are provided by
something called a message token, a digitally signed component
containing a hash of the message (a short check-sum of the
message) using a cryptographically secure hash mechanism to
provide content integrity, a sequence number to provide message
sequence integrity and the message recipient’s name.
The message token is digitally signed by the message
originator, giving message origin authentication. Anyone with
the public key of the originator can reverse this process by using
the public key to extract the hash and then checking against the
message received that the hash is the same as one built locally. It
can be seen that the message token provides both the origin
authentication and content integrity services.
The security technology behind this is based on X.509 digital
signatures, supported by PKI (public key infrastructure).
Although X.509 PKI can be deployed independently, large-scale
deployment is greatly facilitated by use of directory.

Conclusions
The ATN directory adds enormous value to an AMHS
deployment. Because of the usefulness of having information on
local users available in the directory, we believe that when a CAA
deploys AMHS, it should deploy its local part of the ATN
directory at the same time. When CAAs interconnect AMHS,
they should also interconnect their directories, using a
combination of directory chaining (X.500 directory system
protocol) and directory replication (X.500 directory information
shadowing protocol) to optimise overall performance. ❖
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